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Abstract 

The work presented in this thesis describes the development and imple

mentation of a number of ideas and methods that allow fMRI to be carried out 

using echo-planar imaging at ultra high field strength, despite the significant 

problems associated with this. 

In the first study, EPI is used to probe how the gradient echo (GE) and spin 

echo (SE) BOLD responses relate to the underlying neurological processes, 

whilst the brain is in both its active and resting states. These finding show that 

SE BOLD contrast is harder to detect but less localised to an'as around large 

draining veins than GE BOLD contrast and thus potentially more localised 

to sites that represent true functional areas of activation. 

The second study describes how dynamic !lBo mapping can be performed 

during ~lRI experiments with a hyperoxic challengt" in order to (ko.;sess til(' 

magnitude and extent of !lBo effects that arise due to sllsceptibility differences 

between air and tissue. Developing on this, this work describps the stl'PS 

involved in the design and implementation of a dual pcho GE/SE EPI seqlH'nce 

and how it can be used to enable off-resonance effects, such as image distortion 

and signal concentration/dilution, to be corrected on a dynamic basis for. 

simultaneously acquired, GE and SE data. 

The final study demonstrates how such a st'quenCl' can be used to df't(,ct 

resting state networks. Showing that the correspondingl.\" low tt'lIlporal sepa

ration of the GE and SE data allows GE and SE BOLD contrast IllechanisIlls 

to be compared in a Ilumlwr of novds ways in diffprent resting st ate lletworks. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The drive to increase signal to noise ratio (SNR), and hence diagnost ic 

quality of ivIR images, has led to the development of lVIR systems that op('rate 

at increasingly high field strengths. In theory, t he additional SNR can \)(' 

utilised in a number of ways, such as for improving image resolution and 

acquisition speed or for viewing contrast mechanisms that are otherwise hard 

to detect. However, this is not plain sailing, because rt'alising these gains 

in practice. when using these systems, is often quite challPIlging since there 

are also a number of problems that either arise, or increase in s('verity, wlH'n 

imaging at increasingly high field strengths. 

A significant proportion of rE'cent rvIR publications describe how l\IRI can 

be used to probe the functional nature of the human brain, by taking advan

tage of a contrast mechanism known as blood oxygpnation IE'wl dq)f'n<ipnt 

contrast (BOLD). BOLD contrast ba.'ied techniques are psppcially promis

ing at high fipld strengths due to the increa.'ie in BOLD contrast with fipld 

strength. This increased BOLD sensitivity allows functional ~IRI (~IRI) to 

be carri('d out using spin echo based acquisition Sf'qU<'IlCf'S, wh<'r(' activation 

related signal changes an', in theory, more spatially localised to the unci<'rlyillg 

neurological activation. 

To dat€" til(' majority of ~IRI is carried out Ilsing Echo Planar IIllaging 
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(EPI) readout modules (originally developed here in Nottingham (~Iansfield 

1977)) that allow rapid signal sampling whilst acquiring images at relatively 

high spatial resolution. However, EPI acquisitions are highly susceptible to 

off-resonant field effects, that are exacerbated at higher field strengths, that 

can cause severe geometric distortions, signal modulation and in extreme cases 

complete signal dephasing. 

The work in this thesis aims to look at how the increase in BOLD contrast 

at ultra high field strength, can be used to carry out robust functional imaging 

using both gradient echo (GE) and spin echo (SE) EPI. The goal is to use 

this to probe the underlying contrast mechanisms that are responsible for the 

BOLD response and, more specifically, to show how these differ for GE and SE 

acquisitions. This work also aims to alleviate some of the problems associated 

with using EPI at ultra high field strength by correcting for off-resonance field 

effects on a dynamic ba!";is, whilst minimising any changes to the nature of the 

functional image acquisition. 

1.1 Thesis Outline 

In Chapter 2 the fundamental principles that allow the tedmiquf' of mag

netic resonance imaging to exist and hence be used as a clinical tool an' de

scribed. A basic quantum mechanical description is given that explains the 

nature of the underlying physical processes that occur when a nucleus is placed 

in an external magnetic field. This description is then expanded to explain 

how such a spin state system can be manipulated so that it produces a de

tectable radio frequency signal, when irradiated with electromagnetic pulst's, 

and how this signal can be manipulated so as to pro ci u('(' images. 

In Chapter 3 the theory behind blood oxygenation level dependant con

trast is presented. This work describes some potentially fundament al limita

tions to the spatial resolution in fl\lRI and ('xplnins how thf' kv<'l of BOLD 
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contrast that is attainable is influenced by factors such as magnetic field 

strength and water diffusion. This chapter also describes how the BOLD 

contrast mechanism changes when imaging is carried out using GE and SE 

based acquisition schemes. 

Chapter 4 describes the first major study in this thesis and presents work 

that was carried out to compare the spatial location and strength of BOLD 

activation in the motor cortex, from data acquired IIsing SE and GE EPI 

sequences, in order to scrutinise the theoretical descriptions of the different 

contrast mechanisms. Specifically this study a.."lsesses the relative location of 

the GE and SE activation to the underlying vascular network. 

Chapter 5, the second major study, describes a technique that can be 

used to measure flEo on a dynamic basis during a functional experiment. 

The work demonstrates how it is possible to carry out dynamic flBo mapping 

to monitor field variations during a fUIlctional hyperoxia experiment without 

having to change the acquisition parameters. A further method is presentpd 

that enables dynamic off resonance correction to be carried out on SE EPI 

data, circumventing the problem associated with using SE s(>quences to mea

sure flBo. A final technique is then described that allows for the almost 

simultaneous collection of both GE and SE EPI data and that also enables 

dynamic distortion correction to be carried out on both data sets. This is 

demonstrated in a preliminary study in which dynamic distortion corn'ction 

is carried out on SE and G E EPI data acquired during an auditory and motor 

~IRI experiment. 

In Chapter 6, the final study in this thesis, a dual GEISE EPI sequence 

is used to probe the nature of the resting state BOLD response with the aim 

of identifying and comparing functional connectivity maps from SE- and GE

BOLD data. Further, a novel technique is descrilwd for measuring 6 H~I 6 R'2 

using non task-related resting state data. 



Chapter 2 

NMR Theory 

2.1 First Principles 

This chapter describes some of the fundamental principles that allow tIH' 

technique of magnetic resonance imaging to exist. Th(~ first section starts 

by explaining why arguably the most important and irnmpciiateiy appart'nt 

feature of an ~ .. lR scanner, its large static maglwtic fif'ld, is a funcianH'ntal 

necessity for MRI. To do thb, a basic quantum IIH'chanical dpscription is given 

that explains the nature of the underlying physical procpsses that OCCll[ whf'Il 

a nucleus is placed in an external magnetic fipld, namely the splitting of spin 

state energy levels, and how the strength of the static magn('tic field directly 

affects the degree of splitting and consequent ly the availablt' signal str('ngt h. 

This description is then expanded to explain how such a spin statf' system can 

bf' manipulated so that it produces a d(ltectable radio fn'<}uC'IlC'y signal when 

irradiated with electromagnetic pulses, and also how tlw evolution ovpr time 

of such a system can be understood llsing relatively straightforward quantum 

mechanics. The steps required to predict what eff(~ct this has on a macroscopic 

scalp are then dpscTibed along with a descriptioll of Hw empirically dt'rived 

relaxation fae'tors that make the tiH'ory agree with experimental ('videllc('. 

Tllf' sections after this explain how the f'rnittf'd signal can be mallipulatf'd 
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to produce images, introducing methods and concepts such as quadrature 

detection. the Fourier Transform and reciprocal space (k-space). The main 

factors that affect the contrast and signal to noise ratio of til(' resulting images 

are also described. 

2.1.1 Nuclear Spin 

Protons have a fundamental quantum mechanical property known a....., spin, 

which is analogous to the spin of a rotating ball, although strictly speaking 

spin angular momentum is an intrinsic property of the particle with no real 

classical meaning. A proton is a spin-1/2 particle. This means that it ha...., a 

spin quantum number Tns = ~ , due to its quantum mechanical nature, and 

it exists in a superposition of two states 10') and 18) : 

(2.1 ) 

\Vhere Co: and C3 are the superposition coefficients and must 1)(' normalised 

such that icnl 2 + ic31 2 = 1. In the presence of an external magnetic field 

in the z-direction the two spin states of the z-compollent of spin angular 

momentum (/z), 10') and 1(1), have well defined energy lewis. TIl<' elH'rgy 

difference between the states is given by: 

t::..E= tlJ.JJ (2.2) 

This process is known as Zeeman splitting (Figuw 2.1). TIlt' terlll ;.JJ is tilt, 

Lannor frequency, more commonly written as ;.JJo and is equal to : 

;.JJo = {Ho, (2.3) 

when' { is the gyromagnetic ratio and Bo is the maglwtic fidd strength. 
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E 

o ~----------.Bo · tJ.E = "thBo 

Figure 2.1: Zeeman splitting: The presence of an exterualmagnetic fipld causes the 
two spin states to have different energy levels 

2.1.2 Precession 

The spin state 14;) deHcribed in Equation 2.1 alHo evolveH over time. Such 

temporal variancy is described by the time-depcn<ie'nt Schrbdingcr equation: 

(2.4) 

where the Hamiltonian operator iH given by: 

(2.5) 

Thus the spin state at a time point t 1 is reiatpd to the Hpin sta,tp at a time 

point to (with a temporal separation of T) by thl' following rplation: 

(2.6) 

The exponential term is simply a rotation opprator (UJ that acts about the 

z-axis. Thus after a time period T the spin will have' rotatcd around Hw z-axis 

by an angl{' (.JoT. 
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2.1.3 Spin Ensembles and the Spin Density Operator 

A typical macroscopic sample is made up of a huge number of spins > > 

1020 with each spin in either the spin state 10), 1/:1) or in a superposition 

of the two. As a result the net magnetisation vector will be a function of 

the net state of all of these spins. Thus at first sight it seems impossible, 

in a practical sense, to predict the theoretical result of an ohs('rvation on a 

macroscopic system as it requires the calculation of an inordinate number of 

spin states. However, it turns out that the vast majority of these spins have 

little if any affect on other spins in the sample and so, to a high dE'gree of 

accuracy, the system can be considered to consist of only independent spins. 

This saving grace enables a quantum mechanical opf'rator known as tht' spin 

density operator p, based on the quantum mechanical expectation value, to 

be used to predict the result of an observation 011 a macroscopic scale, when' 

CnC~ Pn {1-

p = I¢)(¢I = (2.7) 

c{3c~ Cr:iC~ p+ Pri 

Here the density matrix terms glve values for the average contribution of 

f'ach spin in the sample and rf'present tlH' populations and ('olH'rences of the 

various spin states. The diagonal elements give UlP, population of thp In:) and 

If') states and the off-diagonal elements describe the cohf'rences bf'tW(,l'Il th('se 

two states. The average value contributed by each spin for an observation of 

Q is then given by: 

(2.8) 

with an accuracy of N- 1
/
2

, where I\/ is the llIunbpr of spins. Thus in thE' 

example when' N = 1020 the error is of the order of 1 in lOIO! HE'w'p tIw 

density operator provides a Ill('thod for determining the average restilt of an 
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observation independent of the number of spins in the sample. 

As the coefficients of the spin states are normalised for each individual 

spin, it stands to reason that the spin population tf'fms in the density matrix 

are also normalised such that cnc~ + CljC~ = 1. Only the differenc(' between 

these populations is of interest. When the population of the lower energy state 

In) is higher than that of the 1#) state there is a llet polarization of spins in 

the direction of the Bo field. When the population of the higher em'rgy state 

1#) is greater, there is a net spin polarization in the opposite direction to tilP 

Bo field (Figure 2.2). For coherences to exist there must he a superposition 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

POt > P!3 Po: < P!3 POt = P!3 

Figure 2.2: Population States: A net spin polarization (solid arrow) is produced 
when the population of the 10:) and I!~) states are not equal 

of spin states present and the spim; must be in phase in the transversl' plall{\. 

The phase of the complex coherences qL rppresmts thE' oripntation of the Il('t 

spin polarization where cP- is the angle of the net polarization vpctor from th(' 

+VE' x-axis (Figure 2.3). If WP know thE' statf' of tht' spin ensemble at SOIlll' 

time point then the Schrc)dingE'r equation provi(iPs a met hod to dd(\rrnilH' its 

state at a later time point. A good technique to detenniI}t' the start iug stah' 

of a system is to consider what happens when it is in tht~rIllal equilibrium 

with its surrounding envirOlllllent. Giwn tlw very large rlUmber of spins in a 

typical sample this kind of statistical analysis provides a very accurate result. 

There arp two points to consider Whf'll ft spin system is at thPflllal ('quilih

riurn. firstly there is no coherencp betw('cll spin states and spcondb' the spin 
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Figure 2.3: Coherence States: The net spin polarization is at angl!' qL to th!' x-axis 

state populations are described by a Boltzmann distribution. The population 

of the spin state IIX) is then given by: 

(2.9) 

A first order approximation of this can be calcuiatf'd by f'xpanding the f'XpO

nentials into a power series and using only the first term of the series. This 

gives: 

such that in matrix form we have: 

(

1 1 fry Bo 

P'q = 2 + ~) kb T 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.1:3) 

U sing this expression it can bt, calculated that th(' diffef('nce twtw(,pn tiH' spin 

population states, which will latpr be shown to relate to the amollnt of signal 

that can lw detectf'd in an l\IRI {'xperinwut, dppt'uds fllndaIll('lltally on tllt' 

strpngth of the ('xternal magmtic fidd (at 7T this is of the order of 1 in 10"). 
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In MRI we are more concerned with the macroscopIC effects from spin 

ensembles and the spin density operator is typically represented by a mag

netisation vector, M. Where the Alz component is related to the population 

difference between the spin states and the A/xy component is reiatpd to the 

quantum coherences. 

2.1.4 Radio Frequency Pulse 

If an l\IR sample is irradiated with a radio-frequency (RF) eiectromagmtic 

pulse. The spins in the sample will experienc(' a Vf'ry weak oscillating magIlf'tic 

field. If the frequency of the RF pulse is matched to the resonance frequency 

of the spins this will have a large effect on thE' natl1f1' of t h(' spin states due 

to a property known as resonance. Simply put, because the maglH,tic fidd 

from the RF pulse then oscillates at the same frequf'Ilcy as that at which the 

spins are pr('cessing. the overall effect of thp pulse is amplified significant ly 

(in analogy to pushing a child on a swing). \Nhen considpring thl' natur<' of 

these effects it is much simpler to consider the problPm in a framp rotating 

at the same frequency as the RF pulse (wrt'f)' III this rotating fraul(' til(' 

tiuw-dependent spin Hamiltonian then becomes: 

(2.14) 

where 

(2.15) 

and is known as t he resonancE' offset frequency. Dl11'ing tlH' applicat ion of a 

RF pulse this lwcomes: 

(2.10) 
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where Wnut is the nutation frequency and is effectively a measure of the 

strength of magnetic field component of the RF field and ¢p is th(' phasf' 

of the RF pulse. Thus for an exactly on resonance pulse with phase, <Pp = 0 

the Hamiltonian becomes: 

(2.17) 

Then by applying the Schrodinger equation it can be seen that the spin state 

after application of an RF pulse is simply related to state before it by the 

following: 

(2.18) 

where !3p is known as the flip angle of the pulse and is given by (Jp = WTIIl/Tp 

and R~p is simply a rotation operator: 

(2.19) 

This quantum mechanical description then makes it fairly trivial to df'termine 

what effect different pulses have on a spin stat£'. 

90 0 RF pulse 

In tiw ca....,e of a {3p = 7r /2 pulse, otherwise known as a 900 pulse. with a 

phase of 0, the following effects arp observed on a spin ill state In): 

, 1 
Roln) = J2 (1 -i) (1) 1 (1) 

-i 1 0 J2-i 
= (,-irr/l ~ (1 + i.) 

) 1 . 
- - I 

(2.20) 
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Thus the 90° RF pulse converts the In) state into the I - y) state (a snpt'r

position of the In) and 1/3) state), with an additional phase factor. Hence th(' 

spin polarization is rotated into the transverse plane. In a similar manner it 

can be shown that a 7f pulse (180°) transforms a spin in state In) into state 

1,8) with an additional -i phase factor, i.e. the spin polarization is flipped. 

To expand this to a macroscopic description we need to consider what 

happens to the density matrix. If we again consider what happens to the spin 

state after an RF pulse, as described in Equation 2.18, then we find that the 

density matrix after the RF pulse is given by: 

PI = 11>)1(1)11 = R~p(Bp)l(p)D(q)loR~,)(-i1p) 

PI = R~pU1p)poH~p( -/3p) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

For a starting state of thermal equilibrium Po = ~ i + 1 filb~~) I: and a flip 

angle of 90° we get the following: 

, - ~i ~ It,Uo i 
Po - 2 + 4 k"T Z 

R~p(!3p)izR'</Jp( -;1p) = -(IJ 

PI = ~ i - ~ III Bo i 
2 4 kbT II 

and in terms of the density matrix: 

po = 

1 Iii, Bo 
-+---
2 4 kbT 

o 

() 

1 1 h,Ho 
-----
2 4 kbT 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 
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1 1 II/y 8 0 - ----

PI 
2 4i kbT (2.27) 

1 hlBo 1 
+ 4; kbT 

-
2 

Thus the 90° RF pulse makes the populations of the two state equal and intro-

duces coherences, shifting the net rnagnetisation vector M into the transverse 

plane along the -y axis. In a similar manner it can be shown that a limo 

pulse inverts the spin populations without adding cohcrcnces. 

2.2 Relaxation 

In the previous section a mathematical ckscription was giWIl to show how 

rotation operators about z leave the populations of tll(\ In) and 1/'1) states 

unchanged and simply add a phase term to thE' colH'ff'ncc: 

Po.l = Po,Q 

P3.1 = Pd,O 

P = (,illoTp -.1 .. -.0 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

From this it would appear that the spin magnetisation vectors precess around 

the z-axis indefinitely. Indeed the induced current from this rotating rnagneti

sation can be detected by placing tuned coils around the sampk. HoweV<'r 

experiments show that the amplitude of the measured signal (iPcrcas('s oV<'r 

time. It turns out that to model the detf'cted signal (lc('uratdy, two empir

ically determined dt'cay constants, Tl and T'2, are lle('cied, wher<' Tl giV<'s a 

measure of the return to equilibriuIIl as a result of spin-lattice' ('ff('cts and T'2 

dut' to spin-spin effects. 
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2.2.1 Tl (Spin-Lattice) Relaxation 

The energy gained by a system due to the application of an RF pulse is 

eventually lost to the surrounding lattice by a process known as Tl relaxation. 

This causes the population of the spin states to return to the thermal (lqllilib

rium condition. The probability of an interaction occurring that causes spins 

to lose energy to the surrounding lattice, depends on the frequency of the 

vibrational, translational and rotational motion of magnetic entities within 

the sample. If these occur at the Larmor frequency, stimulated emission takes 

place and energy is lost. If the sample contains a very large number of mag

netic entities moving at frequency Wo, energy will be lost rapidly and tll(' 

Tl time will be short. To take account of this ttl(' spin populations can be 

modelled in the following way: 

2.2.2 72 (Spin-Spin) Relaxation 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

The phase C'ohprence generated as a result of nudpar magneti(' rf'sonan('e 

during an RF excitation pulse is also lost, due to local variations in tll(' mag

netic field strength. This is due to the preseIl('C of small rnagnpti(' fidds 

generated by other nuclei (T"2 decay) and magnetic field inholllognwit ies (T~ 

decay). The combination of this dpphasing T; is describpd by Hl(' following 

1 1 1 
-=-+-
T'; T"2 T~ 

(2.33) 

For example. liquids. likp water, have a long T2 b('('alls(' the molecules an' 

free to move around rapidly and so any fluctuations in tllt' lo('al magneti(' 

field strength. imparted by the pres('nc{' of other IIlokcuks. an' rapid. In 

comparison the molecult,s in rigid structun's gelH'rally hav(' a short T"2 h('cctllSP 
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the interactions between spins occur for a longer period of time and havt' a 

greater effect. In terms of the spin density operator, this efft'ct can be modelled 

by adding a decay term to the coherence states: 

i(no--+-)r 
P-,l = e 12 P-.O (2.34) 

2.3 The Bloch Equations 

\Vhen imaging macroscopic samples it is oftf'u preferable to dcscrib(' NMR 

using classical physics. This is reasonable, as the timf:' dependence of the ex

pectation value in quantum rnechanin; follows tll{' da.'isical case almost f'X

actly when a large number of spins are considered (Bloch 1946). Thus the net 

torque, T, acting on the spins within a unit volume due to tIl(' net angular 

momentum vector of the spins within the volume (the spin isochromat), g, 

will follow the following classical description very accurately: 

- dB - ~ 
T = dt = M x 8, (2.35) 

where .fI is the magnetic mOIllf'nt per unit volume (magnl'tisation). TIH'n 

using: 

(2.36) 

the following f'xpression can lw df'rived: 

dlfl [ - -] 
- = I AI x B 
dt 

(2.37) 

This is thp gf'rH'ral form of the Bloch f'quation that does not tak(' into account 

rdaxation effpcts. If we add tIl{' empirically dd('I'miIll'd relaxatioll t('l'ms T\ 
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and T2 and set 

Bx B\ cos( wt) 

B\ sin(wt) (2.38) 

we get the full Bloch equations: 

(2.39) 

(2.40) 

(2.41) 

in the presence of an RF field. This can thf'n he solved llsing a number of 

limiting ('onditions, such as the fact that 8\ = () just after the application 

of a 900 RF pulse, and that if the pulse is applied in tllf' x-directioll then 

Alx = Alz = 0 and Aly = 11,'10 . This gives: 

1 

Alx(t) = Ala sin(wot)e 1i 

I 

Aly (t) = Alo C'os( wot)e 1'2 

Alz(t) = Alo [1 - (:TJ

1

] • 

Using complex notation this gives 

. -t 

Afry(t) = ltfoe tWot
pT2 

A/z(t) = Alo [1- e rJt ]. 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

(2.45 ) 

(2.46) 
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2.4 The NMR signal 

2.4.1 Free Induction Decay 

After RF excitat ion the rotating transverse component of the net mag

netisation vector will induce an oscillat ing voltage in any tuned coils that are 

placed near to the sample (Faraday's Law) , whose amplitude decays due to T; 
effects (Figure 2.4) . It is the detect ion of this induced voltage t hat is the fun

damental goal of any NMR experiment , becau e contained within the signal 

is information about the spins within the sample. Further , various techniques 

can be used to increase the amount of usefu l information contained within 

the signal, the mo t common being methods that allow spatial localisation of 

the different components of the signal, using methods such as frequency and 

phase encoding ( ee Sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4). 

T; 

Time 

Figure 2.4: Free Induction Decay. 

2.4.2 The Spin Echo 

To remove the dephasing effects due to magnet ic field inhomogeneities, i.e. 

T~ in Equation 2.33 , it is also possible to measure the induced voltage after a 

combination of pulses has been applied in a pre-determined sequence, known 
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as a spin echo (SE) pulse sequence (Figure 2.5). In such a equence, an ini tial 

900 RF pulse excites the nuclei within the sample, convert ing longitudinal 

magnetisat ion into in-phase coherent transverse magnetisation, which then 

induces a signal within the RF receiver coils. The transverse magnetisation 

loses phase coherence due to T; decay, reducing the signal intensity. How

ever , a second 1800 RF pulse is th n applied, which effectively Aip the spins 

about their axes in the transverse plane, and rephasing occurs (Figur 2.6). 

This reverses the dephasing effect of magnetic field inhomogeneities because 

the phase accumulated by the transverse magnetisation due to magnetic field 

inhomogeneities is reversed after application of the 1800 RF pulse (assuming 

the magnetic field inhomogeneities are time invariant). 

RF I ______ 1 __ _ 
... -...... -... ............. _ -L 

- ..... -.___ <X e T2 --.... __ .-
~ --------------d 
b.O ...... 

r:n 
cC 
~ 
Z 

t t TE 

ex: e- T2 .e11.e- rr 

TE/2 TE 

Figure 2.5: A simulated SE pulse sequence. The red line shows the decay due 
to both T2 and T; effects whereas the blue line describes decay due to T2 and 
incorporates the rephasing effects of the 1800 RF pulse. In a SE pulse sequence, 
the red line intercepts the blue line at time TE. 

Thus after a time TE/ 2, the phase of the nuclei will change by an amount 

identical (ideally) to that experienced in the t ime period between t he ini tial 

90 0 RF pulse and the subsequent 1800 RF pulse, producing a signal known 
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as a spin echo at time TE; this phenomenon was accidentally discovered by 

the US physicist Erwin L. Hahn and described in his seminal paper (Hahn 

1950). However, the dephasing effects due to spin-spin interactions (T2 ) are 

essentially random and so are not rephased; because of this, the spin-echo has 

a signal amplitude that decays with the time constant , T2 . 

X, X' X' 

-t---+- --.t-o Y' ~Y' Y' 

X' 

CA) (B) ce) 

Figure 2.6: Classical description of the rephasing due to the application of a 1800 

RF pulse. (A) Transverse magnetisation immediately after 900 RF pulse. (B) Spin 
dephasing occurring as a result of field inhomogeneities. (C) Rephasing of spins 
after a 1800 RF pulse. 

2.4.3 The Gradient Echo 

In a gradient echo pulse sequence, an initial RF pulse is used to excite the 

spins in order to generate a signal due to free induction decay. A magnetic 

field gradient is then applied to rapidly dephase the FID signal. Following on 

from this, a reversed polarity readout gradient is applied that has twice the 

area of the preparation gradient. The signal is sampled during the readout 

gradient . At the point half way through the readout gradient the dephasing 

effects of t he preparation gradient are cancelled out leading to a gradient 

echo. Reversing the gradient in this way does not remove the dephasing effect 

of any magnetic field inhomogeneities in the same way as the SE sequence. 

Instead the gradient echo (GE) that is produced has a signal intensity t hat is 

dependent on Ti not T2 (Figure 2.7). 
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RF _I~----------~------------~-----------------------------
FE 

Preparation ' , Readout , V Gradient 
Gradient ~ y.-----': R'"~"""'l-
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F igure 2.7: A simulated GE pulse sequence. The red line shows the decay due to 
both T; effects and the imaging gradients, whereas the blue line describe decay due 
to only T;. The preparat ion gradient dephases t he init ial signal, this is t hen followed 
by a reversed polarity readout gradient with twice the area of the preparat ion 
gradient . 

2.5 From Echoes to Images 

2.5.1 Quadrature Detection 

The signal from the MR scanner is independently mixed with cosine and 

sine reference signals (at frequency wref ) to generate two signals that 0 illate 

with a much lower frequency (no) than the original signal: 

no Wo - Wre j , (2.47) 

where wref is set to a frequency which is v ry cIo e to the expected Larmor 

frequency for t he field t rength in question. The two signals that are produced 
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both have a high frequency (~ 2wo) and low frequency component: 

cos (wot) cos (Wreft) 
1 
"2 [cos ((wo + wref )l) + cos ((wo - w"ef )t)] (2.48) 

cos (wot) sin (wreft) 
1 2 [sin ((wo + wref)t) - sin ((wo - wref )t)] .(2.49) 

The higher frequency term can be removed using a low pass filter to give: 

Sl(t) 

S2(t) 

cos (not) 

- sin (not) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

It is important to not.e that both the cosine and sine rderence signals are 

needed t.o prevent information loss, If just the COSill(' rderencE' wa..o..; uHed, the 

-ve frequency offsets (Le. Wo < Wref) would 1)(' indistinguishable from +ve 

offsets (wo > wref)' For simplicity, the two terms that an' geI\('rated can be 

considered as the real and imaginary parts of a cornpkx signal: 

S(t) = Sl(t) + iS2(t) (2.52) 

This complex signal retains all the original information and distinguishes bp

tween positive and negative valups of no. This is a very convpniput way of 

describing the signal because it allows it to be moddhl as an ('xpon<'Iltial. If 

this technique was not. used the FID would be d(~scril)('d by: 

(2.53) 

\Vhere, A = TI. = Tl + Ti" However when using thp cornpl('x signal llotatioll 
222 

along with Euler's relation, the FlO can be desnibpd as : 

(2.5-1 ) 
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where, e(ix) = cos(x) + isin(x). no then depends on: 

no = 1B(r), (2.55) 

where B(T) is the total magnetic field strength. In ~IRI this field strength 

varies due to Bo inhomogeneities and the strength of the imaging gradients 

that have been applied, such that: 

(2.56) 

where, GIx, GyY and Gzz are the magnetic fields imparted by the x, y and 

z gradients respectively and !:l.Bo is the field offset. Following on from this, 

it is easy to see that in MRI the signal produced by spins precessing in the 

transverse plane, after RF excitation at a position r, ('(tn 1)(' descri1wd by the 

following Equation: 

(2.57) 

where, p(r) is the spin density and ¢(t) is tlw phasf' at time, t, which can lw 

written as: 

<t>(t) = 27r1 [I t 

Gx(t):r cit + 1t Gy(t),I} cit + 1t GAt)z dl + J~t !:l.Ho(r) cil] . 

(2.58) 

The phase of thf' signal does not depend on the static magnetic field stn'ngth 

but on !:l.Bo, i.e the field offsf't, and the gradient history. 

The gradient dependent components of tht' phasp (EquatioIl 2.58) an' used 

to meode the signal in k-spacp (see Section 2.5.2), as a n'sult th(' pixPl by 

pixel phase in the phase image, created from thp complex data after Fouri<'r 
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transformation of the signal, is described by the following formula: 

'S(S(x, y)) 
¢image(J:, y) = arctan ?R(5'(x, y)) 

23 

(2.59) 

Where S is the complex signal from the MR scanner. Ideally, this phase is 

not dependent on the gradients that were applied during imaging (assuming 

perfect echo centring in k-space). 

2.5.2 Fourier Transformations 

The 18th century French mathematician .lean Baptiste Joseph Fourier 

developed a mathematical technique known as a Fourif'I" Transformation (FT) 

that can be used to determine the spectral composition of a signal. The 

transformation along with its inverse are described by the following relations: 

S(O) = 1()() s(t.)e-in.tdi 

s(t) = 10() S(O)ei!!.tdO 

(2.60) 

(2.61) 

An NMR signal which is made up of a number of components (l) with differmt 

frequencies, 0/. and decay constants, )../, can be described by the following: 

8(t) = L a/e(ill/->../ltdt, 

/ 

(2.62) 

where Cl/ represents the amplitude of each signal cOInponpnt l. The Fouripr 

transform of this gives: 

(2.63) 
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After evaluating the integral this leads to: 

(2.64) 

where the term in brackets is a complex Lorentzian funct ion. Thus, Fourier 

transformation of the NMR signal produces a frequency domain signal that is 

a superposition of Lorentzian spectral components. This can be seen in Figure 

2.8 where a simulated signal is shown broken down into its three constituent 

components along with the Lorentzian of each. It can be seen that the Fourier 

transform of the signal (using a discrete Fast Fourier Transform algorithm 

(FFT)) produces a result that is almost identical to the sum of the Lorentzian 

components. In magnetic resonance imaging the frequency in the signal is used 

NMR IIg"'" 
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Figure 2.8: Top: Simulated NMR time series containing three different component 
signals. Middle (left to right) Three individual components that make up the signal 
and the Fourier Transform of the signal. Bottom: Lorentzians of each of the signal 
components and the real part of the sum of the three. 

to encode its spat ial location and t he al term in Equation 2.62 is governed by 

the proton density of the sample being scanned . This can be seen by changing 
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Equation 2.57 to describe the total detected signal whilst ignoring decay and 

off-resonance effects, so that: 

S( t) = J p(r )ei'Yr f~ G(t.' )dt' dr, (2.65 ) 

where p( r) is the spin density at position vector rand G (t') is the gradient 

at time t', such that in the 2D case 

(2.66) 

If the following substitution is made: 

k( t) = 'Y 11 G(t')dt', (2.67) 

then it is easy to see that the signal froUl the MR scanner is described by the 

Fourier transform of the spin density: 

S(t) = p(k) = J p(rki k.rdT'. (2.68) 

Thus thp Fourier transform can be used as a tool to (ktt'rIllirH' the' spin density: 

p(r) = FT(S(t)). (2.69) 

Hence. in MRL Equations 2.60 - 2.61 df'scribf' the processes involved in trans

forming an image g(r) from image space into spatial frequency Spat'(' G(k) 

along with its inverse. 

It is also simple to see from Equation 2.67 that if no imaging graciiPllts an' 

applied during sampling, i.f'. k(t) = 0, thf' signal onl~' providps information 

regarding thp numlwr of spins that are pres('nt not thpir positions: 

s(t) = J p(r)d,.. (2.70) 
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In reality the signal is only sampled for a limited period of time and at discrete 

intervals, thus a discretised version of the Fourier transform has to he used 

(DFT). 

2.5.3 k - space 

To generate useful diagnostic information from the NMR signal it is usu

ally necessary to localise the signal in at least two dimensions. This can be 

accomplished by employing frequency and phase encoding gradients, a..., eluded 

to in the previous section, to modify the frequency and pha.<.;p of the signal in 

a manner that depends upon spatial location. 

Frequency Encoding 

Frequency encoding gradients can be used to spatially ('ncode the N~lR 

signal in one dimension. To achieve this, a linear magnetic field gradient is 

applied, in the required encoding direction, during the acqnisition of the free 

induction decay or spin echo signal. Thp magnetic field gradients are cre

ated using gradient coils. The resulting spatial variation in magnetic fidd 

strength causes the spin isochromats to precess at different frequencies de

pending on their position in the sample. Fourier transformation of this signal 

then provides the amplitude of each frequency comporH'nt. Since pach fre

quency component has a direct one to one ('orf(~spon(lPnc(' with position, ID 

spatial localisation is achieved (Figure 2.9). There are a nurnlwr offactors that 

can alter the effectiveness of this procpss by disrupting th(' ('orresponciem'(' of 

frequency with position, such as the presence of uIlwanted localrnagnetic fif'ld 

inhomogeneities. 

Phase Encoding 

Unfortunately. frequency encoding can not b(' used to Pllcode HlP second 

spatial dimension, as the signal ass()ciatt'd with any given fn'qtH'IH'Y band 
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Figure 2.9: In the top row an object is imaged with no encoding grad ients. The 
spins in the object all precess at the same frequency. The amplitude of the detected 
signal from any given macroscopic volume depends on the number of spins that 
are present. As the signal has the same frequency at all points in the object the 
Fourier transform of the signal contains only one component and therefore no spatial 
localisation is possible. When a frequency encoding gradient is applied (second row) 
the frequency varies with position and the Fourier transform of the total measured 
signal contains a number of components that can be used for ID spat ial localisation. 
However the second spatial dimension remains unencoded. 

would not then be associated with a unique spatial locat ion. Fortunately, 

phase encoding gradients can be used to get around this problem. These are 

applied before the signal is acquired in order to generate an additional net 

phase that depends on position, in a similar manner to frequency encoding. 

Since frequency is simply the rate of change of phase it is then possible to 

encode the signal in the second dimension by repeating the signal acquisit ion 

a number of t imes with different phase encoding gradient strengths used for 

each new acquisition. The rate of change of phase is then different at different 

points in the object depending on how far the point is away from the entral 

turning point of the gradient (where the net phase accumulation due to the 

gradient will always be zero) (Figure 2.10). A rate of change of phase is 

simply equal to frequency the Fourier t ransform can be used to determine 

the rate of phase accumulation. Thus the one to one correspondence between 

rate of change of phase and position in the phase encoding direct ion allows 
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the second spatial dimension to be encoded. A further phase encoding step 

can be used in the third dimension to allow 3D encoding , where the additional 

phase encoding gradient is only incremented after all the phase encoding steps 

for the 2D encoding have been completed. 

Grad. 3 B Y2 

y 

---------------------_ . 
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t 
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, 

Yl - - ~-

• 

+ Y2-------

t t t 
Grad. 1 Grad. 2 Grad. 3 

Figure 2.10: In this example an object is imaged three times with three different 
phase encoding gradients applied before data sampling. Gradient 1 causes a net 
phase offset that varies with position along the y-axis of the object, gradient 2 
has strength 0 and causes no dephasing and gradient 3 produces a phase shift of 
opposite polarity to gradient 1 (Left image). The rate of change of phase over t ime 
(frequency) is then different at different points in the object. In this case the point 
Y2 experiences a larger phase change over time due to the gradients than point YI 
(Right image) . 

Populating k-space 

The signal that is acquired in this way can be constructed into a matrix 

with each signal acquisition, consisting of a signal with a range of frequencies 

due to the frequency encoding gradients, populating one line of the matrix. 

Each line will then have a different phase due to the phase encoding gradients. 

The matrix then effectively contains two dimensions of frequency information: 

one set of frequencies due to the frequency encoding gradients that are applied 

during signal acquisition and one set due to the presence of varying degrees 

of rates of change of phase in the data, due to the different phase encoding 

gradients that are applied before each signal acquisition. This matrix form 

of the spatially encoded NMR signal, is known as reciprocal space or more 
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commonly, k-space (see Figure 2.11 ). Differ n t acquisit ion sequence can b 

used to populate k- pace in a variety of way . An example of how k-space is 

filled during a simple 20 gradient echo equence is shown in Figure 2.12 . 

--------~--------. kz 

Figure 2.11: Left : An image of a slice through the human brain. Middle: k- pace 
data for this image. Right: A representation of t he discrete nature of the k-space 
data. 
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Figure 2.12: A representation of how k- pace is fill ed during a 2D GE pul e sequence. 
During the first TR, the combination of the phase encoding gradient and frequency 
encoding preparat ion gradient , shift the point at which k-space i filled to the 
bottom left corner. T he posit ive lobe of the frequency encoding gradi nt i then 
applied during sampling to acquire the first frequency encoded ignal, populat ing 
the first line of k-space. During ub equent TRs the strength of the ini t ial phase 
encoding gradient is altered 0 that different lines of k-spac are encoded differell t ly. 
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2.5.4 Slice Selection 

Images are usually acquired using a slice selection technique, where an 

additional gradient is applied during the application of the RF excitation 

and refocusing pulses in order to localise the signal to a 2D slicp. Sincp the 

bandwidth of an RF pulse determines the range of frequencies in a sarnplt' 

that will experience nuclear magnetic resonance, any spins outside of this 

range will not be effected by thp pulse. Thus if a slice selection gradient 

is applied across a sample in such a way as t.o ensure that only tht, region 

of interest. (i.e. t.he slice) contains spins with freqlH~ncies t.hat mat.ch those 

present within the bandwidth of the RF pulse, the rest of the sample will bt' 

unaffected by the pulse (Figure 2.13). Acquiring mon' than OIl(' slicf' is UWll 

simply a case of repeating the acquisition using an RF pulse with a different 

carrier frequency, or by changing the isocentre of tlw slice selection gradient 

(howevpr this is more difficult). \Vhen using this method, the slice thickness, 

6z, is determined by the bandwidth of the RF pulse, b..r, and the strength 

of the slice selection gradient, G z, where 

b.z = 27r t:..r 
"fGz . 

(2.71) 

A sine shaped RF pulse is often used in order to achieve a rpctangular slice 

profile in the slice selection direction. To reduce t.he lengt.h of tht' RF puis(" 

the sine function is t.ypically truncated so t.hat it ('ontains only a f('w lobt's 

either side of the main central lobe. However this smooths out the slic{' profih> 

and can lead to a problem known as crosstalk, when' tlw impt'rfect natnrc of 

the slice profilt' (i.e. its non-rectangular shape) means that th(' RF puist's also 

aff('ct spins in neighbouring slices. vVht'll these adjacE'nt slict's arE' t h(,11 sf'it'ctE'd 

for imaging, n'sidual magnetisation pertnrbations ('xist dtlt, to thp px('itatioll 

of the pr<'ViOllS slict'. This problem can bp alleviaU'd by int.prlmving t 11<' slic(' 

seif'CtioIl process so that adjacPIlt slief's art' not acqllin,d imIlH'<iiat<'ly aftl'r 
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each other. For example this may involve acquiring odd numbered lice fir t, 

then even numbers. The slice selection gradient also causes dephasing across 

a slice, however t his can be compensated for by applying a rephasing gradient 

lobe, directly after the slice selection gradient, t hat has opposite polarity and 

half t he gradient area of the slice selection gradient. 

RF pulse 
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f 
Gradient 
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Grad . 1 
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: :-: : 
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Figure 2.13: An example of how slice selection gradients can be applied during the 
application of an RF pul e to restrict the effects of the pulse to a pred termined 
slice. The strength of the gradient can be altered to change the lice thickn . In 
the left image the stronger gradient (Grad. 1) produces a thinner slice for a given 
RF pulse BW than the weaker gradient (Grad. 2), The central frequency of the 
bandwidth of the RF pulse can be changed to shift the posit ion of the slice in the 
slice selection direction (right image). The pulse bandwid th can also be changed to 
alter the slice thickness. 

2.5.5 Image Contrast 

A significant benefi t of MRI over more convent ional medical imaging tech

niques such as X-ray computed tomography is the a bility to use pulse se

quences to generate images that are sensit ive to a variety of different contra t 

mechanisms. This enables acquisit ion to be tailored for use in obtaining 

information valuable for a rang of medical condi t ions. 

To some extent all MRI acquisit ion are en it ive to t he proton density of 
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the sample, however it is possible to change the contrast so that other contrast 

mechanism dominate. The three main types of image contrast weightings are 

known as: proton density weighting, T\ weighting and T"2 weighting. There 

are however a number of other different contrast types, such as susceptibil

ity weighting, diffusion weighting and Blood Oxygenation Level Dependent 

contrast. 

T\ Weighting 

A T\ weighted image is an image that has been created so that cont.rast 

IS displayed between tissues with different T\ valtH's. After an initial RF 

excitation pulse the longitudinal component of magndisation recovers due to 

T\ relaxation at a rate that depends on the T\ of the tiSSllP. To gpnerate an 

image, a large number of RF pulses are often neecif'd, so that all of k-spa('(' 

can be sampled and hence a large number of pulse' repf'titions are rf'quired. 

After a time TR between successive RF puls('s, th(' alllount of longitudinal 

magnetisatioll recovery that has occurred will be higher for tissues with a 

short TJ than for those with a long TI . However, if the TR is long <'nough, 

the magnetisation in tissues that haw' both long and short T\ will have fully 

rf'covered before the next repetition. To maximise th(' TJ contrast prodll('ed 

by this process of saturation recovery, a short TR is n'quired so that th(' 

amount of longitudinal magnetisation that is availabl(' to be cOIlV<'rtpd to 

transverse magnetisation (signal) is highly dependent on th(' T\ of tll<' tissue 

being imaged (Figure 2.14). Using a long TR suppresses T\ contrast. In T\ 

weighted images, tissues with a short T\ (e.g. fat) appf'ar bright, b(,CflUSP 

their longitudinal magnetisatioll will have re('QV(~red mOl"(" wh('H'as tissups 

with a long T\ (e.g. cerebrospinal fluid) appear darkpf. To achif'vc optimuIll 

TJ weighting, not only do the effects of T\ contrast have to b(' mctximispd, but 

also the effects of T"2 contrast have to be minimised, then.for(, a short TE is 

nppcied as well as a short Tn. 
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Figure 2.14: Tl relaxation curves, demonstrating how the contrast between two 
tissues with different Tl t imes depends on the TR. A short TR gives a higher Tl 
contrast. 

T2 Weighting 

The echo time of a sequence controls the amount of T2 decay that occurs 

before the echo is generated. Immediately after an excitation pulse, t issues 

with different T2 times but similar proton density, will have similarly sized 

net transverse magnetisations. After a t ime TE this magnetisation will have 

decreased by an amount dependent on T2 . Thus, using a long TE generates a 

large difference in signal strength between the t issue types and increases the 

T2 contrast, whereas using a short TE suppresses T2 contrast (Figure 2.15) . 

In T2 weighted images, tissues with a short T2 (e.g. fat) appear dark and 

t issues with a long T2 (e.g. cerebrospinal fluid) appear bright . If the effects of 

magnetic field inhomogeneities are not reversed , such as in a GE acquisition , 

then this type of image will be T; weighted. To achieve optimum T2 weighting 

the effects of T2 contrast have to be maximised and the effects of Tl contrast 

have to be minimised, therefore a long TR is needed, as well as a long TE. 
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Figure 2.15: T2 relaxation curves, demonstrating how using a short TE gives low 
T2 contrast. 

Proton Density Weighting 

A proton density weighted image is an image wh re the variation in ignal 

intensity are mainly due to differences in the proton density within the tis ues 

being scanned. The number of protons directly determines the number of 

spins available to produce signal and so proton den ity weighting is pre ent 

within all images. To maximise the effect of proton density weighting, T, and 

T2 contrast have to minimised by using a long TR and a short TE. 

Magnetic Susceptibility Effects 

The degree to which a material i -. magneti ed when in the pre ence of 

an external magnetic field can also have an effect on image cont rast , and is 

described by a property known as its magnetic usceptibility X. Once magne

t ised a material will generate its own magnet ic field that perturbs the external 
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Bo field in the local region. The strength of this magnetisation is givf'Il by: 

- X-
AI = ( ) H, 

I + X flo 
(2.72) 

where, on a macroscopic scale, the magnetic field stn'ngth BmrlC'T"O is given by: 

(2.73) 

where flo is the permeability of free space, x(r') is thp magnetic susc<,ptibility 

as a function of position, /fo is the magnetising field and finally I/ob} is the 

demagnetising field due to tllP geometry of the suscpptibility distribution. 

People are mostly made out of water which is diamagnetic and so .\t.ot.al 

IS negative, where Xtol"l = Xwat.er + 6. \, because any paramagIH'tic: changps 

in the body 6.X will not usually change the ovprall properties of the tissue 

significantly enough to make it paramagnetie. Caicuiatioll of how the field 

varies at interface regions between tissues with difff'rpnt susceptibilitips w

quires complex numerical calculations. Howcvpr, a Ilumber of approximations 

can be made to simplify these calculations, such as modt'lling blood vpssds as 

infinitely long cylinders. Changes in B cilH' to suscpptibility effects can causp 

artefacts such as signal dephasing and associat{'d signal loss in ~IR imag<'s. 

In functional .MRI. the changing susceptibility of blood wit h oxygl'Il COIl(,('Il

tration is exploited to generate a contrast mpchanism that proviC\('s insight 

into which parts of the brain are activt~ during specific fUIlctional tasks (s('p 

Sect ion 3). 

2.5.6 Signal to Noise Ratio 

Tlw ability to distinguish bt'tw~('n an N~IR signal and randolIl backgrollnd 

11Ois(' depf'Ilds OIl the ratio of tlH' ~MR signal strength to the kv<'l of nois!' in 

the signal. this is known ct." the signal to IlOis!' ratio (S~R). Thp nois(' ill an 
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NMR experiment occurs mainly as a result of random thermal fluctuations in 

electrical current, within the subject and equipment, that are independent of 

the signal strength (Edelstein et a1. 1986). However, in human subjects noise 

related to physiological functions, such as the beating heart and respiratory 

cycle, can be the dominant source of noise. This is espf'cially problematic at 

higher field strengths (Triantafyllou et a1. 2005). If the SNR in an image is 

too low, the NMR signal will be indistinguishable from the background noise. 

There are a number of factors that influence the achipvable SNR level, and 

a few of these will now be discussed. 

SNR and 8 0 

The strength of the static 130 field has a strong influence on SNR. As men

tioned earlier, the population difference between spin states can be described 

by a Boltzmann distribution where: 

(2.74) 

and AE = 111,80' Thus with increasing Bo the population difff'n'nc(' between 

the two states increases and more signal is dt'tectf'ci. In fact, giwn that 

!::l.E < < kT the following approximation can be obtained: 

(2.75) 

wherf' N.~ is the number of spins and S' is the amonnt of availablt' signal. 

The amonnt of signal that is (iPtccted by a coil is also dept~ndent on thE' fidel 

strength (Bo). This is because the induct'd voltage is proportional to t i1<' rntp 

of change of the magnetic fields that are prod\l('ed due to the pn'('('ssing IlI1('iE'i. 

whose processional frequency is described by til<' Lannor eqllation. Thus 

(2.76) 
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However a number of effects counteract these theoretical gains such as the 

fact that it is harder to make coils that operate efficiently at high frequ<'Ilcies 

(associated with increasing field strength). As such, tlOist, increases with field 

strength at a rate that lies somewhere between B~/I and Bo, depending on 

whether the noise is dominated by the coil (non-conducting samples) or till' 

subject (Human imaging at high field strength). Consequently, the relation

ship between field strength and SNR is typically proportional to Ho and not 

8 2 
o· 

SNR and Receiver Bandwidth 

Increasing the readout gradient handwidth (BW) irHTP(tses the range of 

frequencies in the signal and consequently reduces the SNR.. Wh('n the OW is 

increased the total number of spins in a set frequency raug<' is redll('{>d due to 

the larger number of frequencies that are present and because tlH'I"e are only 

a set number of spins availahle to produce signal. Howevpr tll(' tlOisp lewl is 

uniform across frequency ranges and so adding rnor(' freqll{'nci('s to tiH' signal 

increases the noise power, resulting in a decrease in SNR. The overall signal 

originating from any given voxcl remains the same. Tht'refore, iutTeasing 

the receiver bandwidth dccreases the SNR by ilHTPasing t hc nois(' within a 

voxpl, not by dccrea....,ing the signal strength (Figure 2.16), as d('scrihp<l h.y til(' 

following relationship: 

SNR and Signal Averaging 

1 
SNR. ex JBW 

BH' 
(2.77) 

The number of signal av('rages (~SA) dderrllilH's how 1IlllCh <lett a is Ilsed to 

gE'lH'ratc each line of k-spac('. \Vlwn data is measur(\d lIlultiplp time's, random 
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Figure 2.16: Imaging using a larger receiver bandwidth increases the noise level in 
any given voxel and decreases the SNR. 

noise will change for each measurement whereas the signal will remain th 

same. Thus, signal averaging will tend to cau e the noise to cancel whil t the 

t rue signal is enhanced , increasing the image S R. Due to this behaviour , we 

get the following relations: 

S SA 

Noise ex J NSA 

(2.78) 

(2.79) 

Thus, doubling the NSA increases the SNR by J2, not 2. Doubling the NSA 

will also double the scan time and so this technique is not always the best 

method for increasing image SNR. 

SNR and Pixel Size 

An MR image consists of a number of voxels repres nting t he signals orig

inating from specific volumes of tissue. The NMR signal strength in a region 

of tissue is dependent on the number of protons within the volume that have a 

component of magneti at ion in the transverse plane. Larger volumes contain 
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more protons and produce a higher signal. The volume of an l'vIR image voxd 

depends upon a number of factors such as the slice thickness, field of view and 

matrix size. A voxel's cross-sectional area is equal to the FOV divided by the 

matrix size and its depth is governed by the slice thickness, hence its volume 

is given by: 

FOVFF voxel volume = N ' 
FE 

FOVI'B 
N pB 

. ~z, (2.80) 

where FOV FE and FOV PE correspond to the FOV in th(' frpqupncy encoding 

/ phase encoding directions respectively, N FE and NI'E are thf' matrix sizes 

in the frequency / phase encoding directions and ~z is the slice thickness. 

Increasing N PE reduces the noise in the image by v' Nn ; , through an effect 

similar to signal averaging. Thus the SNR is proportional to: 

SNR ()( volume . J N n; (2.tH) 

In contrast, when imaging using ionising radiation modalities such as Com

puted Tomography the SNR is proportional to the square root of the afl'1:t and 

so reducing the pixel dimensions by a half only halves the Sl\"R. Thus it is 

always advantageous to use the finest pixd size possible in or<ipr to allow filH' 

detail to be visualised in areas with a sufficiently high SNR. In [('gions of low 

Sl\"R, averaging of the pixel values recovers tll<' original Sl\"R. In ~IRI tilE' sit

uation is quite different because reducing the pixd size causes an irreversible 

loss of SNR in the image and averaging of pixpl vallles will not incrpase the 

SNR to its original level. In MRI the pixel size has to bt' large ('nough to giv(' 

an adequate SNR in the area of interest within an imag£' to f'nabk anatomical 

features to be accurately visualised. yet at the same tilIW small enollgh to 

provide an adpquate spatial resolution. Thus in MRI there is a key trade-off 

between image S~R and resolution. 
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2.5.7 Relaxation Constant Parameter Mapping 

The relaxational constants T1, T'J. and T; are often s('nsitivf' to different 

physical properties of a sample and so can provide contrasting information 

about the underlying structure of the object being imagf'd. For thb reason 

it is often useful to measure these relaxation rates directly, as opposed to 

weighting an image by them. 

Tl Mapping 

For Tl mapping an mverSlOn recovery sequencl' can be used ill which a 

180° RF pulse is first applied to invert the longitudinal rnagnetisation, then 

after a set time TI, during which the inverted magnetisation recovers due to 

Tl relaxation effects, a 90° RF pulse is applied. This converts the longitudinal 

magnetisation into transverse magnetisation, producing an FID. An additional 

180° pulse can then be applied to generatE' a spin echo whos{' signal intensity 

depends on TI, T1, TE and T'J.. This signal can tlH'n bl' sampled using a 

number of different readout tf'chniques (for exarnplp EPI, Figll[{' 2.17). The 

signal detected during such as inversion n~covpry s<'qw'nce is d('scribed by til(' 

following equation: 

(2.82) 

where n is the flip angle of the invprsion pulse. By lll<'asurmg the signal 

intensity multiple times, through sampling of {'itlH'r a graciipnt ('cho or spin 

(leho, with a range of different TIs (keeping TE constant) it is possibk to 

perform an exponential fit to t he signal intensity at pach voxpl location as 

a function of TI and thus to IIlea.-;UH' Tl (Figure 2.1~). \Vhm carrying out 

this kind of acquisition it is important to use a TR of at lpast 5T( ill order to 

allow full recowry of longitudinal rnagnetisation b('fo[(' th(' puis£' S('qIH'IlC<' is 

repeated. This type of fitting bpcomes lIlon' cOIllplicat<'d wheu n'("ollstruct<'d 
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Figure 2.17: A SE EPI inversion recovery Sf'qucnce. An initial H~O° RF pulsf' 
is applied to invert the longitudinal magnetisatioll (with all optional spoiler to 
remove any unwanted transverse magnetisation resulting from thp RF pulsp). This 
is followed by a standard SE EPI readout module at time, TI. 

modulus image data is used, because it isn't th£'n possibl(' to d('tnmine the 

sign of the measured signal, as a decay curve similar to the plot on th(' right in 

Figure 2.18 is actually detected. However, a fit to this can be found by using 

the absolute value of an exponential function, with the caveat that this can 

reduce the accuracy of the TJ estimates due to rectification of Hw noise around 

the zero-crossing point; tending to bias the TJ pstilllation upwards (Clan' & 

.J ezzard 2001). 

T2 and T; Mapping 

In a similar manner. T2 rnappmg can \)(' performed by carrying out an 

imaging experiment on a sample using it SE S{'qlH>IH'<~ that is n'p<'ated with 

multiple different TE val ups whilst maintaining a fixf'd TR. A fit of the natural 

logarithm of the signal at pach echo time on a voxel-by-voxel basis tll<'ll allows 

T2 to bf' ckterminpd by calculating thp gradient of tlH' fit. This ('an he S('('ll 
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2 2.5 

Figure 2.18: Left: A plot showing simulated results of how signal inten ity varies 
as a function of inversion time (T1 ) in an inversion recovery sequence. Right: The 
detected signal recovery when using modulus image data. The blue circle highlights 
the region where noise rectification is problematic during fi tting. 

by considering the following signal equations: 

S = M o exp ( - ~:) 
1 

In (S) = In (Mo) - T
2
·TE 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

It should be noted that this technique does not take account of the additional 

signal loss brought about by the diffusion of protons t hrough macroscopic field 

inhomogeneit ies (6.Bo) and so, in fact , the measured signal is more accurately 

described by: 

( TE) (2 2 (TE)3 ) S = Nfo exp - T2 exp - "3 ' h 6.Bo) · - 2- . D , (2. 85) 

where D is the self diffusion coefficient. However , diffusion effects are generally 

fairly small. T2 mapping can be carried out in the same way but using a GE 

acquisition sequence. 



Chapter 3 

BOLD Contrast: Imaging The 

Brain 

Neurological processes, wllPther conscious or not, an' brought about due 

to the propagation of electrochemical signals in and betw('pn a ulllltitud(' of 

nerve cells in the brain. Thl' genf'ratioll of thes(' signals reqllir('s a contin

uous supply of energy from oxidative metabolic processes. In humans this 

requires a significant proportion of the body's energy resources, consuming '" 

20% of the total oxygen and glucose supply. Till' raw materials Iwc('ssary for 

these metabolic processes are supplied via the blood and IH'IH'(' any incTPHse 

in neurological activity also heightens metabolic <kml1nd. In fact, it was first 

documented over a 100 years ago that a local increase in IH'urological activ

ity causes a corresponding incrpase in regional (wcbral blood How (rCBF) 

(Mosso 1881) in order to supply fundamental elt'mmts such as oxygen (Fox 

& Raichle 1986). In MRI, the magnetic field strength in a local H'gion, and 

ht~nce signal strength, is sensitiw to tht' prps('Il('(' of paramagnetic eit>ments 

snch as oxygen, Thus, this principle that brain activation It'vd is ('orrplatpd 

with blood How and IH'ncf' local oxygen concentration, which ill turn affects 

the ~IR signal strength, forms tht' basis of an ~IR bast'd functional imaging 

tpchnique. commonly known as Blood OxygPllatiol1 Lewl Dq)('wknt (BOLD) 
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imaging, that can be used as a tool to probe neurological processes (Ogawa 

et al. 1992). The principles that underlie this functional imaging tcchniquf' 

will be described in further detail in the remainder of this chapter. 

3.1 Susceptibility Effects 

In MRI the strength of the local magnetic field at any given point is in

fluenced by the magnetic properties of the surrounding tisslH'. When plac('d 

in an external magnetic field magnetic materials become slightly magrH'tised, 

with the magnetisation aligned with the applied field, creating a small local 

field perturbation. The size of this effect can be explained by thp product: 

XBo, where X is the magnetic susceptibility of ttl(' mat('rial. The sizp of X 

depends on a number of factors including: the numher of ullpain'd electron 

spins, the number of unpaired nuclear spins and tlH' orbital motion of the 

electrons. However the contribution of the unpaired nueiear spins is neg

ligible and the size of X is mainly determined by the Illllnbt'r of unpain'd 

electrons. For this reason deoxyhaemoglobin, with four unpairpd electrons, 

is more paramagnetic than oxyhaemoglobin. Thus altering tlw amount of 

oxyhaemoglobin/de()xyhat~rnoglobin in a given area of tIw brain has an ('ffpd 

on the MR signal. The increase in local blood supply that is brought about 

due to elevated brain activation is much larger than that f('quin'd to suppl.v 

the cells in the region with an adequatt' level of oxygen. Thus, the net (~ffe<t 

of increased neuronal activity. is a risf' in the amount of oxyh;wlllogiobin in 

the local region. Indeed the over-supply of oxygen may 1)(' (Tucial in onkr to 

incTea..o.;f' the ratp at which oxygen is suppiif'ci to tiss\H' via diffusion he("Clus(' it 

incn~ases the oxygen concentration gradient b('tw('en tlH' capillaril's awl sur

rounding tissue, allowing diffusion of oxygm to occ'llI' at a high('r ratp (J('zzard 

et al. 2003). TIw localis('d control of blood flow may 1)(, infllH'Il("('d b:va IlllIIl1wl' 

of factors. sllch as tlH' rdeas{' of potassiuIll iOBS, aftt'r nervl' cdl depolarisation 
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and also the release of the vasodilator nitric oxide (Iadecola 1993). 

A local decrease in the concentration of deoxyhaemop;lohin due to brain 

activation produces an increase in the local signal intensity rf'lative to that 

found in the inactive state. \Vhen two materials with diffNPut map;rlf'tic sus

ceptibilities are adjacent to each other a rnagnt'tjc fif'ld p;raciient. is cTf'atpd 

at the interface between them, and because of this the pn's{'ll{'l' of deoxy

haemoglobin in blood will cause any protons within the surrounding tisSlll' 

to experience a change in the local magnetic field strength, Ttl(' natme of 

this effect depends on the size of the blood vessels, with largl'r blood Vt'ss<'ls 

producing a longer-range effect, When the magnetic field gradients aw large 

enough to cause the magnetic field to vary significant ly across the dimellsions 

of a voxel, signal dephasing dominates (Boxerman et a1 1995), That is thl' 

spins in the voxpl experience a different magrH'tic field strmgth depf'udinp; 

upon where they are, The signal emanating from the voxPi is th(\ll ('om posed 

of signals with a wide range of phase values, reducing thp Ilet sip;lHll int('l}sit,v, 

The amount of signal attenuation that occurs b desC'rib(,d by til(' term b.H~, 

which is a measure of the relaxation rate of the signal due to thp change in 

blood magnetic susceptibility on activation (Gati et al. 1997). Thus: 

where R~A and R~B art' the I'('laxation rat('s of til(' activatpd and Imselirw 

states respectivdy, From this, it is fairly trivial to calculate that the dmngp 

ill signal intensit.v at a given p('ho timp (TE) iwtwe('Il tlw adivatpcl (S .. d and 

basdine state (SB) is: 

A" _ (' S' - L' (,-TE.Mli 1) U L - ,'1 A - , IJ - ,'1 H ( - (3.1 ) 
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Using the assumption that TE.LlR~ ---+ 0 allows the following approximation 

such that 

(3.2) 

Thus LlR~ can be determined by calculating tlw difference in signal intensity 

between the activated and baseline states and normalising by thp basp line 

signal intensity and the echo time. Thf' magnitude of the changf' in magnetic 

field strength at the blood-tissue interface depf'nds on t Iw diffprcIl('(' in sus

ceptibilities between the blood and tissue and not 011 the size of the blood 

vessel. 

3.2 Spatial Resolution 

The spatial resolution of functional measuwnwnts bas<,d upon the BOLD 

response depends not only on thf' imaging resolution of t 1)(' functional a('

quisition, but also, more fundamentally, on tlH' spatially bhlrn'd naturp of 

the BOLD contrast mechanism itsdf. In analogy to how a riwr might drain 

the water from distant hills, a significant proportion of the' BOLD signal is 

generated due to the rplatively long range sus('pptibility <,ffects aro1lnd large' 

draining veins that are potentially distant from the' trw' site of ('ortical ac

tivation (Lai pt al. 1993. TUfTll'r 20(2). This puts an inlH'r<'Ilt limit on thp 

resolution that is achievabk using GE imaging te('hni(l'H's and this may have' 

been reached in high field experiments where data can now be (l('qllin'd with 

resolutions as high as 1 mrn3 . It may bf' possible to cir(,IlIllwIlt this fllIlciamt'll

tal resolution limit by using SE imaging seqUf'nces that lin' less s('nsitiv(' to 

tlU' suscpptibility effects arollnd large draining veillS (described lat('r in this 
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chapter), imaging at higher field strengths (due to the shortening of blood 

T2 ), or using novel functional paradigms. Indeed Menon & Goodyear (1999) 

describe an elegant solution that employs standard GE imaging techniqu('s. 

They demonstrate that it is possible to remove the activation brought about 

due to large draining veins by stimulating different l'Pgions of ttlP brain that 

are in close proximity and then subtracting the' resllitant activation maps. 

The pertinent idea being that functional regions that are very close together 

will be drained by the same large veins and that these veins will product' sim

ilar venous activation patterns upon activation. Subtraction of the activation 

maps from these spatially disparate functional n'gions will leave bf'hind only 

the highly localised activation due to BOLD effects in the mi(,l'Ova."iculatur(' 

that are highly specific to each functional site. Menon & Goodyear (1999) 

accomplish this by applying an alternating visual stimulus to each t~ye and 

conclude that the technique allowH ocular dorninann' COlUlllIlS to be view('d 

at sub-millimetre reHolution. 

3.3 Field Strength 

Tht' size and natUf(' of the BOLD respons{' IS also d(\pend(\nt on the 

strengt h of the external rnagnptic field. At lower lidd stn'llgt hs til<' larg(~st 

contributor to the ne't change in signal in a voxd, Ilpon a('tivation, is due 

to the change in signal contribution of the blood itsdf l)(,('(luse of C'hang(~s in 

blood oxygenation and volume. At 1.5T thp intrinsiC' blood signal is grpaJpr 

than the intrinsic signal of thp surrounding tissllt" dw' to tilE' longpr T~ of 

blood (\Vright & Hu 1991), thus an increasp in local blood V01UIllf' ('allS(,S an 

increase in signal. Howpv('r at 7T ttl(' Ti of blood is wry short (s('(' Table' 3.1) 

(Thlllborn et al. 1982) and so the intrinsic blood signal is low. 
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Field strength (T) 
7 

1.5 

Blood water T2 (ms) 
15 
130 

G ray matter water T2 (IllS) 
55 
90 

4H 

Table 3.1: T2 values at high and low field st.rengths 

3.4 Water Diffusion 

The randoIll diffusion of water molecules through tisslH' alters the aIllount 

of BOLD contrast that can be detected as the diffusion de(TPasps t.he aIllount 

of phase dispersion, and hence signal attenuation, that occurs due to t.he 

susceptibility effects around hlood vessels. Diffusion is essentially a random 

process and so any spins undergoing diffusion experience an average of tht, 

field pert.urbations in a local region whose sille is govprned by t.he diffusion 

distance. This decreases the dephasing effects across a voxd and reduces the 

size of t.he GE BOLD response. The severity of t.his effect is df'pencient on t.he 

diffusion distance relative to the local field gradient. and is greater when t.he 

field gradient is larger, i.e around smaller vessels. 

The average displacement of a water IIlolccuk ill one dimpnsion can be 

described by the following: 

(3.3) 

where D is the diffusion coefficient and T is the tiull' over whi('h diffusioll 

occurs. The displact>ment in a 2D plane is then given by vi 4 f)T. If all c('ho 

time of 25ms is used in a GE sequence and 0 is givf'n a. value of IJlTfl,'2 / TT/8, til(' 

diffusion distance will he ,......, lOtan. This distann' is approximately equal to the 

sille of venules, larger than the size of capillarips and smallt'l' t han draining 

veins. The sizp of the diffusion distance relative to the eff('ctiw range of 

the extra-v<l.'iclliar cornporwnt of BOLD contrast (EV) ('an tw S('(,ll for two 

two differpnt Vt'ssd sizes in Figure 3.1. Thus ill a GE St'qlH'Il('{' tIl(' ('xtra-
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Figure 3.1: An example of the diffusion distance and the effective range of EV 
BOLD contrast for two vessels, one large (rv 30/-Lm , left) and one mall (rv 3/-Lm , 
right), the relative scales are correct . The intra-vascular component (IV) i hown 
in red . 

vascular component of BOLD contrast is dominated by the effects around 

large draining veins due to the longer range of t he field perturbation around 

t hese vessels and the contrast suppre ing effect of molecular diffu ion around 

capillaries. The size of the intra-vascular effect (IV) i mostly dependent on 

the Bo-field strength , wi th higher field strengths r ducing the IV cont ribut ion. 

3.5 SE Bold 

It is also possible, although less common , to use a SE pulse s quence for 

fMRI. In a SE sequen e t he 1800 RF pul e refocuses the ignal dephasing 

due to static field inhomog neit ies (T; effect) and produce an imag t hat 

is T2-weighted. However the refocusing puis does not refocus the random 

dephasing effects due to spin diffusion. Due to the random nature of diffusion, 

the net phase accumulated by a spin in t he first half of the echo time i then 

different to that experienced in the second half of t he echo t ime. Consequent ly 

the 1800 RF pulse will not refocus all of the dephasing t hat has occurred wit hin 
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a voxel. Around large blood vessels spins undergoing diffusion experience a 

fairly constant magnetic field strength over time and so art' not significantly 

affected by the random motion of diffusion. Thus whpn a SE seqllf'IH'(' is IIspd 

for fMRI the long range susceptibility effects around large blood wssds an' 

refocused, leaving only the dephasing effects due to randoIll diffusion. Since 

these are negligible around large blood vessels, tlwre is almost no change 

in T; upon activation and very little BOLD contrast, wllloving thl' extra

vascular component of activation around large vessds (EVL. in Figur(' 3.2). In 

contrast, spins undergoing diffusion around small vesspls (such as capillaries, 

EVS in Figure 3.2) experience a large range of fif'ld stwngths owr tirn(" dll(' to 

the large susceptibility induced magrH'tic 6('ld gradit'nts around thes(' wssds. 

these random signal dephasing diffusion effects al'P not refoclls(~d by tlw Hmo 

RF pulse leading to T2 BOLD contrast in the EVS compartment. This has 

been confirmed in numerous studies (Duong t't al. 2002, Yacoub C't al. 2003, 

Hanner pt a!. 2011). Duong et a1. (2002) showed that wllPn using a high 

resolution slab selective EPI techniqm' SE activation corrdates wr.y closely 

with maps showing changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF). with both showing 

activation occurring almost entirely in grey rnattpl' wgiollS. Also. Lowe pt al. 

(2000) found that t:,.R2 is more uniform across cortical and subcortical gray 

matter structures than t:,.R;. Tiwy postulated that largpr cha.llges in t:,.U; 

are detpded across these structures due to til(' gn'atpr volullI(' fraction of 

macrovessels in the cortical rpgions relatiw to sub(,ortical regions. and that 

the uniformity of 6.R2 across these regions suggests that t:,./I'l is I(lss aff(ldpd by 

the presence of macrovpssels. In summary a SE seqw'w'p rPIlloves the' majority 

of the EV effects of BOLD activation around large vPsse'ls. hut l(lavps an pff('ct 

due to diffusion around small vessels, enabling bet tt'r localisation of tIl<' BOLD 

signal. Despite this, fMRI studies gent-rally (1lIlploy gradimt echo (GE) ratlH'r 

than spin pcho (SE) based imaging tpdllliqlH's b('('aus{' of til(' highpr s('llsitivit~r 

provided by GE BOLD contrast (~lich('li('h et al. 20()6. D1long d al. 2002. 
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Figure 3.2: The BOLD signal compartment. GE EPI detect th contribut ion 
of all of these compartments, SE EPI suppres e the contribution from the EVL 
compartment leaving the IVL, IVS and EVS compartments. Diffu ion gradients 
can be used to suppres the act ivation from the IVS IVL and EVL compartments. 
Using a high magnetic fi eld strength can also suppr s the signal from the IVS and 
IVL compartments. Thus, at ultra high field SE BOLD is only sensitive to the EVS 
com partmen t . 

Yacoub et al. 2003) , despite its lower spatial pecifi ity. However the in rea d 

signal- ta-noise rat io (SNR) available at ultra- high field opens up the po ibility 

of more routine use of SE techniques (Olman et al. 2010, Yacoub et a\. 2008). 

BOLD contrast depends upon both intravascula r (IV) and extrava cular (EV) 

signal changes. As field tr ngth is increased , the EV cont ribution dominates 

over IV effects due to t he di proportionate hortening of the T2 of venou blood 

compared to that of tissue (Yacoub et al. 2003 Yacoub et a l. 2001b): venou 

bloods T2 reducing from rv 180 ms at 1.5 T (Barth & Moser 1997) to rv 40 ms 

at 3 T and rv 10 ms at 7 T (Gardener et al. 2010). Thus at low field st r ngth 

(e.g. 1.5 T) BOLD contrast is dominated by IV effects (Oja et al. 1999, Song 

et al. 1996) , whilst at ultra-high field , BOLD ignal i dominated by EV eff cts 

(at the echo times which are typically used in fMRI experiment) . The EV 

BOLD effect due to static dephasing around large vessels is linearly dependent 

on magnetic fie ld tr ngth , whilst t he EV effect around small ve sels, due to 
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diffusion of spins, is predicted to increase supra-liIH~arly with magnetic field 

strength (Yacoub et al. 2003, Boxerman et a!. 1995, Ogawa f't al. 1993). Spin 

echo experiments thus benefit particularly from tlH' use of ultra-high fidel, 

and the relative increase in sensitivity to EV f'ffects around small vessels 

(Yacoub et al. 2003). These processes heighten the spatial specificity of SE 

BOLD compared to GE BOLD contrast. However, since spin ccho acquisitions 

refocus the effect of static dephasing, the sensitivity of SE BOLD contrast is 

significantly reduced compared to GE BOLD contrast. 

3.6 BOLD contrast in fM:RI 

Having the ability to produce images with a contrast that is s(~nsitive to 

the brain's activation level is very useful, as it allows for ('xp('riments to \)(' 

carried out that assess neurological function. Activation i<'ve1s can be ass('ssed 

by repeatedly scanning a subject over time whilst tlwy perform a specific 

neurological task at a number of different tiIll(' points, sq>arat<'d by known 

intervals. If the temporal resolution of the dynamic acquisition is high cIlough 

and there is an adequate contrast to noise ratio (C~R), ttl<' time scrips will 

display a signal change, in the regions of the brain that are employed to proc('ss 

the task at hand, that correlates with the onsds of the stimuli. Regn'ssiolJ 

analysis can then be Ilsed to assess w}H'ther a giVf'Il n'gion (voxd) shows 

activation. To allow this, the overall effect that. the lIwkrlyillg activation has 

on the MR signal intensity ha...., to be modelled. Then' an' IlIlIIWWIlS tedmiqIH's 

that have been developed for this, ranging from simpi<' Illo<iC'ls that us{' a single 

gamma function (BIlCkIlPf et a!. 1996) to more ('oIllplimtt'd tedlIliqll(,s that 

llSP a combination of gamma fUllctions (Friston <'t. a!. 1998) or finite impll1sp 

response filters (FIR) (GOllttp et a!. 2000). TIH'S(' models an' c\('SigIWd with 

OUf' or more parameters that ("all be' varied to allow all a("("llrat.P fit to thp data. 

Stuciips have shown that tlH' shape and timing of tht' ha(,llIo<iynallli(' n'spons{' 
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function (HRF) (Figure 3.3) can change across the brain due to difft'rences in 

the vascular structure (Lee et a1. 1995) and so it is beneficial to haV<' a model 

that has some flexibility in tiwse areas. 

The characteristic shape of the HRF is shown in FiguH' 3.3, it has a lltlInbC'r 

of notable features that are related to the underlying physiological proc{'ssps. 

For example, immediately after the onset of a stimulus there is usually an 

initial dip in signal intensity (Yacoub et a1. 2001a). It has t)('('ll postulated 

that this occurs as a result of elf'vated levels of deoxyhaellloglobin in til<' 

blood, due to the heightened metabolic demand, in UH' ppriod b('[o[(' the 

arrival of extra oxygen (delivered via an increase in CI3F). Onct' the dfects 

of vasodilators such a.."l nitric oxide takf' hold, tIl(' increased blood VOhlIlH' 

provides an over-supply of oxygen to the local region and tilP signal int<'Bsity 

increases, this can be seen as the peak in th(' HRF in Figur!' 3.3 at around [) 

sf'conds after the stimulus onset. The time betw('<'n til<' stimulus onsf't and 

the return of the HRF to ba .. 'ieline lewis can he as long as 20s. Thl' HRF 

is almost invariably modelled as a linear timp-invariant system, that is, til<' 

HRF invoked by a stimulus is considered to add linearly to t h(' HRF of anotiH'r 

stimulus in a manner that does not changt' with tinH'. This is known as tIl(' 

general linear model or GLM. Using this assumption the predicted activation is 

calculated by convolving the HRF with a boxcar stimulus flluctiou, (kscribiug 

the on and off periods of Hw functional stimuli for tIl<' ('xp('rilll('nt. (Fig. 3.4) 

and then using regression analysis to deterrniIH' what mod<'i paraIlleh'rs for 

the HRF best fit the rneasnrt,ci time cours('s. This t.ype of analysis ("all hI' 

carripd out on a voxel-wise basis HtTOSS the pntirp imaging data sd to assess 

wherl' activation occurs. To (kterrnirH' how w('ll th(' measured data fits t1H' 

predicted model, a statistical mea.sure such as a Z-S('OH' is Ilsually displaY<'d 

on a voxdwise basis. Du(' to ttw large llurnlwr of voxPls in a typical f\lR I 

('xpt'riment it is important to apply a multiplP comparisons corrt'ctioll factor 

(usllally a I3onferroni cOlwction factor (Rin' 1989)). Otherwisp a large lllllul)('r 
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Figure :1.3: The Haemodynamic Response Function (HRF), showing typical timings. 

of spatial locations would display statistically significant activatioll pur('ly d1\(' 

to chance, confounding the results. 'Whilst this typ<, of correction signifi(,ant ly 

reduces the number of false-positives it also inC'rms('s the likdyhood of fats(' 

negatives, however this is considered less problematic in f1vIRI. 
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-- Convolved with HRF 
-- Block Design 

Figure 3.4: A block design experiment . The model for the haemodynamic response 
function is convolved with block design, representing the ON and OFF periods of 
t he stimulus. The resulting model is then used during functional analysis as the 
predicted timecourse. 



Chapter 4 

Spatial location and strength of 

BOLD activation in high spatial 

resolution fMRI of the motor 

cortex: a comparison of SE and 

GE fMRI at 7 T 

4.1 The Motor Cortex 

The human brain is made up of a Ilumber of fUIlctional regions that an' 

dedicated to the control and monitoring of specific cognitiV<' pro('('ss('s, such 

as hearing and vision. The motor region is de<iicat<'d to titP planning, coutrol 

and execution of movements that are made Oil it voluntary basis. Its function 

and relative location were determined in thp l'arly 1900's via a sprit's of inva

siV<' expPfimcnts in which e\t>ctrodes were used to stillllllat<' th(' brain din'ct ly. 

The motor cortex can be divi<il'd into tlm'c main fUllctional site's, tht' primary 

motor cortt'x (1\11), the prp-lllotor cortpx and th!' sllpplellH'lltary lllotor an'a 

(S:\IA). TIl{' primary motor cortex contains a point to point IH'llronal rq)l'('-
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sent at ion of every part of the body which can be moved on a voluntary basis. 

This can be represented schematically u ing a homuncular diagram (Figur 

4.1). 

Ankle 

Toes 

Primary 
motor 
cortex 

Central 
fissure 

Lips 

Jaw 

Tongue 

Figure 4. 1: Motor Homunculus, demonstrating which regions of the brain are 
dedicated to controlling the movement of different parts of the body. (Fig
ure modified from https: / / courses. washington. edu/psy222/0verheadSlides/ 
Sensorimotor%20System/Homunculus.jpg) 

These motor regions are responsible for controlling different aspects of 

movement. The primary and pre-motor cortex are used for the guidance of 

ongoing motion and control of the proximal and trunk mu d es. Whereas the 

supplementary motor ar a is used for planning and co-ordination of more com-
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plex movements (such as t he co-ordination of bi-manual movement). N u

ronal signals that are generated in the motor cortex descend down through the 

cort icospinal tract, crossing over to the opposite side of t he body, in order to 

stimulate the muscles that are required for a specific movem nt to take place 

(Figure 4.2). The control of ongoing tasks involves a feedback loop, where 

sensory information such as visual and tact ile signal ar ombined with mo

tor information in order to update the neuronal signals output from the motor 

cortex. This allows for any difference between the actual and intended motion 

to be corrected. 

Primary motor cortex 

. 
Corticalspinal tract --<l 

· · · 
. . . Dorsal horn 

Ventral horn 

Figure 4. 2: The neuronal pathway of the motor respon e. (Modifi d from 
http://brainconnection.positscience.com/med/medart/l/ 
motoranat-motorunit . jpg) 

The volume of the cortical region that is dedicated to a particular body 

area gives an indication as to t he amount of control one ha over it. This 

is represented in the homuncular diagram by the size of th corresponding 

body part that surrounds the surface of the brain (Figure 4. 1). Thus the high 

dexterity t hat we have when it comes to complex hand and finger motion i in 

part due to the fact that a large area of the brain is dedicated to t he control 
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of these body areas. 

Since the development of MRI, functional task-based studies employing 

fMRI have allowed the location of the motor cortex to be determined a('cll

rat ely and non-invasively in in-vivo experiments. The localisation efficacy of 

fMRI was confirmed in an early study by Yousry et al. (1995) who compan'd 

the spatial location of fMRI activation in the motor cortex to HlP location of 

the motor cortex as determined by direct electrical stimulation during surgery 

and found good agreement between the two techniques. If further r('sults can 

prove that a.lRI can be used for the routine, robust and accurate detection 

of the location of functional regions in the brain, such as ttlP motor ('ort('x, 

then it could be used as a powerful clinical tool. For example, it may proV(' 

possible to use this type of non-invasive localisation of functional regions prior 

to surgery to reduce the invasiveness of an operation or to less('n ttl(' risk of 

motor impairment when neurosurgery is carried out in nearby brain regions 

(Maldjian et al. 1996, Di Salle et al. 1999, l\latthf'ws et al. 20(6). FurtlH'r 

the use of SE-based flvlRI techniques, instead of the mor(' commOll GE-ba."ipd 

~IRI techniques, may prove useful for understanding the BOLD respOIlS(, and 

for achieving higher spatial resolution in functional studi('s such n.'" occlliar 

dominance column mapping (Yacoub et al. 2(07). 

4.2 Introduction 

Although the vast majority of fMRI is carried out using GE BOLD ('011-

trast, current theory suggests that the SE BOLD respons{' has hight'r spatial 

specificity to the underlying neuronal activity. Further, SE S('(IlH'l1(,PS an' also 

less prone to the effects of magnetic field inholIlogeIleiti('s, which can 1)(, par

ticularly problematic at high field strength. Following 011 from this, if it is pos

sible to hoth reliahly and rohustly detect the SE BOLD fPSPOllS(, its iIH'[('(ts('d 

spatial specificity to the underlying neuronal activit.\'· would b(' particularly 
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beneficial in a number of developing clinical fields such as prf'-surgicallocalisa

tion of the motor cortex (Maldjian et a1. 1996, Di Salk et al. 1999, Matthews 

et al. 2006). However the inherent insensitivit.y of the SE BOLD respOllS(, 

to t.he long range extravascular effect.s around large blood vessPls can b(' a 

double-edged sword, since this effect also reduces the overall sensit.ivit.y of tllt' 

SE BOLD response to neuronal activity; making this respons(' Illuch hard('1" 

t.o detect. 

Due to the difficult if'S involved in its det.f'ction, then' an' only a lim

ited number of studies that directly compaw GE and SE BOLD contrast 

(Bandettini et al. 1994a, Lowe et a1. 2000, Zhao 8t al. 2004, Yacoub ('t al. 

2005, Zhao et a1. 2006, Schaefer et al. 2008). In humans, these studi('s haw 

generally been restricted to the visual cortex due to its strong hcU'lIlo<iYllamic 

response, with data acquired at a relatively coarse in-plalH~ spatial n'solution 

(Bandettini et al. 1994a, Lowe et a1. 20(0) or with a larg<' s\ic(' thickn('ss 

(Yacoub et al. 2005). 

In the work described here, the increased BOLD ('ontrast to uois(' ratio 

(C~R) at 7 T is exploited, along with the USE' of a multi dUUIIH'1 l'('('('iw coil, 

to offset the lower functional sensitivity of SE BOLD. W(' IlS(, th(' imT('asf'd 

Cl\"R to enable the GE and SE BOLD responses to n simpit> lIlotor task to 

be accurately compared at high spatial resolutioll (1.5 IllIll isot ropie) duriug 

a relatively short scan session (rv 1 hr). To gain insight iuto whdlH'r thl' 

underlying mechanisms that lead to GE and SE BOLD contrast havp atl pfff'ct 

that difff'rs significantly when imaging at high spatial n'solutiou, WI' use a 

region of interest (ROI)-based analysis to compan' the spatial lo('(ttioll of and 

signal change within activated regions, cakulat('(\ via analysis of GE and SE 

data from the same snbjrcts. Further. WE' calculate tht' position of an'as of 

activation rdative to the location of large draining wins (1lH';tSl!r!'<\ using 

high rcsolut ion venous mapping Sf'qUPIlCPS). Using this inforInnt.ioll WI' t pst 

the accuracy of the theon'tical assumption that sllgg('sts that til(' SE BOLD 
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response is more localised to the underlying microva..o;;culature (representing 

the true location of neuronal activity) than to large draining veins. We also 

investigate the fractional SE BOLD signal change a..-; a function of echo time 

and from this calculate the change in T2 - relaxation rate (LlR'2) on activation. 

T2 data also enables the determination of the optimum echo time for SE flvlRI 

studies of the motor cortex. 

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Data Acquisition 

Five healthy subjects participated m this study (agt' 22-31 years; two 

males). Ethical approval was obtained from thf' University of NottinghaIll 

Medical School Ethics Committee and all subjects gave full written conspnt. 

Scanning was carried out on a 7 T Philips Achieva syst{'Ill, using 11 VOIUlIlt' 

transmit head coil and a 16-channel receive coil (Nova l\{('dical, \Vilming

ton MA). To minimize motion, subject's heads were hpld ill plllc(' using a 

customized ~IR-compatible vacuum pillow (B.U.W. Schmidt, GPnItaIlY) and 

foam padding. 

For the functional acquisitions, multi-slicp. singh'-shot G E- and SE- ('('ho 

planar imaging (EPI) sequences were used to acquin~ contiguous axial slic('s 

with a field of view (FOV) of 192 x 72mm2 (AP x RL), at 1.5 lllIll isotropic 

resolution. A reduced FOV was employed in the phase-encoding (RL) dirpc

tion along with a SENSE acceleration factor of 2. This allowt'd the IlSP of 

short SE echo tilIlE'S and readout durations (minimulll TE = 30 IllS, 2--1 ms 

readout duration). Image volumes wprf' positioll('d so as to span tlH' right 

primary motor cortex. 

For thp functional study, SE-EPI scans wpre (l('qllin'c\ with pcho hUH'S of 

30. 35, 40. 45, 50 and 55 ms. A GE-EPI scan with (t TE of 25 IllS was also 

collectf'd. Both GE and SE data wew (tcquin'c\ with a TR of 2.4 s 1)('1' VOhlllH'. 
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with each volume comprising 16 slices. 78 volumes were collected for each 

dataset during the fMRI protocol. 

The functional paradigm consisted of a visually-cued motor task, with a 

rest period of 16.8 s followed by 14.4 s of finger tapping using the l<'ft hand, 

repeated over 6 cycles. The paradigm commenced with a rest period to provide 

an initial baseline measurement. 

T; maps were generated using 6 GE-EPI scam; at different echo times 

(spanning 25-50 ms with 5 ms spacing). To increa.....,e the SNR, 20 volumes 

were acquired at each TE. T1-weighted anatomical images with the same slice 

prescription, coverage, and resolution as the functional data were acquired 

using an l\1PRAGE sequence with linear phase encoding order (TE = 2.14 

ms, TR = 14 ms, FA = 10°, TI = 960 ms, 2 averages). The entire scan 

session took approximately one hour. 

High-resolution, T;-weighted axial images were recorded for each sllhj<'ct 

in a separate scan session (0.25 x 0.25 x 1.5 mIll:
1 resolution over a 192 x 154 

mm:.! field of view, TR = 320 ms, TE = 20 ms, 34 slit-ps) to allow large vdns to 

be identified. A T1-weighted (MPRAGE) image at l.5 nlIn isotropic m.;ollltioIl 

was also acquired, with the same slice prescription, to aid registration of tiH' 

venous mask and the functional data. 

4.3.2 Data Analysis 

Data were realigned using AFNI (Cox 1996), with the GE data regist<'r('d 

to the SE data, and analysed with a general linear llloch'lusing FEAT in FSL 

(Smith et al. 2004). i\'oise pre-whitening was applied to thc' data along with 

high-pass temporal filtering. A high pass cut-off frpquency corrf'spollciing to a 

period of 3l.2 s (i.e. the length of a cycle) was llS('<i to ('oIllI)(,Ilsatp for signal 

drift. Data were not spatially smoothed in ordpr to retain t hp high spatial 

resolution of the functional scans. Using FEAT, Z-S('OI'{' activatioll maps wen' 

calculated for each echo time of the SE data and also for ttlP GE data. For t lH' 
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SE data, an additional z-score map was generated by carrying out functional 

analysis on the average of all six SE data sets for each subject. 

T2 Mapping 

T2 maps were generated in functional space by using data from th(' initial 

rest period of each functional SE scan. This was accomplished by carrying 

out a weighted fit of the natural logarithm of the signal at each echo time on a 

voxel-by-voxel basis (Section 2.5.7). Multi echo time GE-EPI scans, acquired 

following the fMRI protocol, were analysed in a similar manner to gmH'ratc 

T'; maps. 

Reduced FOV Imaging 

To enable the rapid acquisition of high resolution images, the FOV in the 

pha.-;e encoding direction had to be reduced in size so that it ('Il('olIlpassed 

only half of the head. When imaging in this way it is impossible to stop Ul<' 

effects of the encoding gradients in regions outside of the FOV and so signal 

aliasing artefacts can be problematic. 

These artefacts can be present in both the frequency and p1ms(' encoding 

directions (if the FOV is smaller than the obj<'d in ('ach of thp COrI"<'sponding 

directions). In the frequency encoding direction t1l<' higher frf'qll<'IH"Y signals 

from outside of the FOV are indistinguishable from ttl(' signals originating 

inside it, as explained by Nyquist-Shannon sampling thpory (FigllH' 4.3). As 

a result the encoding process causes these signals to coutaIllinatt' tl1(' signal 

from within the FOV (by misinterpreting tht'Ill as low fn'queucy signals). 

causing fold-over artefacts (Figure 4.3). Howt'v('r, aliasing in tll{' FE direction 

is generally not a problem as it can be ea."lily remedipd by applying a band pass 

fiit('r to the l'MR signal, which removes unwanted freq1H'ncies fwm outside 

the FOV whilst retaining those froIll within it. 

Aliasing in the PE direction occurs for similar [('asons, but <III<' to phas(' 
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Figure 4.3: Aliasing. When using discrete sampling points two different frequencies 
can appear to have the same frequency. 

Phose Encoding Direction 

• 
Aliasing 

fOV flaaJ I .. ". 

Figure 4.4: Aliasing artefact in the phase encoding direction. 

instead of frequency effects (Figure 4.4). As the detected phase is alway 

inherently wrapped between - 7r to +7r it is not possible to fil ter phase using a 

band-pass filter and so aliasing occurs. To get around this problem saturation 

pulses can be used to remove the signal contribut ion from outside the FOV. 

An example of this outer volume suppression is shown in Figure 4.5. The left 

image displays a pronounced aliasing artefact in the PE direction where the 

front of the head has been wrapped around to the back of the image due to 

t he reduced FOV. The image on the left demonst rates the effectiveness of a 

saturat ion pulse; wit h complete removal of the aliasing artefact. 
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Figure 4.5: An example of th ffects of aliasing artefa t using data fr m a parat 
scanning se sion. Severe wrap around aliasing can be se n in th 1 ft irnag . In th 
right image a saturation band was us d to remove th ignal from out id of th 
FOV. 

In a st andard saturation pulse, a patially ele t ive 90° RF puls i us d 

to flip the longitudinal magnetisation into t he transverse 11 n ( a tura ting 

the signal) . These RF pul s hav to b d sign d in such a way th at the n t 

transvers magnetisation , reated by th satura ti n puIs, is k pt as small 

a possible by intentional pha e dispersion , so th t no signal i d t ted. F r 

addit ional signal at tenua tion , saturation pul es are u ually f llow d by th a p

plication of spoil r gradients. In order to minimi any r covery of I ngitud inal 

magnetisation, imaging has to be carri d out imm diately aft '1' appli at ion of 

the satura tion pulses. 

Wh n imaging is carried out at high fi eld , such as in this study, thi m th d 

of saturation tends to be ineffe tiv due to the cff ct of B1 fi ld in hom -

geneities (Pfeuffer t al. 2002). To g t around this probl m, a 8 1 field ins n

sit ive technique that uses amplit ude- an 1 f1' qu n y-modula t d pulses wi t b 

additional spoiler gradients (Luo et a l. 2001) , was employed . 
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Shimming 

To reduce the effects of image distortions, due to the presence of fidd in

homogeneities, an image-based shimming technique WI1.'-l employed (Poole & 

Bowtell 2008). At the start of each scanning session Ii 130 field-map was cal

culated by using the difference in phase of two gradimt <'cho images acquired 

with echo times of 6 and 6.5 ms (Jezzard & Balaban 1995). The corn'sponding 

Bo information was used for computation of shim currents to second order, 

in such a way as to minimise any field inhomogeneities inside a cuboidal n~

gion (90x50x50mm3
, APxRLxFH) containing the pre-central gyrus (Poole & 

Bowtell 2008, Wilson et al. 2002). The shim values Were fixed for all th(' 

remaining functional scans in the session. 

Fat Suppression 

The Lannor frequency of a hydrogen nucleus depends to a small exknt on 

the properties of the molecule that the hydrogen atom reside's in. In hioIlH,dical 

MRI we detect signals from hydrogen contaiw~d within both fat and water. 

These molecules have very different physical properties. In fat, a large dpctron 

cloud reduces the strength of the external magnetic fiPid within tht' moi<'clli<" 

reducing the Lannor frequency. This chemical shift is known as til<' fat-wat<'r 

shift and is equal to approximately 3.5 ppm. WhPIl imaging at 7 T this 

equates to a shift of 1043 Hz. This natural differem'(' in precessional fn'q1H'lH'Y 

means that any fat and water signals from a given volume will appear to 

originate from different locations after spatial encoding. The siz(' of this spatial 

offset depends upon the bandwidth that is used for tIw acquisition, with low('r 

bandwidths increasing the shift (Figure 4.6). 

\Vhen using EPI at 7T, where typical bandwidths an' 50 Hz/pixd in tIl<' 

phase encoding direction, the fat-water shift is "-' 20.9 pixdsl III comparison 

in the frequency encoding direction, wht'rp the bandwidt h is usually around 

3kHz, this shift is only aronnd 1/3 of a pixel. Thus this dfpct is ollly [('ally n 
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problem in the PE direction (Nagy & Weiskopf 2008). 

When SE-EPI data are acquired at 7T, with a TE-value opt imized for 

BOLD sensitivity, fat appears hyperintense. This is because the T2 of fat 

at 7 T (rv 52 ms (Ren et al. 2008)) is similar to the T2 of grey matter. In 

comparison, in a GE-EPI acquisition, optimised to have a TE that matche 

the T; of grey matter (rv 25 ms), the fat signal is highly at tenuated (T; of 

fat rv 10 ms) and fat suppression is not strictly neces ary. Fat uppre sion i 

therefore vital when imaging using SE-EPI a t 7 T in order to remove image 

artefact s associated with fat shift effects. 

Encoding direction 

Fat., x Hz 

Water, (x +6)Hz 

.. 0 33A ... 
A 

-2A_ 
.. A. 

-----r----r---~ 

Spatial 
Origin 

Low 
Bandwidth 

High 
Bandwidth 

Figure 4.6: Fat-water chemical shift effects . When a small bandwidth is u ed for 
spat ial encoding the resulting fat shift effect is large (middle). When t he bandwid th 
is greater than the fat shift the effect is much less severe (bottom) 

One effective technique that can be used for fat suppression is to apply an 

addi t ional 1800 RF pulse at the start of the scan to invert the longitudinal 

magnetisation in the volume. Image acquisit ion can then be t imed to coincide 

with the point at which the longitudinal magnetisation of t he fat has recovered 

to zero so that no fat signal is generated. This technique relies on the fact that 

fat has a considerably different Tl relaxation t ime to most other t issues. This 

type of sequence is know as STIR (Short inversion Time Inversion Recovery) 

(Bydder & Young 1985). 
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Another technique known as frequency-selective fat saturation can also 1)(' 

used for fat suppression. For this, an RF pulse is applied with a narrow range 

of frequencies, centred on the Larmor frequency of fat, so that only fat is 

excited. Spoiler gradients are then applied immediately after the RF pulse to 

dephase the signal before imaging is commenced, using the saul(' principles 

described earlier for saturation pulses. This technique can be combined with 

STIR so that any signal that is not entirely nulhl by the inversion pllls(' 

is spoiled. This type of suppression is generally known as SPIR (Spectral 

Inversion Recovery) (Kaldoudi et a1. 1993). 

At higher field strengths, such as 7T, it is usually mOf(' dfective to llSP 

frequency selective fat saturation due to the large absolute ditf('ww·e in the 

Larmor frequencies of fat and water (McRobhi{' ('t a1. 20(3). However it is 

hard to achieve good fat suppression using frequency sekctiv(' t('chniql1<'s when 

magnetic field inhomogeneities are present as they prodll(,(' a spatial variation 

of the Larmor frequencies which can be particularly problematic W1H'1l a larg(' 

FOY is used. 

\Vhen imaging is carried out using a SE SE'qU('llCl', It furth('r fat sllppn's

sion technique can be employed, known as Slice S£,!pctiv(' Gradi('llt R('wrsal 

(SSGR)(Gomori et a1. 1988). In this method, the polarity of tlH' slic('-st'iectioll 

gradient and RF pulse frequency offset is n'v('rsl'd during applicat ion of t hp 

180° RF refocusing pulse. Due to the fat-water shift th(' s('i<><tiw RF ('xcita

tion pulse excites fat and water from slices that an' displatni from OIH' allot 11<'1" 

in the slice direction. By inverting the polarity of the slic<'-s<'i('ction gradient 

for the 180° RF pulse, the direction of displacclIl<'llt of thl' fat-slicp I"f'latiw to 

the water-slice is reversed. Provided that thl' fat-water shift is gn'at('r than 

the bandwidth of the selective RF pulses, t11<' fat-slic{' that is ('xcitl'd by a 

nominal 90° RF pulse, applied in conjunction with a gradi('nt of positiw po

larity, will have no overlap with the slice that expl'riem'ps a s<'il'diw Hmo RF 

pulsl' applied with a gradient of negatiw polarity, aIld cOIlspq1l(,lltiy IlO fat 
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signal is refocused at the time of the spin echo of the water signal (Figllfl~ 

4.7). 

The separation, D, (in mm) of the fat and water-sIkes is giwll by: 

D = 6BoiG (4.1 ) 

where 6 is the chemical shift of fat relative to water, 130 is th(' main mag

netic field strength in Tesla, and G is the slice-selection gradient stn'llgth in 

T 1m. In this study, the bandwidth of the excitation pulse (Hamming filt('rl'd 

sine) was 628 Hz and for the refocusing pulse was 695 Hz. For ('xcitatioll of a 

1.5 mm- thick slice, this required the use of a 9.83 mT 1m slic(' s('iP<t gracii(,llt 

strength during application of the 90° RF-pulsp, calculated from: 

G _ RFBW 
z - ~A 

271'uZ 
( 4.2) 

where G z is the gradient strength in the slice s<'iection dir('ctioll U F/JU' 

is the RF bandwidth and ~z is the slice thickness. This r('sulted ill a fat-

water displacement, D, of 2.4 mm, and a reversed displan'm('nt of 2.15 11 III 1 

for the selective 180° RF pulse. Since these values exccl'd t hI' slic(' thkklH'SS. 

the fat signal in the SE image is strongly sllppn'ssed. A major bl'n!'nt of 

the SSGR approach, compared to the methods (iPscrilwd earli(~r, is that it 

does not require the use of additional RF pulses and so thf' SAR of a SE 

s<'quence employing SSGR is the same as a standard SE sequPIH'(', This is 

especially important at 7 T as the number of slic('s that can b(' acqlli['('d using 

SE sequences is often SAR limited when using short TRs, 

A preliminary study wa.., carried ont in or<1('r to ass('ss which fat snpp['('s

sion technique was most effective when using a SE ErI S(~qlH'Jl('t' with a larg<' 

FOV at 7 T. For this. a volunteer was seannpd using a SE EPI S('qll<'IH'(' with 
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a range of differ nt fat suppres ion techniques: SPIR (p revioLi ly found to be 

more effective than STIR) , SSGR and SPIR + GR. Figure 4. shows an 

image of a repre entat iv 8.-xia l s lic wh n n fa t Llppr ' ion was LI ' d ; n xt t 

thi a re image acquir d u ing SPIR (B), GR ( ) a nd SSGR + PIR (D). 

It is clear from the e imag s that both PIR and GR have remov d th fat 

a rtefact (with no obviou diff ren between th two techniqu ). Wh 11 both 

SPIR and SSGR were u ed the fa t Llppre ion was I s ffe t ive . Wh n Plrr 

fat suppre sion was used , SAR constra int m a nt that on ly 14 s li ce ' ould b 

canned in a TR of 2.4 s . In contrast , Lise of GR a llow d th numb r f 

lices to be increased to 16 slice (u ing the sam TR) , whilst providing qua lly 

robust fat uppre ion (Figure 4. ) . a r Lilt GR was d t rmin cl t b 

E EPI fLin tional imaging. 

Figure 4. : A com pari on of fat uppre ion t chlliqucs . A : An axial can of th 
head without fat suppress ion. B : using PIR. : II s ing S GIL D : u iug both 
S GTI and SPIn. The arrow in imag A highlight a significant fa t hift artefact, a 
less pronounced artefact i also seen in D. No significant fa t-shift artefacts can be 

en in B or C. 
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Threshold-Free Cluster Enhancement 

To reduce the effects of noise, z-score maps (gcncrat£'d Ilsing FEAT) WPff' 

clustered using a recently developed technique known as Thm.;hold-frce dus

ter enhancement (TFCE) (Smith & Nichols 20(9). TFCE maps provi<i(' a 

voxelwise measure of the amount of cluster-like spatial support for ('Itch voxd 

in a z-score map. The TFCE values in these maps represent the w('ighted slim 

of the height of the statistical map data (i.e. z-scon') and tIl(' spatial extt'ut 

of the cluster surrounding it. 

For both the GE and average SE data th(' TFCE maps wen' thr('shol(kd 

at the 95th percentile of voxels with non-zero values to form binary masks 

representing voxels showing task-related activation. TiH' masks w('rl' lIs{'d to 

form regions of interest (ROI) for subsequent analysis. 

Employing this technique meant that the ROI wen' not dpiimit('d by a z

score value chosen arbitrarily by the user but instead by an automatic pro('('ss. 

For example, SE- and GE- statistical maps are often thresholckd at diff('ring 

z-scores to account for the large difference in CNR bC'tW('('tl these acquisition 

sequences (~Iichelich et al. 2006) and these threshold levds an' oft('ll ('hos<'ll 

arbitrarily. The TFCE technique provides a rnOff' obj('ctiv(' Illethod of nOI 

definition. 

An additional 'average' SE ROI mask was defined IIsing tht' TFCE lllap 

formed from the average of all the SE data for pH.ch subject (across TEs). 

The average z-score and the T2 distribution of voxds in this 'aVl'I"ag<" 

ROI wer£' measured. Similarly the averagp z-score and r; <list riblltioll wert' 

determined for the GE ROI. The mean T'2 anel T; vaitlt'S W('l"e caklllatt'd for 

both SE and GE ROI. 

Fractional Signal Change 

The 'average' SE ROI wa.· .. ; used to estimat{' the fractional signal chaIlg<' 

/j,,8/ .S' and C.\'R at each (lcho time. /j,,8/ S wa.s caklllat('d from till' fmet ional 
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change in mean signal intensity across the ROI as a function of TE, usmg 

(SON - SOFF)/S. SON and SOFF were calculated using the average of image 

volumes 5 to 8 (ON) and the average of image volumes 11 to 13 (OFF) from the 

average stimulus cycle (corresponding to an O~ pt'riod bl'twcen 12-19.2 sand 

an OFF period between 26.4-31.2 s in the stimulus cycle). S was ('akulatl'd 

from the average of the baseline data acquired at the start of each scan. Data 

from all subjects were combined to calculate the average value of AS / S at 

each of the echo times. Since AS/S is expected to scale H."i IAH:.!.T~I (Gati 

et a1. 1997), D..R2 was estimated from a weighted linear regrpssion of AS/ .'-,' 

versus TE. This calculation was carried out using only the SE data in both 

the GE ROI and the 'average' SE ROI. The signal change normalised by til<' 

baseline signal at the shortest echo time was also calculat<'d on a voxd-by

voxel basis for the 'average' SE ROI from (S'ON - SOFF)/S'HASE, when' SON 

and SOFF were determined as described above and S'u/1.SlI' was til<' baseiiIl(' 

signal for TE = 30 illS. The actual variation of the signal with TE fwm til{' 

ROI was also calculated by averaging over voxels. 

The expected variation of (SON - S()J"F)/SHAS/~ vprslls ccho tillle was 

simulated for the 'average' SE ROI. Thi::; was accomplished by using til<' voxd

wise T:.! value::; in the ROI to calculate the expectc'd signal ('hang(" as <iPsCTibpd 

by the following: 

( 4.3) 

A D..R:.! value of -0.85 8-
1 wa..., used for tlwsl' calculatiolls (as ('stimatl'<i 

from the linear regression in Figure 4.13). Till' SE imag('s from all sui>jPcts 

displayed a band like region of low signal intensity running along the bank of 

the pre-central gyrus in both the GE- and SE-EPI data, indicating a rq.?;ioll in 

which the relaxation rate was elevat('<l. In orcil'r to assl'ss t hl' signal l)('haviolll' 
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in this region, a mask spanning this dark-band was manually defined for each 

subject using the T2 maps. 

Venous Maps 

To assess the tissue specificity of the activation measured from the GE

and SE-data, venous vessel masks were generated using the phase of high 

resolution, Ti -weighted images. The pha..'ie data were first unwrapped us

ing PRELUDE in FSL and then high-pass filtered by subtracting a Gaussian 

smoothed version of the phase (using a kernel with a full-width at ha.lf maxi

mum of 2 mm) so as to remove large length-scale phas(' variatiomi. The phase 

data were then thresholded to produce high resolution venous masks. V('IlOIIS 

masks were then dilated (using a 2D dbk with a diamder of 1.5 llllll) prior 

to down-sampling to 1.5 mm isotropic resolution to give information 011 both 

the vessel positions and the regions in their direct vicinity (dilation !'lls11wd 

that the position of the veins could be seen in the dowll-sampi<~d imagE'). TIl(' 

venous masks were aligned to the functional da.ta in tl1<' following mHIllH'r: 

first the whole head Tl-weighted MPRAGE images wen' realigned to tlw T 1-

weighted l\IPRAGE images acquired during thp functional S('SSiOIl (which W{'f(' 

spatially registered to the SE fMRI data); using the' algorithm dcsnih<'d by 

~estares & Heeger (2000). The corresponding transform was thpll appli('d to 

the venous masks prior to binarisation (using a threshold vah\(' of 0.5). Thl' 

fraction of active voxels that were common to tl1<' venolls masks was ass('ss('d 

for the SE ROI at each echo time. Th£' overlap with th(' v£'ssd mask of vox

eIs that were not common to the SE and GE ROI (which we call lHH'omlllOll 

voxels) was also investigated, 

Temporal SNR 

The temporal S:\fR (tSNR) of tlH' SE- alld GE-fl.IRI data was ('stimat('d 

Ilsing the SE- and GE- ROI n'sIH'ctivt'iy, tS~R was calclllat<'d from tht' lllt'aJ\ 
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signal divided by the standard deviation over the initial baseline volumes 

for each echo time. This was calculated on a voxel by voxel basi:,; and the11 

averaged over voxels. BOLD contra..'5t to noise ratio (CNR) was computed as 

CNR = tSNR*(~S/S). 

The standard deviation across dynamics, during the hw.;eliIl£' period, was 

used to provide an estimate of the relative magnitude of the thermal and 

physiological noise. This involved calculating the ratio of thl' average temporal 

standard deviation of voxels located in adjacent gray and white matter regions, 

and then making the assumption that thermal noise dominatl~s in whitf' mattt'r 

whilst in gray matter a combination of both thermal and physiological nois(' 

is present. 

4.4 Results 

SSGR removed the vast majority of fat shift artdads from thp SE image's. 

Significant activation was found for all subjects in the GE and SE data across 

all echo times. 

Figure 4.9 illustrates the high accuracy that was achi{'wd by image regis

tration. Registration results are shoWIl for the functional G E- awl SE- EPI 

data sets and Tl weighted anatomical data (used to generate' the win maps). 

The red line overlaid on each image delineates til(' 10C11S of th!' ('pntral sulcus 

identified from the SE EPI data 

Figure 4,10 shows the GE (TE = 25 Ins) and SE (TE = ..t5 IllS) activatioll 

maps overlaid on the mean image (across volumes) of the' corresponding EPI 

data for a representative subject. Corresponding T2 and T] maps an' also 

shown. The T2 map displays a dark band of low T2 vallH's following tile' pw

central gyrus of the motor cortex. 

Figure 4.11 shows an exampl!' of one of the' high-pass filtered phase image's 

that were lls('d to crpate tIl(' vt'uous masks. EXHmplf's of th!' high rt'soilltioll 
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high-r solution T'; 
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Figure 4.9: Alignm nt accuracy for a r pr nta tiv subj t. A : m an ' -EPI 
fMRI data. B : m an GE-EPI fMRI data. C : T';-w ightecl image used to form v ill 
masks (downsampled to 1.5mm i otropi resoluti 11 ). D : MPTIAGE data. T h red 
line highlight the central sulcu as ident ifi d 11 SE-EPI ITvInI data. 

GE 

SE 

T2 

T2* 

Figure 4.10: Activat ion ma p from a represe ll tativ subjc('t ovcriaid II ('orresp lld
ing mean EPI images for GE (TE = 25 ms) and E (TE = 45 illS) da ta. orre
ponding T2 and T'; map are also ShOWll . A dark bauel of tiss lIe wi t h low T'2 va lucs 

("-' 30 ms) ('an be. een running along the bank of t he pre-cent ral gy rus of th£' Illot-or 
cortex (arrow). The images on the right show the zoomed in bluc box rcgiolls. 
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and low r solution (down-sampled) v no us mask that w re g nera ed from 

these data are also shown. 

Figure 4.11: A : High-pass filtered phase imag g ner-at d f1' m high resolu t i Il T-i 
data acquired using a GE equen e. B : Venou m 'k r a t d by invert ing t he ph I'\, 
and thresholding the data. C : Down-sampl d low r olution v n li S me k. 

Figure 4.12 A hows the t mporal varia tion of the ignal in nsity in the 

GE-data averag d over the GE-ROI and in th SE-data (TE = 45 m ) av rnged 

over the 'average' SE ROI for a representativ subj e t. Th ave rag signa l 

across one stimulus cycle at each echo t ime is shown for th da ta (Figur 

4.12 B). The ratio of th percentage ignal changes of th (TE = 45 ms) 

and GE data (TE = 25 m ) was found to be 0.4 ± 0.05 (i. e. BOLD 

percentage signal change wa 2.1 ± 0.2 t imes larg r t han for E BOLD). 1he 

mean z-score in the relevant ROI (across subj ct ) was found to b :0 1C higl1er 

in the GE data (8.5 ± 0.4) than in t he 45 ms cho tim SE data (6. 1 ± 0.5). 

When only venou vox I w re onsider d , th mean z- a rc was fund to b 

9.5 ± 0.2 in the GE ROI and 7.7 ± 0.2 in the SE ROI (22 Yc higher in th E 

ROT). 

The average temporal SNR (tSNR) in th GE ROI for t h GE data was 

found to be 46.9 ± 3.6 and th GE BOLD R was found to b 3.5 ± 0.2 . 

Results for the SE data were echo t ime d pend nt , a:::; sl wn in Figur 4. 12 

C , for a TE of 45 ms th tSNR was 25.4 ± l.6 and t h NR was 1.0 ± 0.1. At 

these echo times the ratio of GE C R to SE NR was therefore 3.5 ± 0.4. 
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The rat io of the noise amplit ude in adj acent gray and whi te matter re

gions was found to be 1.16 for the SE dat a (TE=45ms) and 1.17 for t he GE 

data. Values close to uni ty indicate that thermal noise dominates as would 

be expected from the measured values of gray matter tSNR (see Figure 1 of 

Triantafyllou et al. (2005)). 

For the SE data the average number of voxel in each ROI , generated 

using the TFeE technique, was found to be: 783 ± 36, 739 ± 21 , 708 ± 24, 

733 ± 22 , 723 ± 19, 716 ± 11 for the echo t imes of 30, 35,40, 45, 50 and 55m 

respectively (wit h the standard error across subjects al 0 hown) . For the 

SEav ROI (generated from analysis of t he average of the SE data across a ll 

echo t imes for each subject) this was 741 ± 17 and for the GE data 782 ± 28. 

Volume Number 
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Figure 4.12: A : Example t ime-series showing BOLD percentage signal change for 
the GE data (TE = 25 ms) averaged over the GE ROI and for SE data (TE = 45 
ms) averaged over the average SE ROI, for a representat ive subject. B : Average 
BOLD signal change across SE cycles at each echo t ime. C : tSNR and D : CNR 
as a function of echo t ime (TE) where the data shown in C and D are the average 
across subjects, with the error bars indicating the SEM. 
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The variation of the BOLD percentage signal change (l:l.S / H) as a function 

of TE in the SE data can be seen in Figure 4.13 A for both the SE R.oI (blue) 

and GE ROI (red). Using a weighted linear regression, tht' mean l:l.R2 was 

found to be -0.85±0.11s- 1 for the SE-ROI and -0.37 ± 0.05.'1- 1 for the GE

ROI. In the region that is common to both ROI (,OIll ROI) l:l.R2 W&,-; found to 

be -0.95 ± 0.06s- l . In the region of the SE ROI that was IlllCOIIlIIlon to the 

GE ROI (SE uncommon ROI), AR2 was -0.72 ± 0.158- 1
, in the part. of the 

GE ROI that was uncommon to the SE ROI (GE uncommon ROI), l:l.R2 was 

0.17 ± 0.115- 1, indicating that there are only small a('tivation rplatpd signal 

changes in the SE data in this region (Figure 4.13 B). 

To assess the echo time at which maximum SE contrast. occurs, thl' nOLO 

signal change was determined relative to the baHf'line signal in the first wst 

period of the SE data acquired with TE = 30 ms (SON - .c.,'ov/,·)/,c.,'HA8r; for 

both the 'average' SE ROI and dark band. An example of tJH' ma.nually drawn 

dark band ROI is shown for one subject in Figure 4.14 A. 

The dark band ROI was masked with the SE R.oI bdor(' analysis. (h'ON

HOFF)/ SBASE is displayed, along with the standard error across Hubjel'ts, in 

Figure 4.13 B. Due to inter-subject variability, curves wen' normalis('d lIsing 

the peak signal change before averaging across subjects. Th<' Blean T2 and T; 

values in the 'average' SE ROI and dark-band ROI were T2 = 48.3 ± 1.1 illS, 

T; = 36.5 ± 3.4 ms, and T2 = 30.7 ± 0.7 ms, T; = 32.8 ± 4.G IllS l'l'SIH,ctivdy. 

The expected normalised signal change versus echo tim!' was ('alculated using 

simulated data and is shown in Figure 4.14 B. 

The number of activated voxels for the SE and GE HOI an' shown iII 

Figure 4.15. The number of voxels common to both th<' GE and SE ROI was 

'" 50 % of the total number in each ROI (Figure 4.15 A). It wa.s found that 

18 % (p = 0.046) more voxels overlapped the V{'!lOllS lllask for t.ll<' GE nOI 

than the SE ROI when the whole ROI was C'Onsi<i('wd, and 50 (XI (p = 0.(40) 

more when the non-overlapping region of the SE and GE ROb was Ils('ci as 
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F igure 4.13: A : b.S/S in the SE 'average' ROI and GE ROI for SE data. Weighted 
least squares fits (weighted using 1/( SEM2) ) are shown along with errors on the 
gradient and y-intercept , with y = 0.085x [0.011] + 0.166 [0.491] (1'= 0.966) and y = 
0.037x [0.005] + 0.711 [0.234] (1'=0.960) for the SE and GE ROIs, respect ively. B 
: b.S/ S in the ROI common to both SE and GE ROI (com ROI) , uncommon part 
of the SE and GE ROIs (SE uncommon ROI and GE uncommon ROI respect ively) 
with y = 0.095x [0.006] + 0.188 [0.244] (r= 0.993), y = O.072x [0.015] + 0.273 [0.630] 
(r= 0.928) and y = -0.017x [0.011] + 1.207 [0.484] (r= 0.601) for the common, SE 
uncommon and GE uncommon ROIs respectively. 
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Figure 4. 14: A : T2 map for a representative subject with a manually drawn dark 
band ROI region highlighted in red. B : Experiment: (D.S / S BAS E in the SE and 
dark band regions. The baseline signal of the SE scan with TE = 30 ms was u cd 
to calculate SBASE· Simulations: Simulations of expected (I~, S/SBASE calculated 
using the T2 maps for each subject, a 6.R2 value of -0.85 (as estimated from Figure 
4. 13) was used to produce the simulated data. 

an uncommon ROI (Figure 4.15 B) . 

4.5 Discussion 

Using the TFCE method , activation was found to be highly localised to 

the cortical strip in the pre-central gyrus in both the SE and GE data for all 

subjects (Figure 4. 10). The average number of voxcls in the GE and SE ROI 

were found to be very similar , as would be expected when using the TFCE 
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Figure 4.15: A : Average number of voxel in th E and GE ROIs and 1ll1111bcr of 
voxels common to both ROIs. B : P roportion of v x I in the whole (average SE 
and GE ROIs) and uncommon ROIs (SE uncommon ROT and GE un Olllll lOIl n O!) 
which overlap with th v nou rna k. Two tailed t-t stati t ics are aJ 0 sh wn. 

method (Figure 4. 15 A). Inter stingly the numb r of ac t iv vox Is Olllmon 

to both GE and SE ROI was les than ha lf the tota l numb r in ea h , g iving 

a trong indicat ion that the a reas of a t iva ti on ident ified from t h BOLD 

respon e are indeed different for the GE and a quisit ion ·. T he puri ty of 

the SE ignal wa nsured by employing crush r gradient ' around t he' 1 0 0 

RF pulse , to kill off a ny none-SE igna l pathways and through t he usc of a 
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short EPI readout duration. 

The mean T2 value of voxels in the SE ROI was found to be 48.3 ± 1.1 

ms similar to the values (47-55.0 ms) that have been reported for grey matter 

in the literature (Yacoub et aI. 2003, Cox & Gowland 2(10). The mean T; 

value in the SE ROI was found to be 36.5 ± 3.4 IllS, which is similar to values 

for grey matter reported in previous studies (32-36 ms) (Peters et al. 2007, Li 

et aI. 2006). 

A dark band of pixels, which followed the pre-central gyrus of tlU' motor 

cortex, was observed in the SE images of all subjects. This wa." found to 

have a significantly lower mean T2 of 30.7 ± 0.7 ms than that of a<ija(,pnt 

grey matter. The T; value in the dark band ROI was fonnd to be 32.8 ± 4.0 

ms. Interestingly Haacke et aI. (2005) reported finding reduced Tl (·ontra."t 

and enhanced phase contrast with respect to adjacent whitt, matter in this 

area. This could be explained by elevated iron or myelin content in HlP gn'y 

matter of the motor cortex, which would also explain the wdtH'pd T; that 

we observed. The larger relative reduction in T'l than T; in thp dark hand 

suggests that SE BOLD contrast will be significantly more aUeIlltated in this 

region than GE BOLD contrast. 

For the optimum SE echo time of 45 ms the percentage signal ('hang(~ ill th(' 

SE ROI region (using the average cycle) wa." measured to bp 4.3±O.5 (Yr" whilst 

the GE data (TE = 25ms) percentage signal change was 8.9 ± n. 7 %. n'suitillg 

in a SE to GE ratio of 0.48 ± 0.05 which is in good agn'PIllPIlt with HlP value 

of 0.46 reported by Yacoub et ai. (2005) in the visual cort<'x at 7 T (using 

similar echo times). The smaller fractional signal changp in the SE data wa • .., 

largely the cause of the factor of 3.5 reduction in the BOLD CNR which w(' 

measured when comparing the GE and the SE data. SOlIH' of fhp rpdudion 

does however result from the lower tSNR in th(' SE data. This may wsult 

from greater steady state signal saturation and larg!'r magll('tisation transf('r 

effects oc(,urring in the SE data as a result of the rq><'att'd application of 
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1800 RF pulses. The plot of CNR versus TE for the SE data (Figure 4.12 

C) was relatively flat over the range of echo times iuvpstigat('d as a result of 

the competing effects of the reduction in tSNR and the increa .. -;e in per('('ntag(-' 

signal change with increasing TE. 

The measured percentage signal change Willi found to vary liIH'ariy wit h 

echo time (Figure 4.13), in agreement with numerous previous studies (Yacoub 

et al. 2003, Duong et al. 2003, Schaefer et al. 20(8). 6.R2 for the SE-ROI was 

calculated to be -0.85 ± 0.118-1 and -0.37 ± 0.05.<;-1 for the GE-ROI. Tlwse 

values are higher than those reported at 7 T in a large ROI in the visual an'a 

by Duong et a1. (2003), who found 6.R2 to be -0.21.,,-1 and, in the cas!' of tlw 

SE ROI, also higher than the value of -0.51 ± 0.14.,,-1 reported by Schader 

et al. (2008) in the motor cortex at 7 T. The reduction in 6.1l2 ill tIl<' GE-ROI 

is expected as the GE ROI will contain voxels that are activated dll<' to non

T2-related BOLD effects. For the GE ROI a significant non-zero intef('ept 

was found, while the intercept Willi not significantly diff('wnt from z('ro for thl' 

SE ROI. The non-zero intercept for the GE-R()I data most likdy r('fit'cts th(' 

effects of in-flowing blood and line broadening (Yacoub et a1. 2005, Schaeft'r 

et a1. 2008, Uludag et a1. 2009). 

Since the TFCE method was used in this study, til(' GE and SE BOLD 

ROI contain a similar number of voxels. The GE BOLD ROI would th('rdof(' 

be expected to have an increased sensitivity to largf' draining wins and tlms 

to show significant T; changes due to large vesspl BOLD and in-How effects. 

In the uncommon region of the SE ROI, 6.R2 was found to }w -O.72±O.1S..,-I, 

slightly lower than in the whole SE ROI. In the llIH'OIllmon part of til<' GE ROI. 

6.R2 was found to be +0.17 ± 0.158- 1 : this [('suit can tw bett{'r llIl(if'rstood 

by observing the data in Figure 4.13, from which it can }H' St'('n that til(' 

percentage SE signal change in the uncommon portion of til(' GE HOI is 

less than 1 % across nearly all echo times. This in<iicatl's that th('f(' is no 

significant SE BOLD contrast in this r(-'gion and so no TE d('pt'ndpnt trmd. 
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This also implies that the area of the GE ROI that is uncommon to the SE RO I 

is activated due to underlying effects to which SE images are not Sl'llsitive. 

These are most likely due to extravascular effects around larg(' vpssels. In th(' 

ROI defined to be common to both the GE and SE activation, f).R2 was found 

to be -0.95 ± 0.06s- 1. 

Figure 4.14 shows the measured percentage signal change, relativp to thl' 

baseline signal of the SE data set acquired with TE = 30 illS, !t.o.; a function of 

echo time. For the SE ROI (mean T2 = 48.3± 1.1 ms) these results show that 

the largest change occurs for an echo time of approximately 45 illS. This is 

in agreement with the simulations, though a dip at an echo tilIl(, of 50 IllS in 

the real data is not seen in the simulated data. In the clark hand ROI (rrH'aIl 

T2 = 30.7 ± 0.7 ms) the peak signal change occurn'd at a TE of ,....., 35 IllS, dost, 

to the tissue T2 and in fairly good agreement with thp simulatpd data which 

showed the largest signal change at 30 ms (the shortest TE ('onsidt'rpd in thl' 

simulation) . 

The regions which showed significant activation in thp GE data ('ontailH'd 

more voxels overlying venous blood vessels than the activat('d rp!~i()ns i(kn

tified from the SE mea.. .. mrernents (Figure 4.14 B), This diff('wllC'(' was lllost 

pronounced when the uncommon ROIs wen' ('ompared (50 <A:, p=()'040) a.-; op

posed to the average SE and GE ROb (ternlPd whoiP ROb in Figun~ 4.15) (18 

%, p=0.046). The results indicate that the G E and SE RO Is cOBtain a COIll

mon region that contains voxels overlying venous sitps. but in n'gions wh('I"(' 

the SE and GE BOLD activation does not overlap, til(' proportions of vox

els that occur at venous sites is much less in tlw SE ('asp; indicating that GE 

BOLD is more sensitive to the effectH dup to hug('r blood V('HHds slightly offs(,t 

from the site of SE based BOLD activation. TIH' COIllIllon r('gion hdwP('1l SE 

and GE activation i::; most likely due to contribution::; from ('xtravasclllar signal 

from small vessels and fe::;idual intravascular effects (Yacoub (t ai. 2()()3). Dp

spite t 11(' postulated incrC'a.sp in fUllctional spat ial sp('cificity of t lH' SE BOLD 
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response, large changes in R2 may still occur at a few sites whE're very larg(' 

vessels are present due to the diffusion of water through field gradicuts around 

individual red blood cells (Bandettini et a1. 1994b). 

It is important to acknowledge that the optimal SE percentage signal 

change was on average a factor of 2.08 ± 0.22 times lower than that pro

duced by G E BOLD based sequences, and the CNR a factor of 3.5 ± 0.4 tinlPs 

less. It is likely that the advantage of SE BOLD fMRI will therefol'{' 1)(' t1H' 

increased specificity apparent at ultra-high spatial resolution, but this lllllSt 

be compared with the selectivity achievable with GE BOLD using sel('diw 

adaptation (Grill-Spector & Malach 20(1) or multivariat(' pattern analysis 

(MVPA) (Kamitani & Tong 2006, Cox & Savoy 20(3) to resolw filH' func

tional features. 

4.6 Conclusion 

Analysis based on the TFCE method allowed comparison of til(' spatial 

location and percentage signal change in active brain l'{'gions in G E and SE 

data, collected at ultra high field (7 T) and high spatial resolutioll (1.5 lIun 

isotropic), during the execution of a simple motor task. 

An echo time of 45 IllS was found to be optimal at 7 T for f~IRI (lxpt'rinH'lIts 

on the motor cortex using SE-EPI (producing et large signal chang!' n'lativ(' to 

the shortest echo time), similar to the average T'2 of the voxpls in tIl<' SE-ROI. 

\Ve identified a dark band in SE images of til(' motor ('ort('x corrt'sponding 

to a region in which T'2 and Ti. were significantly redu('('d, possibly dlH' to 

increased iron and/or myelin coutent (Haacke ('t al. 20(5). 

Interestingly the number of active voxels ('OllllllOIl to both G E and SE 

ROIs was found to bE' less than half th(' total lllllllh('r in ('etch, indicating 

that the areas of activation identified from Ul<' I30LD l'l'spolls(' wI'l'l' diff<'n'lIt 

for the GE and SE acqllisitions. FurtIH'l', regions which show('d signifimnt 
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activation in the GE data were found to contain significantly more voxds 

overlying venous blood vessels than the activated r<~gions identified in tlw SE 

data, 

These results support evidence in the literature that SE based nOLO 

contrast is predominantly sensitive to different underlying mechanisms than 

GE BOLD contrast, The data suggests that the origin of the SE nOLO 

response is most likely due to extravascular effects around sIIlall blood Vl'sseis, 

whereas the GE BOLD response is sensitive to the ('xtrava.'wular eH'eds arouncl 

both small and large vessels (with the large vessel effects dominating), This 

indicates that the SE BOLD response is indeed mo[(' spatially sppcific to tlH' 

underlying neuronal activation. The work presf'nteel ill this chapt('r has now 

been published (Harmer et al. 2011), 



Chapter 5 

Off-Resonance Field Effects: 

EPI Artefact Correction 

5.1 Theory 

Most modern MRI scanners can generatE' statiC' magllptic fidds with a 

uniformity of better than 1 ppm over a central vol lime with a diam!'t('r of 

around 40 em. This high uniformity is essential in ~lR imaging bp<'alls(' till' 

precessional frequency of spins in a samplf' (wo) is gowrIl£'d by the stn'llgth 

of the local magnetic field; as described by til<' LarIllor eqllation. To ind\l('(' 

magnetic resonance in these spins an RF pulse is applied that has a fn~qlH'IH'y 

that matches the resonant frequency. Any significant variation in "'-'0 across 

the sample will reduce the effectiveness of the RF pulst,. During an ~IRI ac

quisition a number of magnetic field gradients an' applipd in oni<-r to spat ially 

localise the signal so that images can be proclu('('d (Section 2.5). TIH' gradi

ents impart a change in magnetic field strength that vari('s linearly across tlll' 

sample. in such a way that the field strength has a lilH'ar r<'iatioll to position 

in the object. Inhomogeneities in the main magIlPtic fjpld (!lHo) also ('ails!' 

thp field strength to vary as a functioIl of spatial location, disl'llpting til<' 

proportionality between magnetic field strength and position. If 1\IlIU'('OIUltc'd 
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for, these adversely effect the encoding process and lead to errors ill image 

reconstruction that manifest as geometric distortions in the reconstructt,ci im

age. Variations in the sign and magnitude of the field inhomogeIH'ity a('ross 

the imaging volume cause the signal from different parts of the sample to \)(' 

shifted by varying amounts and so will also change its apparent spin deIlsity. 

Magnetic field inhomogeneities can be producpd in a uIlIIl\H'r of ways. A 

common cause of first order global 8 0 offsets (boHo) is ttl<' inaccurate calibra

tion of gradient shim coils. However, in most modern scanners tlH'S(' df(~ds 

can be corrected for by carrying out shim coil calibrations at til!' start of a 

scanning session. A more problematic effect arises due to the pn'seIH'e of t h(' 

sample itself. \\Then an object is placed in a magnetic fi('ld the materiaJ that 

makes up the sample will increase or decrease the locaimagu('tic field stn'ngth 

by an amount that depends upon its magnetic perlIl{'ability (It). Paramag

netic materials cause the magnetic field lines t.o bun('h togeth('r slight ly insid(' 

t.he mat.erial, increasing t.he local magnetic field strength, when'as diamag

netic materials cause the field lines to spread apart reducing it. This rdation 

is given by : 

(G.1 ) 

where B is the physical magnetic field and F! is the vector fif'ld (eqllal to l!.. 
/l.1) 

when no material is present). This property of matprials is often desnii)('d ill 

terms of the magnetic susceptibility X, when'lt = (1 + '\)"-0. This l'l,latioll 

leads to the following: 

(G.2) 

where \' for diamagnetic, paramagnetic and f<'rromagndic mat<'fials is (iPfiw'd 

by X < 0, X > 0 and X » 0 respectiwly. In humans \ < 0 h('('(tllst' tiss\\(' 

is gen('rally weakly diamagnetic (Haack(, et al. 1 ggg). Variatiolls ill til(' loml 
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magnetic field due to these susceptibility effects can be a significant problem 

in MRI. 

5.1.1 Off-Resonance Effects in Conventional imaging 

Sequences 

During sampling under a readout gradient of strength, Gx , the phas(' of 

the measured signal from position, x, in a sample, at time I rdativp to tlH' 

start of sampling, is given by: 

where 

kx = "tGxt 

, ~l3o(J··) 
x = .1; + --'--

Gx 

(G.:3 ) 

(S.4) 

(G.G) 

(G.u) 

(G.7) 

Thus, spins located at position, x, will bt, em'o(h'd at positioll . . r', ill t h(' rl'

constructed image. Furthermore lwcansp ~Bo is a function of .r. tht' difft'rt'Il(·t' 

bptwppn x and x' will change with .1: and lead to location cl('p('IHil'llt imag<' 

distortions. In a perfectly uniform magnetic fidd t lw FOV (L) is gi V(,ll by : 

1 
L = ~k 

1 

rG~t 
(G.9) 
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where G,r is the imaging gradient and 6.t the sampling interval. In the presence 

of field inhomogeneities this changes to L', given by: 

L' = 1 = ( G ) L 
1 (G + GLlBo) 6.t G + GLlBo 

(5.10) 

Thus, when GLlBo > 0 the FOV, L', reduces, effectively increasing tlw size of 

the object. Whereas when G LlBo < 0 the FOV increClsPs; n'dllcing th!' siz(' of 

the object. This stretching/compression will vary across til(' imag(\ derH'n<iing 

on the size of the local magnetic field inholIlog('neity. 

If we consider the effects of a magnetic field inhomogencity that dwugt's 

in the phase encoding direction (PE) we get: 

, 6.Ho(Y) 
x=;r:+ G ' 

l,r 
(5.11) 

where spins originating from x are again encod('d at position x' in th(' f('('on

structed image. However, in this case 6.130 (y) dops not chang!' with .r hilt 

produces a net phase offset that varies with y. This df('ctiveiy shifts th(' po

sition of spins along x as a function of their pm;ition in y, changing th(, simp(' 

of the ROJ that defines the voxel, from a sqnan'/rcctangit> to It paralh'logram. 

This does not alter the relationship between position in y and rat(' of chang(' 

of phase and so does not cause distortions ill t h(, PE din'dioll. This call b(, 

better seen by considering the phase differcw'(' \)('tw('('n two liw's of k-spac(': 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

where 6.Gy is the strength of the pha.,,<, (,llcoding gra<ii('nt sU'p and TI'I>' is 

its duration. This phase difference dops not <iq)('ud on 6./30 , Thlls with 
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conventionally acquired non-EPI acqui ition te hniques image d i torti n 

only problematic in the FE direction. 

5.1.2 Off-Resonant Field Effects in EPI 

92 

In a single shot GE EPI sequence v ry lin f k- pace i a qu ir d during 

a single TR period. Thi nabl s v ry rapid multi- Ii a qui itions t b 

carried out (Figure 5.1) and allows MRI to b u ed for fun t i nal imaging 

with a relat ively high temporal r olu tion. However, as a r 'ul t f t h way 

t hat the data a re acquired , EPI is v ry u eptible to di t r t i n a rt fa t 

brought about by magnetic fi eld inhomog n iti . This an be probl mat i 

when registering EPI images to tho e reated u ing conv ntional a qui it i n 

sequences such a MPRAGE, which ar les usc ptibl to fi eld inh m g ni ty 

related distortions. 

Excitation 

--- - -- ---- - - --
T2. 

- - - - ------

RF 

SS 
[J 
:U 

I I 

PE , 

0 
A 1\ A 1\ 

: : : 
: : 

\ 
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l / ' / 
FE 

0 j~ :\1 f : : 

Figure 5. 1: A blipped GE EPI acquisit ion equence. Th t ime to acquire olle 'lice 
can be < 100 ms. 

In single shot EPI , any phase evolu t ion t hat oc ur , du to the prescn e 

of 8 0 inhomogeneities, ont inues acro s differ nt lines of k- ·pa.ce (F igure 5. 3) 
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(in a standard non-EPI acquisition the phase is gf'lH'rally res{'t between till' 

acquisition of successive k-space lines). This continllolls evolution of phas(' 

generates a significant phase difference between adja('ent litH's of k-spa('(', re

sulting in severe f:).Bo related image artefacts. 

PE 

FE 

n.tvw 

+-+ 
T.o. PE 

(N - n).tvw 
'4 _! 

~_G __ X __ ~1~4 __ 1_a __ 2_a ________ -+_ 

N.tvw 

Ib 
)( 

Figure 5.2: A schematic of the gradients that an' applipd durin),'; till' Rcquisition of 
the first two lines of k-space during a single shot GE EPI acquisition, wlwrl' N is 
the number of sample points and tow is the dwell tim!'. T:'I'E is til!' duration of tlH' 

phase encoding blip. The read and phase enending gra<iit'nts haY(' strl'llgt.hs of G J • 

and C y , respectively. For simplicity, gradient ramps ar(' not shown. 

Considering the timings shown in Figure 5.2. for th(' first two lilH's of H 

GE EPI sequen(,e, the phase differenCf' lwtw('('11 <'quivai<'Ilt points in adja('('Ilt 
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lines of k-space is given by : 

(
NtDW )] + D.Bo -2- + n tow (5.15) 

[ ( 
N tow ) 

¢2b = 'Y Gxx N tow - 2 - (N - n) tVI'!' 

(
N tow ) ] + D.Bo -2- + T~PE + N t pw + (IV - n) t/lW (5.10) 

( 5.17) 

Due to the way that k-space is sampled during an EPI acquisition. ('wry 

other line of k-space has to be reversed before [('construction (Figllf(' 5.3): i.('. 

the first point that is sampled during acquisition of the first !ill<' of k-spac(' is 

equivalent to the last point that is sampled during acquisition of t h(' s('colld 

line of k-space. This can be seen in Figure 5.2 and ha.'" lw('n tak('Il accollIlt of 

in the derivation of Equation 5.17. 

The phase difference between the points wiwre k.r is equal to z('ro ill suc

cessively sampled lines of k-space, is then: 

(5.1~) 

which can be written as: 

(5.1!)) 
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where 

(5.20) 

If the FOV and matrix size in the y direction arc given by I,y and Ny m.,\>('('

tively, then the voxel size, t1y, is given by: 

and knowing that: 

we get: 

1 
Ly = t1k

y
' 

Then assuming linear gradients are used, we gd. til<' following: 

t1ky = t1Gy T6.1'[<; 

1 
t1y=----

N y t1Gy T6./'f,· 

Substituing this definition into Equation 5.20 provid<'s: 

Since the gradient bandwidth per pixel is giv('[l by: 

1 

(5.21) 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

( r: ')t:) d._u 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 
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the magnitude of the !:1Bo induced distortions 1Il the PE direction can Iw 

determined: 

, !:1Bo 
y = y + !:1y 

BWPE,pix 
(5.29) 

Using a similar derivation, the distortions in the FE direction can 1)(' d('s(Tibed 

by: 

, !:1Bo 
x = x + !:1:r 

BWFE,pix 
(5.30) 

Since the bandwidth in the PE direction is much l('ss than in th(' FE 

direction, the distortions in an EPI acquisition aw IIluch mol'(' S(,VPl'<' in the 

PE direction. 

In single shot EPI, image artefacts in the FE direction occur in t h(' SaInt' 

way as described for conventional imaging sequences (a."i c\('scribpd by Equation 

5.30). The absolute size of the distortions in both the FE awl PE dil'(~ction 

for a typical GE EPI sequence, used for fUIlctional imaging at 7 T, will now 

be calculated, using some of the sequence paralllf't('rs in Tablt' 5.1. Using 

matrix size 

FE bandwidth 

PE bandwidth 

t:.Bo 

dwell time (tDW) 

64 x 64 

390 II,'; 

3000 Hz/pix 

40 Hz/pix 

lOO Hz 

5.2 11,,<; 

Table 5.1: Typical scan parameters for a Sillgk shot EPI S<'<} 11(' II C(' at 7T 

Equation 5.30 the distortion in the FE dirf'ction will he : 

x' = x [ 1 + 310~~~)] t:..r 

.r' = .1: + 0.033 t:..l.' 

(5.~H) 

(5.:32) 
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Similarly, using Equation 5.29 , the distortions in the PE direction wi ll b 

, [ 100] y = Y 1 + 40 !:::.y 

y' = y + 2.5 !:::.y 

(5.33) 

(5.34) 

These shifts equate to a displacement of 0.033 pixels in th FE dir ction 

and 2.5 pixels in the PE direction; highlighting the importan e of distortion 

correction in the PE direction. 

1 TR 

t .... ---t 

Figure 5.3: Continuous phase evolut ion in EPI. E ach subsequent line of k- pace is 
sampled in t he opposite direct ion 

SE EPI sequences are also susceptible to !:::.Bo-induc d image d i tort ions, 

but are less affected by signal dropout than GE EPI due to the refocusing effect 

of the 1800 RF pulse. A schematic representat ion of a SE EPI acquisit ion can 

be seen in Figure 5.4. 

A number of different techniques can be mployed to correct for off-resonance 

effects. Generally the first step will involve reducing the large length scale 

variat ions in 8 0 by shimming the magnet more effectively. The cope of this 

technique for correcting for t he effects of more rapidly changing fi eld offsets 

is fund amentally limited by hardware const raints. In a typical case, accurate 

shimming can only be implemented within a small ROI inside t he FOV and 

can only correct for first, second or third order spatial variation of the field 

(at best) . Higher order variation , such as those due to the susceptibility 
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Figure 5.4: A SE EPI sequence with blipped phase encoding grad ients. A Matlab 
simulation of the resulting MR signal envelope i a l 0 hown. During time t= O 
to t=TE/ 2 the signal decays due to both T2 and T~ effects (i.e. Tn. From t im 
TE/ 2 to TE the T~ effects are rever ed , whilst T2 decay cont inues. At t ime TE the 
dephasing effects of T~ are completely reversed. For t > TE the signal decreases 
exponentially due to T5. effects . The dephasing and rephasing eff"ect of the readout 
gradients are also shown 
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differences between differ nt t is ue type can't be compl t ly orr - t d u ing 

typical shim coils (Figure 5.5) 

Figure 5.5: Shimming methods. Left: him iron in el't are often add d to newly 
installed MRI scanners to reduce !:!.Bo inhomogeneit ie . night: him oil can b 
used on a scan by scan ba i to further redu e th se effects an I to m xt nt 
account for the field altering properties of the object that is being imag d. In thi 
example a non-standard houlder slotted him coil design is hown. 

Another effective technique that can b us d to red u e the effects of 680 

inhomogeneities is to increase the bandwidt h of t he imaging gradi nts (F igure 

5.6). If we consider the phase of the YIR ignal during sampling (Equation 

5. 7) t hen it is easy to see that as G =* t he di tort i n van i h . H wcv r 

increasing the bandwidth of the encoding gradients also d crea" e. the SNR, 

becau e the noise power i uniform a ros fr qu n ie , and so when a la rger 

bandwidth is employed the overall amount of noise is increas d . In F igur -

5.6 the reduced distortion but increas d noi , produ ed by in [casing the 

bandwidth in the read direction , is cl a rly evident . Th i in [cas in noise 

limits t he cope of this technique. 

A number of methods have b en develop d by various group ' t hat allow 

d istortion artefa ts to be corrected u ing post-proc 

of these will be described in the following ct ion. 

select ion 
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Figure 5.6: Left: Imag of a phantom displaying large geometri distortions du 
to employing a deliberately low bandwidth in th readout direction (10Hz/pix I). 
Right: High bandwidth image of the same phant m (390I-h/pix 1) displaying f\, u
rate geometry but with reduc d SNR. The imag s were acquir d using a standard 
non-EPI GE sequence. Consequently, in this xampl , th distor ion are ill th FE 
direction (top-bottom in the image) 

5.1.3 Phase Information 

The amount of phase volut ion that 0 ur during a GE a 'qui sit ion cI -

pends, amongst other things, upon the int gra l f th fi ld t r ngth ov r t im 

(minus the reference field strength) . This d -p nds on a numb r of factors , 

such as the gradient hi tory and 6.Bo (see Equation 2.5). ons qll ntly, it 

is possible to measure 6.Bo by acquiring two images, using th sam imaging 

gradients, but different e ho t imes, and then ubtra ting th pha. e of one 

image from the other (Jezzard & Balaban 1995) . From Equation 2.5 , it can 

be seen that if t he imaging gradients are kept th sam , but t h 

changed the subtraction of two phase images will give: 

6.¢ = , 6.Bo6.T E. 

ho t ime is 

(5.35) 
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Making it pos ible to d t rmin !:l80 : 

(5.36) 

An example slice from a ingl shot GE EPI a quisition a lollg with a !:l /30 

map measured using this t hnique i hown in Figure 5.7. 

'00 

/llJo 
o (Hz) 

50 

'00 

Figure 5.7: Left: A slice from a single hot GE EPI acqui ition. Right: Th 
corresponding t:J.Bo map; calcu lated by ubtracting the phase from two images wi th 
different echo time (t:J.T E = 3 m ). The data w re a quir d with a 2mm isotr pic 
resolut ion, a matrix ize of 112 x 112 and a E E a I rat ion fac tor of 2 in the 
PE direction. Th PE dir ct iOll is Left-R ight in th c image. 

This dual echo time technique can only be u d for GE a quisitions bcC'au 'C' 

t he refocu ing effect of the 1 0° RF pul c in a E acqui ' ition reTll ve th'!:l /30 

informat ion from the pha da ta . 

5 .1.4 Image Artefact Correction Strategies 

Once w have a !:lBo ma p it can b used to g n ra te a pix 1 shift ma,p by 

comparing the ize of the fr quencyoff et p r pixel to t he bandwicith p r pixel 

of t he encoding gradient . Thi can b u cd to t ransform a cI ist rted image 

into undistorted space n a voxel-by-voxel b i . orr t ing for d ist rti n 

alone i not t he be t method of achieving an accurate r pr scnta tio n of the 
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true image due to signal dilution/concentration effects. This occurs whpn the 

signal emanating from a voxel is spread, due to the encoding process, across a 

region that is either larger or smaller than the size of thp wgion that it actually 

originated from, because of spatially varying field inhomogellPitips. .J('zzard 

& Balaban (1995) developed a technique to correct for this by calculating 

the gradient of the pixel shift map and then multiplying th(' intensity of {'(tch 

pixel in the image by a factor of one plus the local pixel shift gmdipnt. Hutton 

et al. (2002) suggest that this type of intensity correction should b<' used as 

standard, but note that in certain circumstances it can also in<TPase IlOise 

levels. 

Most t1Bo mapping techniques are carried out using non-EPI GE ana.toIIl

ical acquisition sequences, due to their high SNR. Whell til<' [('stilting t1Ho 

maps are used for artefact correction of EPI seqlH'IH'es this can lead to a nUIIl

ber of problems, for example signal smearing artefacts ca.n apI><'ar around t h(' 

edge regions of the images after the correction has bpen carri('d out. This 0('

curs because in this situation, t1Bo maps a[(' rn('ctsur('d in IIndistort('d spa('(' 

whereas the EPI data are encoded in distorted space. Thus, th<' vallH' of th<' 

measured t1Bo, at a given voxellocation in the t1Ho map, does not repWsl'ut 

the true t1Bo value for th£:' corresponding pixel locution in th(' EPI map. If 

this effect is not accounted for it will reduce the a('('ml\cy of til<' <'OlT('d ion 

technique and, more problematically, mean that t h(' t'dg<' 1'('gions of tlu' EPI 

data may lie outside of thp regions of mea."illred ~Ho vahl<'s. Till' random 

phase readings that are recorded from outside' of til(' ohj<'ct, <\tIC' to the' lack 

of signal, will produce meaningless t1Ho vah1<'s and can !Pad to signal SlIlI'ar

ing artefacts at thp edge of the image, Similar artpfacts call also o<'('1\l' if 

there is subject motion between the acquisitions of ttl<' tidd Illap and t he' EPI 

data. One method of reducing this effpct is to tirst spit' distort the' t1Ho lIIap 

before employing it for distortion corre'ctioll of tlw EPI e1ata. To OW1'('OIlll' 

some of the'S£' problems, J('zzard & BalabaIl (1 !J!JG) d('sni \)(' a t l'chlliql\(' wll('1'(' 
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they mask the ~Bo map, by thresholding the modulus imagt· data, and then 

fit a polynomial inside the mask region. They extrapolate the polYllomial 

fit to cover the regions outside of the mask, to wmow edge dis('out inuiti('s 

whilst forcing the fit to decay slowly to zero when outside of the ma.'.;k. Thl'ir 

methodology helps allow these maps to be used for distortion ('orrpctioll wlHm 

small movements are present. 

An alternative approach to eliminating this problem is to us(' an ErI S('

quence to measure ~Bo, ensuring that the same encoding gradipnt bandwidths 

are used as are employed in the acquisition that IH~eds distortioll ('orrt'dioll, so 

that the resulting ~Bo maps are in the same distorted spa('!', DII<' to tlH' sp('('d 

at which EPI acquisitions can be acquired it is possihk to s('Itn llIultiple- vol

umes and average them together to increase SNR in tlH' sanl(' H('qnisition tilIH' 

that a conventional non-EPI generated field Illap can be' a('quiwd; alkviating 

the problem of reduced SNR when using an ErI acquisition, 

Simulated Phase Evolution Rewinding (SPHERE) 

Kadah & Hu (1997) developed a techniqlH' that allows hoth distortion 

correction and intensity correction to be carri{'d out iII ow' stl·p, Wh(,ll an 

object f(v) is imaged in the presence of Ho-field inh()IIlog(~Il('ities, using all ErI 

sequence, the Fourier encoding process can be des('ribe'd by: 

( G.:37) 

where t(k) is the sampling time, Tht' extra ('I1('oding t{'rIn ('(tUSe'S til<' [('('OB

structed image to be distorted from its tru(' shapt' by an amount dq)('Bdt'nt 

upon the size of the local ~Bo, Kadah & Hu (1997) propospd a II1pthod ('all('d 

simulated phase evolution rewinding that ('orwC'ts for this hy ('H'('divl'iy I'('wrs

ing the effect of this additional exponential en(,oding tpI'm, llsing til!' following 
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transformation: 

(5.3tS ) 

where f is an approximation of the unciistortf'd image (i.('. til<' distort('d 

image). Fourier transformation of iJ(k) yields a distortion cOfr<,(,t<-d imagE'. 

The tl80 map that is needed for this technique to work can hI' calculat('d using 

a technique such as the dual echo time techniqu(' d('s<Tiht'd earli('r. TIl(' major 

benefit of this method is that the intensity values in Hw ('orreded iIllag(~ aI'<' 

inherently corrected for signal dilution/concentration df(,lts without having 

to make error-prone calculations of the gradient of the pix('l shift map. 

5.1.5 Dynamic Correction 

All of the distortion correction techniques that have bl'PU (iPs<Tilwd so 

far rely on the assumption that the tlBo field is stationary, How('wr this is 

not always the case. If a subject moves in tllP SCHuu('r tlU' tllJo fidd, which 

depends on the orientation and location of the subj('ct, will changE'. Most 

correction techniques rely on the assumption that the tlHo field is tl'mporall.v 

static and try to overcome the problems associated with such IllOWIIl(,llt h.Y 

fitting a polynomial to the measured field map that decays towards Z('ro in ti\(' 

regions outside of the imaged object. This has two main ('ons('qUf'n('ps. Firstly 

it reduces the effect of high spatial frequency changps, ('f[('(tiv<'iy smoothing 

the field map. Secondly, it reduces the severity of signa.l slIlParing/ dropout 

that can occur at air-tissue interfaces when th('l'<' has b('('n motion aftf'r till' 

tlBo map was recorded. This is because the t('chniql\f' dft'ctiv('lj' slllPars tl\(' 

tl130 map so that the regions outside of the body haw (kfirH'd tl130 vai1\('s, 

and as a consequence movement of tll{' patiellt is less probl('matic. How('wr 

the techniqIH' is not ideal bf'c(:\nse, assllming tlw['(' is a high (,lI()lIgh SNR, 

the higher spatial frequency tprms in th(' b./Jo Ulap llHl)' rf'I>I'ps('lIt a tn\(' 
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local change in the magnetic field that could have ansen duc to th£' local 

proximity of two tissue types with large magnetic sllsceptibility diff('WllC(,S, 

such as at air-tissue or tissue-bone interfaces. This is ('specially probh'matic 

when imaging at high magnetic field strength (CIH'n & Wyrwicz lU9U) and ill 

functional studies; where a large number of dynamics an' r('conkd whilst a 

subject is performing some task, such as a motor ta,'.;k, which can ill<iIlC<' head 

motion. Further, this technique also assumes that the 6./Jo field is fix('d iII 

scanner space, when in fact a significant compoIl('nt of tl}(' 6./Jo fi('ld is ('[patpd 

due to the presence of the object in the scanner and a.s such will lllOW with 

it. 

As a consequence of these effects, it is (ksirablp to haw a 6./Jo mappiIlg 

technique that can be carried out on a wgular basis t hroughollt a scanning 

session without adding significant amounts of tim(' to til<' kllgth of thp S(·SSiOll. 

A number of techniques have been described ill the lit!'ratlln' that can \)(' llsPci 

for dynamic distortion correction (Chen & Wyrwicz lU!)!), Z('\\g pt. al. 20(4), 

however they also significantly increase th(' overall acquisitioll tilll(" which call 

be problematic in fMRI studies. One approach is to aitl'r thl' ('cho tiIll(' of 

each volume in the sequence so that the plmS(l from two COlls('('lltiw VOIIIllH'S 

can be subtracted to generate dynamic fif'ld maps. How('ver in ord(lr to <,[pat(' 

useful field maps using the phase information from just two EPI imag('s th' 

6. TE would have to be at least 3 ms (shown in til(' l\('xt s('d iOll) which wOllld 

also produce a significant change in the ('ontrast of thl' two illlH!.!;(,~, ~('wrd~' 

limiting the practicality of its use in most fMRI stlldit's, sim'(' this ('olltrast 

change would likely confound most fllnctional analysis t('ChlliqlH's. 

Lamberton et al. (2007) describe a techIliqw~ to OV<'ITOIll!' this pro1>1< 'm t hn t 

makes dynamic distortion correction possibh' during functional ('xp('riIIl!'llts, 

without increasing the overall acquisition tiIll('. By ('ar!'fttl ("()llsid('ratioll of 

the origins of phase contrast information, (k ~Io()rt('l!' d al. (2()(),rj) (kscri 1)(' 
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how the phase in an MR image can essentially be represented by: 

(5.:39) 

where cPcail is a phase term brought about due to the RF receiver coil, cPlJ l 

is the phase due to the properties of the RF transmission pulse, (huo is the 

phase associated with magnetic field inhomogeneities and ¢rl, .• idunl takes into 

account any remaining residual phase, Lamberton et al. (2007) simplify this 

representation by assuming that the voxel-by-voxel phase in an iIIlag(' ((/», 

can be modelled as having two components, an essentially static, non !::.l3o 

dependent term, (cPo), and a potentially time varying, dynamic !::.l3o dqH'nd('nt 

term (cPl): 

(G.40) 

where, 

(G.·H) 

Thus, to calculate the time varying field offset. !::. Ho (l) from a Illt'ctSIlr('lU!'nt. 

of qJ, the 90 term has to be accounted for. (Po is brought about <1111' to a 

number of factors such as the RF field, bandpass filt('rs and in<tc('llratt' k

space centering (Lamberton et al. 2007, dt' l\loort<,I(' <'to al. 20(5). a.s wi'll 

as static field inhomogeneity effects. NOll-C('ntred k-span' can O('C\Il' d\I<' to 

pulse timing errors, eddy currents and imperfpct. (,Beoding gradi('llts. All th('s(' 

¢o factors are independent of the irnagpd obj('d and can illtrodll(,(, phas<' 

variations across all three dimensions. 

It is possible to measure ¢o by calculating !::.lJo Ilsing H dual ('('ho tilllP 
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technique: 

(5.42) 

Once calculated, this can be subtracted from the phase images procillc'pci dur

ing a dynamic EPI acquisition sequence (see Figure 5.8) so that distortioll 

maps can be generated on a dynamic basis: 

~w(t) = ¢(t) - 1>0 
TE 

(S.43) 

One disadvantage of this technique is that ttl(' pha."e images wqllin' compli

cated and time consuming spatial and temporal uIlwrapping. tC'llIporal 1111-

wrapping is needed to ensure there are no larg(' plms(' jumps betw('('11 dyn1LllI-

lCS. 

Lamberton et al. (2007) use a small smoothing k(,l'l\(,l on the (Po map, to 

increase the stability of the technique in the pres('w'(' of Illotioll, and tht'n 

carry out 3rd order polynomial fitting. This is likdy a soulld approximation 

because due to its nature cPo should be a smoothly varying fUIlctioll. 

In more recent work, Hahn et al. (2009) dt'snilH' a lIlociifimtioI\ to tlj(' 

method devised by Lamberton et al. (2007) that [('moV('s fht' Il('c'('s: .. it,v for 

phase unwrapping. In their technique they calculatc' the' ditf('[('ll('(' \)('tW('('tl 

the resonance offset between each dynamic and til(' awrag(' l'<'SOWUH'C' otfsd of 

all the dynamics: If two complex images II and 1'2. an' H('qllin'd at ('cho tilll('S 

of TEl and TE'2 respectively, then til<' phas(' of ('ach imag(' ('(ttl he mlclllat('d 

by taking the complex argument: 

(S..14) 

(S.4S) 
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<Po Calculation Dynamic Acquisition 

Figure 5.8: Dynamic field mapping technique, modifi d from Lamb rton et al. 
(2007) . ~B8 i the static field inhomogen ity, and CPo i t h tat ic phase mpon nt . 
~Bo is the dynamic component of the field inhomogeneity at t ime pint 11 , and CPn 
is the corresponding dynamic component of the phase. 

such that 

(5.46) 

where .6.TE = TE2 - TE1 · Equation 5.46 can th -n be recast a : 

(5.4 7) 

where the * represents the complex conjugati n. If the CPo component i r p

resented as a hypothet ical complex imag , [0 , acquired with an echo time of 

0, then we get the solution described by Lamberton et al. (2007): 

.6.w(t) = aTg(Jl(t). [0) 
TE 

(5.4 ) 

However as m ntioned earlier , t his technique requires complicated spat ial and 

temporal unwrapping. Hahn et al. (2009) de cribe a technique to ov [come 
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this problem by making an approximation for the averagp pha .. -.;e in thp imag(\ 

(~), in a time series of images, by using the following relation: 

(5.49) 

where 

N - L I j 1= -
III' i=1 J 

(5.50) 

and N is the number of dynamics in the imagf' data sC't. Taking the arglllIwllt 

of the sum of complex unit vectors in this way provides a rongh approximation 

to the mean phase, provided that the maximuIIl phase' diff('["(\IlC(' bdW('<'1l 

dynamics isn't too large. An approximation of the awrag(' freqlH'IH'Y off"s('t 

due to magnetic field inhomogeneities can then 1><, caiclliakd, by subtracting 

c/Jo, as follows: 

If we define: 

!:1w = arg(l.I~) 
TE 

8w(t) = !:1w(t) - !:1w 

(G.Gl ) 

(G.G2) 

where 8w{t) is the difference between th(' reSOnHIl<'p offspt during th(' ,til ac

quisition and the average resonance offset, this leads to : 

( 

N /,) 
arg I(t.). ~ it! 

8w(t) = .I 
TE 

(5.53) 

This result no longer depends on 10 and be('alls(~ t IH' aV(~rage pltas(' is sllh

tracted from the phas(\ for each dynamic, phast' Ilnwrapping is not n'<1l1in·d. 

provided the difference betwpt'll th(\ phas{' for any giwll VO\tlllH' and till' av-
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erage phase is less than 271', which is generally tru(' apart from ill tlH' IllOSt 

extreme cases. This method does not correct fc)r static fidel inhoIllog('ll('ity 

effects, but can be combined with a standard dual ccho till\(' rpft'f('lH'P scan 

to allow both static and dynamic effects to be ('orrectpd. An illlpl('llwlltatioll 

of this approach is described in Sections 5.3 and 5.5. 

Hahn et a1. go on to test what effect dynamic distortion ('()[Tt~di()ll has 

on functional activation analysis in the presence of temporal 6./Jo variatiolls. 

They measure this for both real and simulatpd data. IIsing standard I\1ngllitlld('

Only (~10) and the more recently developed t(~dllliq\l(' of cOlllplpx COllstant

phase (CP) activation analysis. They concludp that dynamic distortion cor

rection improves both the accuracy and power of activatioll analysis WlH'll 

using a CP model and also, but to a lesser ('xt('nt, wlH'n Ilsing II MO lllodl'l. 

They suggest that temporally varying fipld inh()mogpn('itit~s can r('llIOVl' \argt' 

amounts of activation when carrying out CP analysis with only a static dis

tortion correction regime and that the activa.tion ca.n hI' n'('ovl'l'I'd WiH'll t iwir 

dynamic distortion correction techniqup is (,lIIp\oyt'd. Th(,y also J'('{'olllllll'nd 

carrying out dynamic distortion correction prior to lIlot ion {'OlT<'ct ion to in

crease the accuracy of the motion corrpdioll. 
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5.2 Introduction 

In the remainder of this chapter three studies an' describ<'d. We start tlw 

first study by experimentally determining HlP optimulIl ~ T P; for all EPI has('d 

dual echo time ~Bo mapping acquisition at 7 T, in oniPr to g(,IH'rat(' robust 

~Bo maps with minimal phase wrapping. We then tl~St. thl' df!~ctiV('IWSS of It 

number of ~Bo map filtering techniques, in order to wdu('(~ tht' impact of Ilois!' 

and to extrapolate ~Bo values to regions with insufficient SNR availalM for 

direct measurement. Following on from this, we impl<'llH'ut a SPHERE ba."il'd 

distortion correction technique and test its effectiveness, on phaIltoIIl a.nd 

human head data, in regions of both moderate and s('v(~n' ~ /Jo inhoIIlog('Il('ity. 

We then implement a technique based on the work <i<-scrilH'd by Laml)('rtoll 

et al. (2007) and Hahn et al. (2009), in order to carry Ollt ~Ho mapping on 

a dynamic basis, and demonstrate how such a t('Chlliqlw ('an h(' IIsl'd to ('arry 

out dynamic ~Bo mapping and to monitor fidd variations, dllI'illg a fllnctional 

hyperoxia experiment. Looking at field changes that o('em, dl1<' to inneasl'd 

oxygen levels in the sinuses, during periods of hypl'I'Oxia. 

Building on the work from the first study, thl' s('cond stll<ly in this ('haptl'l' 

describes the development stages and SUhS<'qll(,llt tpstillg of a IIl1iqlH' solutioll 

that enables dynamic distortion correction of SE EPI data, by IIIodifying n 

SE-EPI sequence to acquire a GE-EPI imagl' prior to th' Hmo RF pillsI'. III 

this work we demonstrate how the phase of thl' GE data, fWIlI SII('1l a dllal 

GEISE EPI acquisition, can be used for dynamic fidd monitoring, allowing 

simultaneous distortion correction of both til(' GE and SE EPI dat.a. 

In the final study, the SPHERE tcchniqll(' is Il\o<iifipd so that tIll' phas!' 

evolution rewinding procpss is carried out 011 upsClmpkd k-spa('(' dat it (as 

recommended by Techavipoo et al. (2007)), ill or<i('f to n'Il\ov(' tIl<' alia."iing 

artefacts that are generated in regions of larg!' t1/Jo offs<'ts, slI('h as around 

the sinuses. Using this, we dernonstratp how a dual GEISE EPI S('(I'l<'W'(' 

can 1)(' used in auditory and Illotor fMRI ('xpl'riIllPnts to allow both G E- and 
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SE-BOLD based activation analysis to be carried ollt, with dynamic fidd 

monitoring and correction. 
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5.3 Application: Dynamic ~Bo measurement 

during Hyperoxia 

5.3.1 Introduction 

When a sample composed of materials with different magndic Sllsccptibil

ities is placed in an external magnetic field, a field perturbation is <T('ated at 

the boundaries between regions of different slls("cptibiliti('s. In ill-vivo imaging 

experiments this effect is strongest at air-tissue interfaces, due to til(' param

agnetic and diamagnetic nature of oxygen and tisSl1(' f('sp<,('tiveiy. RI'('('[\t1y, 

a number of groups have carried out functional studies in which th<' partial 

pressure of inhaled oxygen was elevated (causing hyp<~roxin) in orc\<'r to in

crease venous oxygen saturation (Rostrup et al. 199G) thus lIIodulating t hI' 

amplitude of the BOLD response. The results of these experilIl('nts haw b('l'n 

used to estimate venous cerebral blood VOhlllH' (Blllt<~ ('t a!. 2007, Blo('kky 

et al. 2012) and for BOLD calibration (Chiardli <'t al. 20(7). Howl'Wl", an 

increase in the amount of inspired oxygen caus{'s a cOlTesponding in<Teasl' ill 

the size of the field perturbation, 1:).80 , in regions dos!' to til(' oral cavity and 

sinuses. This can lead to unwanted variations ill signal stn'ngth dming \)('

riods of hyperoxia. It is therefore important to quantify t ht' siz(' of th<' tit'ld 

inhomogeneities due to variation in oxygen cout('Ilt of the inspin'd air. In this 

study we carry out 1:).80 mapping on a dynami(' ba.sis to ass<~ss til(' natUrt' of 

the 8 0 variations that occur during a hypPfOxia fundional paradigm. 

5.3.2 Method 

Five healthy subjects participated 1Il this study (agp 22-28 y<'ars; tlm'f' 

males). Ethical approval was obtained from tilt' Ulliwrsit~, of Nottingham 

Medical School Ethics Committee and a.ll subj('('ts gave full writt<'11 ("OllSt'llt. 

Scanning was carried out 011 a 7 T Philips AchiE'va systt'lI\, Ilsiug a VOIIlUH' 
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transmit head coil and a 16-channel receive coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington 

MA). 

End-tidal O2 and CO2 partial pressures were controlled and lIlonitor('d 

using a gas delivery breathing circuit (Respiract™, Thornhill Research Inc., 

Toronto, Canada). 

The partial pressure of O2 was modulated betw(~en the subjPct, 's baseliIH' 

level of '" 110 mmHg and 500mmHg (hyperoxia). Till' paradigm consisted 

of 3 minutes of breathing normal air followed hy 3 minutes of brpathing air 

with enhanced oxygen concentration, and a final 3 minutes at normal oxygen 

levels. The paradigm was repeated twice. 

Isocapnia was maintained throughout the experiment, at the subjects base

line level ('" 40 mmHg). A single shot EPI acquisition, cow'ring tlw r('gion 

from the level of the sinuses up to the top of till' head (TR = 2.4s, TE = 

25ms, SENSE factor = 3, voxel bandwidth ill tlw PE direction = 41.5 Hz, 

30 axial slices, 400 dynamics, 2mm isotropic resolution, matrix siz£' g(j x !J(j), 

was performed throughout the respiratory challenge. A dual echo tim(' EPI 

acquisition was also carried out (using TEs of 25 and 28ms with 10 r('peats of 

each TE), for mapping of the static ~ Bo field prior to thp acquisition of data 

during the functional paradigm. 

Initial tests were carried out during a sepamt{' se'ssion to caicll\atp the' 

optimum ~T E for the dual echo time EPI acquisitioll, using ~ T E values 

ranging from 1 to 5ms. Data were acquired from a pha.ntolll and till' human 

head. 10 repeated measurements were mad(' at pach ~ T E, and thp standard 

deviation of the results was then used to ass(~ss wha.t t h(, optilllllIll L\ T r; was, 

i.e. the shortest L\T E that produced consistent [('suIts shot to shot. Short 

TEs are essential to minimise the problems assodatpd with Illlwrapping 27l' 

phase wraps. The phantom data W('f(' a('quin'd at 2I11IIl isotropic r('solution 

with 10 slices and a matrix size of 64 x 64. The human head data W('I'(' 

acquired at 2mm isotropic resolution using a matrix siz!' of 9tix40, with the' 
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largest dimension in the readout direction. 20 slices were a('quire'd. Th(' 

human head data results were also compared to the st.andard Philips, non

EPI, tl.Bo mapping sequence (tl.T E of 0.5 IllS) at similar wsolution (2.51I11Il x 

3mm) and slice coverage (20 slices). 

To reduce the effects of noise a 7th order three dimensional polynomial fit 

was applied to the tl.Bo maps that were used in the hyperoxia exp<'rinwnt. 

Dynamic phase information, collected during the hyperoxic ('halkng(', Wl'f(' 

combined with static field measurements to construct dynami('ally varying ab

solute tl.Bo field maps; using the technique described in Snction 5.1.5 (Lmnbmton 

et a1. 2007, Hahn et al. 2009). The magnitude of til<' voxd shifts due to hy

peroxia were estimated by comparing the fwquency of tIH' hyp<'roxia-indll("('d 

field shifts to the voxel bandwidth in the phase encoding direct.ion. 

5.3.3 Results 

tl.Bo profiles generated using a dual e('ho time EPI acqllisition, arc shown 

across a phantom in Figure 5.9. In the left image, tl.lJo profiles aw shown for 

5 different DoT Es (using DoT E values ranging fwm 1 to 5ms). TIl<' standard 

deviation of the field maps which were g('IH'rat('d llsing ~ T F; s of 1 and 3ms 

are shown on the graph on the right. 

~Bo profiles across a human head ,up shown in Figl1r(, 5.10. ~ Ho val

ues generated using both a dual echo tim(' EPI s<'ql1('1\('(' (~TF; = :311ls) and 

a standard Philips non-EPI dual echo tinH' U'dmiqll(' (/:1 T F; = O.5111s), ar(' 

shown. There is little difference betwP('n tIll' ~EX = 1 and ~EX = 20 BPI 

elata, however local differences can l)(' sppn h('tw('('n t.1}(' lIon-EPI and EPI 

data. 

The effectiveness of the sphere bas('d distortioll (,OlTl'diOIl algorithlll (S('(' 

Section 5.1) was tested by carrying Ollt static distortioll mlT('ct iOIl Oil phalltolll 

data. The results for this are showll in Figur(' 5.11. TIl<' n'sllits for distortioll 

corn'ction und('r more SPWf(' conditions an' shown ill Figllr<' S.12 (l3as('d OIl 
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Figure 5.9: 6.Bo profiles across a phantom. R ult were produ d using t he av rage 
of 10 field m aps, using da ta from a dual cho t ime acquis it ion . Left: Pr fi l fr 111 

fi eld maps acquired using 6.T E s ranging from 1 to 5 ms. night : ta nd a rd devia tion 
of the da ta acquired using 6.T E of 1 and 3 m . 
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Figure 5. 10: 6.Bo profile aero s a human head . R ul t f r bot h EPI and 11 0 11-

EPI dual echo t ime acqui itions are shown. Th EPI data is hown with bot h no 
averaging (blue) and wit h averaging over 20 dyna mics (r d ). The locat ion f the 
profile in th head is shown by the red line in t he ana tOl llical image 11 t he rig hr. 

data acquir d using th same phantom shown in Figure 5.11 ). 

The ffeds of u ing different filtering/ fitting methods on st<1 t' ic 6./Jo maps, 

t aken from human head data , u ing a lie tak n a t t he level of t lte SillllS(, ', 

a re demonstrated in Figure 5.13. Re~:iU l ts produced using Illcdi an filt ring , 
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Distorted EPI Undistorted EPI Anatomi al 

b.Bo map k-space Simulated k-space 

Figure 5.11: GE EPI di tortion correction with simulated ph c v lu t ioll rewind
ing: Phantom test results. The outline of a non-di torted anat mi 'al acq ui itioll 
i hown in r d for comparativ purpo c . Th b.Bo map ar' u d to rewilld 
the effect of phase volut ion due to the pre n f fi Id inh m g ncitics Ll sing 
the SPHERE technique, generating th imulat d k- pa ' data . Invcrsr uricr 
transformation of the simulated k- pac data provid the dist rtion and illt 11 ' ity 
corrected image data. 

pol nomial fil t ring and dis ret cosine tran f rl1l filt ring ar sll W ll . T Il(' 

difference between th filtered and unfilt -r cl fi I I ma p ' arc a lso '11 wn to 

highlight the accura y of the differ nt filt ring t hniqucs. A pr fit n. r S5 

the sinus region is shown for each of th s fit in Figure 5.14. 
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Figure 5.12: Oi tortion correction of phantom data. T he origillal d istorted ill1 ag 
can be seen in B . The PHERE corrected imag can b seen ill C . ignal drop out 
can't be corrected u ing thi approach. plot of t h measul' d fi Id illholll g II ity 
is also shown in A , the profile corre ponds to th red dc1S hed lill going fr III I ft 
to right in the distorted modulus image in B . Th . v rtical r cl das h d lin ill B 
(and dashed black lines in A ) represent the extrcmiti s of t he t::.flo Illask. AI' as 
outside this region (away from tho centr of th phantom) w re not us I duri ng 
the polynomial fit , however the polynomial fit weI' ext rapolated Oll t away frOIll 
the edges of the phantom to reduce adverse edge e~ ts. Th polynomial fi t , weI' 
calculated to 4 h order in 20. 
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Figure 5.13: Static t1 Bo fi eld maps. A : unfiltered fi eld map. B - F : filtered field maps. G - K : difference between fi ltered and 
unfil tered fi eld maps. The following filters were used: B : 3x3 \ Iedian filter. C : Cosine transform filter. D : 4th order polynomial fit. 
E : 7th order polynomial fit . F : 10th order polynomial fi t . 
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Figure 5.14: Profiles through A - F in Figure 5.13. It is clear that median fil tering 
struggles in regions with high noise levels (due to low signal) . The location of t he 
profile is shown by the black line in Figure 5. 13 A 

The results for the frequency shift due to hyperoxia are shown in Figure 

5.15. The field offset was found to be largest in t he frontal sinu , up to 20 Hz, 

represent ing a shift of ",50 % of a voxel. The frequency ofFset decrea . with 

distance away from the frontal sinus but does not drop to z ro and affect 

the whole brain. In a 5x5 voxel ROI posit ioned in the motor ortex , t h 

hyperoxia-based frequency shift was 3.1 ± 0.2 Hz (mean ± td over subjects), 

'" 7% of a voxel. The results in Figure 5.15 show that the average field map 

during the normoxia periods differs from the static field component. Thi 

is brought about due to the fact that this dynamic field mapping technique 

effectively measures the field offset relative to the mean field off 'et a ross t ime 

(i.e. the mean of both the functional ON and OFF periods), hence t he field 

map averaged during the OFF periods is less than the mean. However, the 

true dynamically varying field component can be easily found by ubtracting 

the OFF state field map from t he ON state map. 

Single subject t ime-courses, averaged over a 5x5 voxel ROI in t he frontal 

sinus (black) and the motor cortex (blue) are shown in Figure 5. 16. An ar

bit rarily scaled boxcar funct ion describing the ON and OFF states of the 

hyperoxic challenge is also shown. 
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Figure 5.15: !:lBo fi eld maps during normoxia and hyp r xia f rail xampl subj 'to 
The AP direction i right to left in each image. Top row: agittal vi w. Bottom 
row: Axial view. 
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Figure 5.16: Dynamic !:lBo measurements in 5x5 vox I n I in a r gion cl s(' 1 

t he frontal sinuses (black) and motor cortex (blue) . T he functiol1 a l paradigm r r 

the hyperoxic challenge i also hown (red). 

A hi togram of 6.Bo valu aero 8 t ime is shown in Figuf(' 5.17 for a n 

example subj ect. Values were taken u ing data from the ent ire masked h ad 

region. For clarity the ealing on the y-axis ha been set to clip 'om of the 

extreme 6. Bo value . 
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Figure 5.17: 3D histogram di playing ClBo a fun tion of t inl (al 'ulat cl ll sing 
the ent ire brain region in ide t he brain mask (see Figur 5. 1 )) . Ea h v rt i a l lin 
i a 2D histogram of t::.Bo values for a ingl d nam i . Thi erv('s t highlight bot h 
the absolute hift in ClBo value over t ime as well as t he pI' ad f value . . 

5.3 .4 Discussion 

The field maps that wer u ed to d t rmll1 the opt imuITl 6.TB for th e' 

d ual echo tim acqui it ion , acquired u ing singl hot EPI (av raging ov r 10 

dynamic ), are very similar for all 6.T E (1 - 5 ms) (Fi 'ur 5.9). Wit hout 

averaging, the field map acquired u ing h rt r ~ T Es « 3ms) w r Ie '.' 

consistent t han t ho e ba ed on the long r ~T E values (~ 3ms), with r s lllt:::; 

varying significantly; t hi i shown by t h larg(' standa rd d viat ion. Th da ta 

demonstrate tha t in order to acquir a cura t fi eld map lIsing :::; ingle shot 

GE EPI at 7T, when u ing only a f w dyna mi . av rag (to minimi 'c t he' 

a quisition t ime) it i preferent ial to u e a ~ T E f ar lIncl 3ms . Abov thi ' 

value ther was li t t! improvement in t h tancl a rcl cI viat ion f t he' l'C ·lIl ts . 
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Figure 5.1 : The mask region that was us d f r t il :3D histogram data ill ' ip; \lrC' 
5.17. The modulu data are also hown .) 

Further at echo tim differenc s gr at r than 3 rn ' t he lik lihood of phnse 

difference that are greater t han 27r 0 UlTing, incr ns s significa llti , Ill Hi<i llg 

it necessary to a pply phase unwrapping. In c mpa rison , in a s Lu Iy a t 2 T 

Hutton et al. (2002) found a f).TE of 10 - 15 ms t be I t ima! wlH'1l lls ing ) ' 

EPr to produce f).Bo maps, as a r ult f t he smaller fiele! inholllogc'll ( iti 'S t ha,t 

a re present at 2 T relative to 7 T. Inc! e I, simpl scaling t h('ir rcollllll(,lld d 

f).TE values by the rat io of the corresp 11 ling fi Id strengt hs w01lld ('< lI mt(' to 

a f).T E range of 2.9 - 4.3 ms at 7 T. 

To d termine the differen e betw n II and non-EPT bas' I f). 130 maps, 

when using human h ad data, a can v nti na l 11011-' PT I asee! dunl ('(' 11 0 t' il1l ' 

GE acquisition wa ' a l a carried out. Th EPI fi lei 111 ps w('re ren t {'eI usi 11g 

a f).TE of 3 ms whereas the non-EPT data were a luir 'et using LhC' s talldard 

philips image acqui ition te hniqu u ing a f).TB 0[0.5 mH. F'igm c r:. 10 shows 

profi les acros th f).Bo ma ps for both a 'qui,' ition method:. Th{' . PI bns{'d 

field maps how v ry li ttl benefit from carrying out ly t1mniC' HV<'ragillg, as 

predicted by using a f).TE of 3ms. The a,lso sil w very good ngn'(' llH 'lIt wit It 

the data generated u ing th conventional nOll-EPI seqUC'Il ('('. rr W{'V('I' t h(' ['c 
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are a few points where significant differences can be seen (see pixel location 

30 in Figure 5.10). To some degree these differences are expected dtw to the 

fact that the EPI based acquisitions are acquired in distorted spac'p, how('ver 

such extreme differences are not expected. The results show that HIP /:)'/Jo 

map created using the EPI data varies across space more smoothly than til<' 

non-EPI data and since large to medium length scale 130 inholllogpn('iti('s are 

generally smoothly varying functions, due to the way tlu'y are (T('at!'d, tlu' 

sharp features in the non-EPI profile are most likely due to there t)('ing regions 

of low SNR. This may in part be due to the low /:). T F: that was Hs('d in tlH' 

standard Philips non-EPI sequence. 

The accuracy of the distortion correction technique was ass!'ssed by scan

ning a phantom using both aGE EPI acquisition and a conventional uOll-EPI 

based anatomical imaging sequence and comparing the resulting irna.g('s bl'f'or(' 

and after distortion correction (Figure 5.11). The outline of ttlP llll<iistort('<i 

anatomical acquisition (red) clearly highlights the severity of th(' distortioIl 

in the GE EPI acquisition. However redistributing k-spa('(' to f('willd til<' l'f

fects of phase evolution, brought about due to thf' /:)'/Jo fidd, provid<'s wry 

effective distortion correction of the EPI data. Tlw distortioIl (,OIT('(tioll t('('h

nique was also found to perform well in thp presence of S('V(~f(' /:)'/Jo variatiolls, 

where, despite the magnitude of the distortioIls, accurat(' gmrIlf't ric distortioll 

correction was still achieved (Figure 5.12). This technique ('(tlluot howt'v('r 

correct for regions of signal dropout, such a.., in th£' bottom right COrIl<'l" of til<' 

phantom. Further improvements to EP acquisitions in ('onditioIls sHch as this. 

where there are large magnetic field inhomogerwitips, ('ould 1)(, Hl'('olllplisht'd 

by employing SE EPI, because the refocusing plllst' shollid n'chl<'(' til<' s('wr

ity of any signal drop out. However, a side effed of Ilsing a SE H('qllisitioll 

with a refocusing pulse is that the /:). Bo informat ion in t1w pltas(' dat a is also 

refocuspd and so cannot be used to mea..'>ure !lHo. A sollltioll to this probl!'1ll 

is developed in the next section. 
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To reduce the contaminating effects of noise it is important to filter th<' field 

maps. In this study we found that the optimum filtering llH'thod d('IWIHh~d 

upon the severity of b..Bo, more specifically, on its spatial rate of chang('. 

The degree of smoothing that is required also depends UpOIl the SNR of tiH' 

data, and consequently upon b..T E, Bo field strength and a Illlmb(~r of imag(~ 

acquisition parameters such as voxel size. Hutton et a!. (2002) ass('ss('d th<' 

standard deviation of b..Bo in a homogeneous region of tiw fit'ld map awl 

found that the standard deviation decreased Clli tlw kernel siz(' of It Gaussian 

smoothing filter was increased, but that th(' effect was umdl Ipss IH·OllOllllC('d 

when the field maps were generated using longer b.. T R S dll<' to til<' ill<T<'as(' 

in SNR that occurs when longer b..T E s are used. 

The phantom data shown in Figures 5.11 and 5.12 illdicat(' tha.t low ordN 

polynomial fits can effectively correct for significant distortiolls Whl'll tht'.v 

are brought about due to large, but slowly varying Un fidd offs('ts. How('wr 

when rapid spatial variations in b..Bo are present, such a.s around th(' sinlls('s, 

low order polynomials are ineffective (Figure 5.13). For filtl'rillg in tht's(' 

regions a median filtering technique can be lls('d, how('ver this do('s not work 

in regions of signal dropout where instead higlll'r onkr polyuomia.ls should 

be employed. \Ve have demonstrated that ev('u iu ('xtn'IlH' ('as('s. sllch ItS till' 

region around the sinuses during a hyperoxic study (with fidd offsds of lip 

to 100Hz), a 7th order polynomial fit can be IIs('d to aC("lll"atl'iy modI'! t hI' 

6Bo variation (Figure 5.13). With the benefit that th(' fit to th(, fil'ld map 

at any point is backed up by data from across th(' <'utir(' braill, h'adin~ to 

rohust estimations of the 6130 field evell in regions of low si~nal. Using ('VI'll 

higher order polynomials provides littl<:-, additional hCIH'fit and significant ly 

increases the overall computation time and lIH'IIlOry n'qllin'llH'nts. To illlproVl' 

speed and accuracy. the polynomial fitting wa:..; only applil'<I to <lnt n wit hin 

a mask region, calculated by thresholding tllP mod1l11ls illlngl' data, with t I\(' 

results then extrapolated out to cover thl' l"<'giolls of lIlissing signal inl('lIsilv. 
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We also demonstrate the use of a discrete cosine transformation technique 

(Hutton et al. 2002) based on a robust method recently developed by Garcia 

(2010). This automatically determines the amount of smoothing to apply by 

using a generalised cross validation technique. The method provided robust 

multi-dimensional smoothing and allowed the high spatial frequency variations 

to be accurately fitted much more rapidly than with high order polyuomial 

techniques. The discrete cosine transform technique provided v('ry similar 

accuracy to the median filtering method but with the added benefit. that it 

can provide a reasonable fit in regions with missing data, such as at. pixd 

location 80 in Figure 5.14, where median filtering fails. 

The results in this study have demonstrated t.he feasabilit.y of carrying 

out dynamic ABo mapping during a functiona.l MR.I acquisition, it hyp('roxie 

challenge, using just one additional reference searl. In a cross field stud.v at 

3 T and 7 T, Pilkinton et al. (2011) also mapped tlw change in A Ho d tH' 

to hyperoxia, however they were limited to ('oll('cting AHo maps d\ll'ing a 

separate functional run and with a significantly lower t.(,lllporal rt'soillt ion (G 

ABo maps for each of the functional ON and OFF pprio<is) than t.he tcdllliqIH' 

that has been described here (75 ABo maps for each ON and OFF l)('riod). 

They also found the largest ABo effects in the fronta.l sinus. 

The results demonstrate that the additional fidd shift (hl<' t.o tht' pn's(,I)(,(' 

of increased oxygen in the sinuses during the hyperoxia periods ('xtpuds OWl" 

the whole head. The field offsets, due to hyperoxia alou<, , WPrt' fOllnd to 1)(' 

largest around the frontal sinus (up to 20 Hz), reprpsellting shifts of around 

50% of a voxel. Thus over a functional run the composition of spinH wit hin a 

voxel, that make up the signal from the voxel as a wilol(\ will vary Hignificalltly. 

~ear high contrast boundaries, the shifting of the boundary in and out of till' 

voxel could significantly alter the overall signal illtPIlsity ill t he' VOX('!. This 

task-correlated signal change may confound tIl(' [('suits of stu<ii('s looking at. 

how the BOLD related signal changeH during hYP(,I"Oxia. How('wl", om n'HliltH 
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also show that the frequency offset decreases quite significantly with distanc(' 

away from the sinuses. In a 5x5 voxel ROJ positioned in the motor ('ort(~x, 

the frequency shift due to hyperoxia was found to be 3.1 ± 0.2 Hz (UH'ftU 

± std over subjects), representing a shift of '" 7% of ft voxd. III the visllal 

cortex the shift was found to be ",5% of a voxel. This rnagllitwiP of shift 

will be less problematic, but may still confound the results of BOLD stlldi('s. 

Further work needs to be carried out to assess what effect such dynamic vox(,l 

composition changes will have on the data. This will likply d('pPtHI IIpOll 

the local anatomical structure surrounding a voxel. It may proV!' tls!'ful t.o 

model this using a digital phantom of the human head to ddermiw' wlll'rt, 

the effect will be most significant. It may be possible to us(' dynamic distortion 

correction, using the techniques described here, to correct for allY sHch signal 

changes. 

5.3.5 Conclusion 

vVe have demonstrated the ability to calculate dynamic t:..l3o maps IlSill)!; a 

dual GE EPI sequence at 7 T using just Olle initial n{C'n'll(,(' S('atl. WI' fOlllld 

that an optimum t:..T E of "-' 3ms should 1)(' llsed for thE' initial dual ('cho 

time EPI acquisition in order to maximise SNR whilst minimising th!' scali 

duration and severity of phase wrapping. We delllollstrat(' that for (t('cIlrHh' 

filtering of the resulting field maps high order (7th ord(~r or ahoV!') POI:VllO

mials are required. However we also show that it is possihk to IIS(, a disnd(' 

cosine transform filtering technique to cope with C'V!'n high!'r spatial fr!'qIH'll('y 

variations in ,~.Bo. vVe demonstrate that dynamic l::l.Ho mapping ('an 1)(' IIS('<1 

to monitor field variations during fUllctional hyperoxia !'xl)('rinl<'ut.s withollt 

having to change the acquisition sequence. The ['('snIts (iPlIlotlstrat(' that t h!' 

additional field shift due to the presencf' of imT('H.:'wcl oxyg!'1l iu t h(' siulls!'s 

during the hyperoxic periods extends over th(' whol<' ll!'ad, Th!' fidd ott'S('t.s, 

due to hyperoxia alone, were found to h(' largest in th!' frontal sinlls, around 
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50% of a voxel, whilst shifts in the motor and visual cortices were found to 1)(' 

approximately 7% and 5% of a voxel respectively. We recomnH'lld that til(' 

techniques described here should be employed during all hypel'Oxia stud ips to 

monitor the induced temporal variations in /:}'13o. 
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5.4 Development of a Dual GE / SE EPI se-

quence 

5.4.1 Introduction 

In a SE EPI sequence the refocusing effect of the ItSO° RF puisI' WIllOWS 

any !:1Bo information contained within the pha..o..;e. It is then'[ow impossi

ble to employ dynamic distortion correction using the nwt hods d('stTi !>I'd by 

Lamberton et al. (2007) and Hahn et al. (2009) for SE EPI. 

Here we develop a unique solution to cirClllIlwnt this prohlPm. WI' d('

scribe how dynamic distortion correction can be applied to SE EPI data by 

modifying a SE-EPI sequence to acquire aGE image prior to t IH' I tSOO 11 F 

pulse and by then using the phase of the GE EPI data to monitor dmngl's 

in the magnetic field inhomogeneity. Since both til(' G E and SI:: imag('s an' 

acquired simultaneously with identical readout graciipnts tlH'.Y show tlH' sanu' 

distortions which can both be corrected. By exploiting paralld imaging Wl' 

demonstrate that it is possible to incorporate tilt' additional G E EPI sampling 

without increasing the echo time of the SE data to an 1l1ll1sahl<' l('wl. This 

type of acquisition should be of particular value in f~IRI stu<ii('s wlll'rl' fh(' 

added information, due to having both GE and SE elata, call h(' us('d to prohl' 

the functional nature of the BOLD response in IlIon' dept h. In this S('dioll 

the development and testing of the modified dual GEISE EPI acquisition that 

is rf'quired for this technique is described. It is th(,ll outiill('d how this a('qui

sition scheme can be used for dynamic distortion ('Ow'lotioll of hot h G E awl 

SE EPI data. 

5.4.2 Method 

A standard single shot SE EPI seqlH'ncp consists of a !JO° 11 F puisI' fo\lowl'c\ 

by a 1800 refocusing pulse. After the rdocllsing pulse a blipped EPI silll\plill!-!; 
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module is employed to encode the data in k-spac('. The initial FID signal, 

from the 900 RF pulse, is not sampled and decays away. 

In the proposed modification to this sequence an additional EPI wadont 

module is added between the 900 and 1800 RF pllls!'s to sample th(, FID 

signal so that both GE and SE EPI acquisitions can 1)(' acqnirpd (Figlu'(' 

5.19). The resulting phase information from tht, GE data is tlwn Ils('d to 

monitor field variations to allow off-resonance artefact corwctioll of hot h tht' 

GE and SE EPI data. All modifications were made to tl1<' stanclard Philips 

SE EPI acquisition using the Philips GOAL-C programming langllagp. 

The main problem that had to be addressed throllghout tl1<' (i<'WIOPIIl('lIt 

of this sequence was ensuring that thp sampling pr()('('ss of th(' FlO did !lot 

affect the generation and sampling of til(' spin ('cho. 

To ensure that the GE phase data can b{~ used to a('('matdy ('OIT!'(,! t1H' 

~Bo image artefacts of both GE and SE data, thp two illlag('s haw to Il(' 

acquired in the same distorted space. This was I\.ccolllplislH'd by ('llsl\l'illg 

that the bandwidth (BW) of the encoding gradi(,!lts W('1'<' t i1(' sam{' for hot h 

acquisitions. 

It should be noted that adding additional (,cho-plnnar imaging gradil'!lts 

places a constraint on the minimum echo tilll(, that nUl ill' achi('vl'd for til{' 

SE EPI because hardware rm.,trictions limit th!' sp{'{'d at which k-spa('(' ('all 

be fully sampled. This can be problematic bl'calls(' if th(' ('clio tilll<' of t hI' 

SE is made too long the SNR of the r(,slliting illlag(' will bl' too low for it 

to be of use. This is a particular isslH' WIH'Il imaging at ultra high t1('ld 

strength due to thE:' reduction of T2 with increasing tit'ld, how('\'('[ this df!'d 

is somewhat offset by the increa.'{e in CNR a.t high hPld stl'<'lIgth. Takillg 

advantage of recent developments in pamll('l imaging aIHI ('Oil t('('hllOlo).!;y, ,,~' 

employing a 32 channel r('ceive ('oil. allows a work-arollnd t () this prohh'lIl. 

Having information from Illultiple coils allows paralld illlaging to hI' IIs('d at 

high acceierat ion fact ors, whilst maintaining a rohllst i mag(' q lIal i t ~'. If sillg 
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Figure 5.19: Top: Standard SE EPI sequence with blippl'd gradil'llt EPI SHlllplillg. 
Bottom: Modifipd Dual echo GE / SE EPI Sl'qlH'IH'('. in('orporating two hlippl'd 
gradient EPr sampling modules and slice seleC'tivp gradi('nt rl'wrsal. TIl(' grac\il'llts 
for the acquisition of the GE EPr are fully balall('('d. 

parallel imaging in this way means that l('ss liw's of k-spcu'(' haY<' to 1)(' (l('qllin'd 

in ordf'r to sample k-space fully, thus sigllifi('a.lltly [(,cllleing tIl(' kllgth of tIl(' 

EP sampling module. 

\\'f' also add inherent fat snpprpssiol1 to till' SE acqllisitioll by I'I'V('rslllg 
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the polarity of the slice selection gradient for the 1800 RF pulse, relatiw to 

that of the 900 pulse (see Section 4.3.2). 

Due to the spatial variation of the applied RF field, which is pXcH'pri>at('d 

at high field, it is difficult to produce a uniform flip angle (FA) OWl' til(' wliol(' 

sample when applying an RF pulse. Usually any deviations away from !lip 

desired FA manifest themselves as a slight decrease in tlw signal strmgth, 

when imaging using a GE sequence, and so this is not normally a significant 

problem. However, in SE sequences any deviation of th(' rpfocllsing puls(' 

away from 1800 can cause additional signal pathways to exist (I3Prtlstl'in ('t aJ. 

1994). These can take the form of either Htimulat{'c\ ('cho('s or FIDs which c1In 

contaminate the signal from the spin echo during sampling. If tilt's(' Hn' not 

accounted for, the acquired data will no longer he a pun' spin ('cho; changing 

the contrast of the image. Here we remove these' ('xtra pathways by appl.ving 

crusher gradients either side of the 1800 RF pulse. The gradi('nt plIls(' applit'd 

after the 1800 RF pulse dephases the FlO signal, whilHt tllP gradi('nt plIlsp prior 

to the 1800 RF pulse stops the true spin echo signal from hping d('Htroypd by 

the FlO crusher, by reversing its effects HO that til(' n!'t dpphasing pH'('et on till' 

spin echo signal pathway is zero. In the standard SE EPI SP<jIlt'l\('(' t II!' first 

crusher is combined with the slice selection l'q>hasing gradipnt. How('wl' in 

the modified dual GEISE EPI sequence thiH is not pm;sihlt, as pnch slicp has to 

be rephased before the GE EPI is sampled and so an ('xtra !TusJ}('l' gradi('lIt 

had to be added in the slice selection gradipnt dirpction prior to t hI' 180" 

pulse, It is generally considered that a minimllm phas(' disp!'rsioll !'qllivait'llt 

to 47l' is needed across the slice for adeqllate signal l'('dll('tioll to 1)(, adlil'v('d 

(Bernstein et al. 1994), The required cnu,hpr gradj('nt arp(l is giV!'1I by til!' 

following expression: 
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where ~z is the slice thickness and ~1> the required phase variatioll. Tlw 

maximum performance of the imaging gradients on the 7T Philips syst,('Il\ (at 

the time of testing this sequence) was a slew rate of 16ti lilT /m/Ills and a 

gradient amplitude of 33mT/m. Assuming a slice thickness of 2.5 IIlIll giws 

a value of AR of 18.8 mT.ms/m. Assuming a trapezoidal gradient wavdol"lII, 

the ramp and plateau times that are required to produce this are: 

G 
Tramp = ----

slew rate 
AR 

Tplateau = G - Tramp (G.G6) 

which gives a minimum ramp time of Tramp = a.20m8 and a minimuIll plaU'au 

time of Tplateau = O.37ms. This leads to a minimum cruslwr gradi('nt duratioll 

of a. 77ms. Due to the importance of these calculations a Illlllli>Pl" of scans W('J'(' 

carried out using a range of gradient amplitudes to dlPck that HlP calculations 

were correct. For this, imaging was carried out with the 1800 RF puis(' tlll'Il<'d 

off so that only the signals that were generated via unwant('d pathways w('['(' 

encoded and assessed. 

Results 

A schematic of the final dual GE/SE EPI seqlwllcc is showIl ill FiglU'(' G.20; 

all the major elements that make up the seqU<'Il(,(, hav!' bp('ll lahdkd. 
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In Figure 5.21 the effe ts of using diff r nt ru h r gradi nts 'tr ngth a r 

shown (Using crusher gradi nt puIs s of duration 1m). Th imag s in 

were acquired with the 1 0° RF pul turn d off nd th 

generated in the normal mann r. 

Figure 5.21: The effects of changing the str lIgth of h ru:;h r gn\d i Ilts it 11 'I' 

side of the 180° RF pulse. In A- C the 1 0° rtF pills was turn d orr s that 
the amount of signal remaining after the rush r grn li nt ould ban; 'ss d . T it 
crusher gradient strengths were 10, 20 and 30 mT /10 for A, D and J' spc tiv ly. 
D-F shows the corresponding SE image wh 1\ t it 1 0° rtF pultic WH,.'; app li d . 

An example dynamic g nerat d using the optirn is d dunl 

quence is shown in Figure 5.22. The data w r acquir d lI sing rt T I f 3s, 

matrix size of 96 x 96 and echo t imes f 1 and 65 111S for the . E n llcl E r('-

spectively (2mm isotropic resolution). A para llel imaging (1.('(' Icrat iOIl 

factor of 4 was used. The phase data from th imag s w r' first. ul1wrapprd 

before being filtering to remove low pa ti a l frc(jucncy cha ngrs; ill or I r to 

reveal local phase changes. 
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Modulus Unwrapped Phas 

GE 

SE 

Figure 5.22: Example image generated using the dual 
modulus and phase data ar displaycd. 

Discu ssion 

1:16 

Filter d Phas 

PI srCj ll r ll C'c . DoLlI 

Images acquired using th dual GEISE EPr sequ nee are sbowlI in Figll l"r 

5.22. Both the GE and SE EPI data hav high S R. Thr a lei cI 6. 130 iufor

mation can be cl arly seen in thc GE pha e both ·Iobal (ill t h unwrapp 'd 

phase) and local variations (in the flit r d phas ,) bing vic! nt . The [ (' [0-

cusing pulse in the SE sequen ompl t ly r rn ves th se fkds. Para ll r l 

imaging artefacts can b e se n in th SE phasr data clue to th ' b igh E E 

factor that was us d , howev r the e are n t as strongly evid 'nt in the 111 0 111I11S 

data. 

The echo time of the SE acqui iti n was larg ly li rn.itcc\ by the (' ·11 0 tilll(, 

of the GE readout and the matrix size of the acq l1isi i n. H wever in Lhe 

example shown in Figure 5.22, wh r the G. " ho tim was set to 1 illS , 

which is slightly reduced from the opt imal va in of 2r: ms, it wc)s still possibl c' 

to acquire t he SE image with an cho t ime of 65rns. Both til es reito titllCS 
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should be adequate for studies such as flvlRI (indeed this is shown in S('('tion 

5.5 and Chapter 6). Further, the GE echo time could havp l)(lpn s('t to a 

minimum of 15 ms, reducing the minimum possible SE echo timp to 62 ms. 

One possible solution to reduce the TE of the SE further (withol1t changing 

the image resolution) would be to re-order the k-spac(' sampling so that t.i1p 

central line of k-space is acquired first using a half-Fourif'r type acqllisition, 

where the conjugate symmetry of k-space is exploited to n·dll('(· t.h(· 11111111)('r 

of k-space lines that have to be acquired. Depending on th(' matrix siz<' 

and SENSE acceleration factor that are used this could r<'<lw'P thp TE by 

anything from around 5-10 ms (A line of k-spa("(' typically tak(·s '"" 0.5111s to 

acquire assuming rv 128 points are sampled and typical ban<lwidths an' I1s{·d). 

Alternatively a reduced size FOV could be used along with sllPIH'pssioll slabs 

to remove unwanted signal from outside the FOV. 

Figure 5.21 shows the effect of changing the stn'ugt h of tll(' ('rtlslH'r gradi

ents on either side of the 1800 RF pulse. In A, wh('re til<' gra<iil'I1t ctmplitll<iP 

wa..., set too low, the signal from the unwanted pathways ar<~ ('!Pariy visihh·. 

The effects of this appear as artefacts in imagf' D. It is dpar that t.hl' signal 

contamination diminishes with increasing gradimt ctmplit.I1<i(', lip to a point. 

where it is almost completely removed in imagp C. Til(' signal ("(lIlt IIl11i II at. iOIl 

could also be reduced by increasing the length tha.t t.1l(' ITl1sll<'r gradil'llt.s lUI' 

applied for, however this would then increa...,e th(· minimlllll TE that (,()l1ld hI' 

achieved for the SE. 

Onf' problem with the current implementatioB of this s<'<[1\('1I<'(' is its sl\s

ceptibility to Nyquist ghosting artefacts, dw' to mis-aligllllH'llt of k-spa("I' lilli'S. 

The st andard SE EPI sequence acquirt':,; ('xtra data wit hOllt allY pllllsl' ('w'od

ing, between the application of the 900 and 1800 n F \>lIls('. TiI('sl' <lat It an' 

then u:,;ed to correct for Nyquist ghosting hy lll<'asurillg til<' plutsl' dift"t-n·l\t·I's 

betweeIl the nOIl-phase encoded echoes. ilas('<\ on tilt' a: .. ;: .. " lIn pt ion t hat 1)('

caust' there are no phase eIlcoding stt'ps, tIH'1"I' should hI' llO pltasl' diH'I'I"I'llI'(' 
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between the inverse fourier transform of each echo. Any diffcn'Ilces that f'xist 

are then likely to be constant or linear phase errors that will cal1st' Nyquist 

ghosting artefacts (Bernstein et al. 1994). These phase errors ('an 1)(' US('el 

to correct for ghosting. As a result, Nyquist ghosting wa.s obse'rwd OIl SOIll(, 

of the data that were collected during this work. How('vm', this dfpct C!tIl 1)(, 

remedied by applying post-processing based correction t{'cimiql1f's ([3110110('or(' 

& Zhu 2001). 

This type of dual echo sequence could be particl1larly 1){,Il('ndal in fMRI 

studies because the extra GE image can be used in ('onjunctioll with th(' SE 

data for analysis of activation; allowing informatioIl OIl both til!' G E and SF: 

BOLD contrast mechanisms to be assessed. Further l){'c(tus(' both illlng('s an' 

acquired with a very small temporal separatioll, HlP tt'IlIporal dmradl'risti('s 

of these BOLD response mechanisms can be directly colllpan'el. Prohll'lIls 

associated with registration of the GE and SE image's, that ('lUI O('CIIf ell\(' to 

the difference in contrast of the two images types, is also no long<'r an is~·;u(' 

with this dual acquisition, Dynamic motioll corrt'ction could 1)(' carrit'd out 

on either the GE or the SE dynamic data sets, with til(' ('alclllat('(illlotioll ('or

rection parameters then applied to the other data sd, making tlu' a.SSlllllpt ion 

that motion between the GE and SE data t.hat oc('urs in t h(' p<'riocl i>l'tWl't'lI 

the acquisition of the two central lines of k-spac'(' for tIlt' GE and SE EPI data 

is minimal (i,e. most motion that occurs over a tilIl(' of "V 40 illS is lH'gligihlP). 
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5.5 Application: Dynamic Off-Resonance Cor-

rection of Simultaneously Acquired GE 

and SE EPI data measured using a dual 

GEISE EPI sequence 

5.5.1 Introduction 

The development and testing of a dual GEISE EPI seqllPnc(' wa.s dt'snilH'd 

in the previous section. This section now shows how this seqllell(,t' ('all ht, IlS('<l 

to overcome the problems associated with carrying out distortion ('OlT('dioll 

on SE EPI data, i.e. the inability to measure ~Bo wlH'n usinl?; SE EPI <III<' to 

the inherent lack of t:::..Bo information in the phas(' of th(' SE data. W(' ('xtt'lld 

the Lamberton and Hahn (Lamberton et a1. 2007, Hahn d ai. 200!)) tt'dmiqllt's 

to allow absolute and dynamic correction of simultarwously H(,<[llin'd G E alld 

SE EPI data using the modified dual echo sequeIlct'. In addition tiH' SPHEHE 

technique is modified to carry out phase evolution n'willdilll?; OIl IIpSHlIlp\('d 

k-space data (as recommended by Techavipoo et ai. (2007)) ill or<it'[, to ('('lnov(' 

the aliasing artefacts that are otherwise gellnrated. 

To assess the effectiveness of this method, the spatial ('orn'spOlJt!('(H'(' of 

distortion-corrected 7T EP-images are compared wit h ('OIlVt'lIt iona.! 1Ina.tollli-

cal scans. Further, an auditory fNIRI experiment is p('rfOI'IlIt'd to 1;('st w}H'tlH'1' 

the technique can be used to carry out artefact ('orr('ctioll ill it ('('al world 

scenario, involving the auditory cortex, which is an an'a pron(' to sigllificallt 

distortions (due to the presence of air-tissue iIltt'rfa('(~s in t h(' SiIlIlS(~S). For 

completeness a motor task based fNIRI experiUH'llt was also carrit't\ Ollt. 
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5.5.2 Method 

All scanning was carried out on healthy volunteers using a. 7T Philips 

Achieva whole body scanner with a 16 channel receiV(' ('oil. Auditory l1\IR r 

was performed using span.,e imaging, in which a 20-sli('(' GEISE EPI axial 

volume was acquired in the first 2s of a lOs TR period. Sound stimllli, ("()Il\

prised broadband noise modulated at 10 Hz (f"V 80 dB) pres('!lt.l'd for 20 s, 

commencing'" 5 s prior to the readout, follow(~d by a 20 s has('lilH' pNiod. 

This was repeated for 10 cycles. We used the dual GEISE EPI acquisitioll 

with a GE EPI echo time (TE) of 20 ms, and an aSYlIlllll't.ric SE EPr TE of 

58 ms (i.e. the central line of k-space was acquin'd at a tim(' point slightly 

offset from that of the spin echo echo tiulP). Data W('l"(' aC<[lIin'd at 2 IllllI 

isotropic resolution using a bandwidth of 35.6 Hz/pixd in t hI' PE dirl'dioll. 

and a SE:\SE factor of 2. Static /).80 maps were gPIH'rat('<i using t h(' dllal 

echo time technique with data acquired using a G E- EPI Hcqllisi t iOIl (1 () vol

umes, 5 at each echo time) and an echo tim(' diffpwlI('1' of 2 illS. Thl'sl' dat a 

were acquired using the same scan parameters as the fUllctional acquisitioll to 

ensure the distortions were equal. 

The SE data for the auditory experiment was carripd Ollt. CU';YlIIIllPt ricall.V 

because the study was performed during thp d('Ve\OPIIH'llt of tlH' dual GEISE 

EPI sequence, at a point when symmetry for th(· SE had yd t.o 1)(' hard md('d 

into the sequence. However the exact sam(' principl<'s, of using th(· j./Jo data 

from the first GE to correct for distortions for bot h dat it sd.s. st ill appli('s. 

Suhsequently. a motor-task based fNlRI study involvillg hilat<'ral HlIgI'r 

movement was carried out, Ilsing a GE TE of 14 Ills and a s~'lIl111dric SE TE 

of 62 IllS. Data were acquired at 2 IIun isotropic r('soilltion Ilsing a Imlldwidt h 

of 54.1 Hz/pixel in the PE direction. A SENSE a<T<'ipratioll fador of .~ was 

PIllploypd, using a 32 channel recpive ('oil and a TIl of 7.Gs. ill which 20-

slice volumes were acquired. The motor flvlRI st1ldy was ('arri('d Ollt IIsing a 

fully' df'V('loped wrsion of tht' GEISE EPI S('qIH'IH'(' wit h SE dat a a("qllin'd 
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symmetrically. 

All f1vlRI analysis was carried out using FEAT (FSL, Oxford, UK) with 

motion-corrected data. No spatial smoothing W8..'> applied. 

6.Bo field maps were filtered by removing high spatial frequency tnllls 

from a discrete cosine transformation (Garcia 2010), so 8.."> to reduce noise awl 

edge effects. 

The processing pipeline for the dynamic distortion correction of simulta

neously acquired GE and SE EPI data is shown in Figure' 5.23 (stl'PS involving 

the masking of data are not displayed). Phase information contailH'd within 

the GE EPI data of each functional acquisition is used to caicuiat<' how 6.lJo 

varies over time relative to the mean 6.80 (Hahn et al. 20(9). Thl's£' dynamic 

6.Bo maps are combined with the static 6.[30 lllap to create' ciywullically 

varying 6.Bo maps that also include the contribution of static fidd inhomo

geneities. The dynamic 6.Bo maps are then used to rewind tlw df('cts of piHtS(' 

evolution, due to the presence of field inhomogeneities, for both tlH' GE awl 

SE EPI data. This is accomplished by generating artificial (or simulated) k

space data using the original k-space data from the GE and SE EPI Sl'HllS a.lId 

the measured 6.Bo results. Inverse Fourier tram,formation of til<' silllll\atHI 

k-space data provides the distortion and intensity cOl'rectc-d imag(' data. 

The phase evolution rewinding process lls('d by til<' SPHERE tl'dmiqlll' 

effectively phase encodes the image with an extra phase term that l'HlI(·pls Ollt 

the additional phase that was imparted due to the pn'SPIH'(' of fipid inholllo

geneities. This allows an undistorted image to be ('onstl'llctl'd by taking til<' 

inverse Fourier transform of the reph8..'>e encoded imag('. How('wr prob\('lllS 

with this technique can occur when 6.130 is too larg(' bt'CHIIS(' t \1<' additiollal 

simulated phase encoding can cause significant ripple like artd'ads ill tiH' 1'<'

constructed image due to re-gridding effects (Chion pt. <II. 200:3). T('chavipoo 

et al. (2007) developed a technique to correct for this by IIpsamp\illg k-spa('(' 

prior to phase evolution rewinding. Th<,y found that an lIpsamp\(' facto!' of ·1 
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in the PE direction was optimum (See Figure 3 in Techavipoo pt a\. (2007)). 

Since we expect the regions surrounding the sinuscs to be affected by wl

atively large magnetic field inhomogeneities we also employ this t.edlIliqll!'; 

using their recommended upsampling factor of 4. 

To aid the visual assessment of the effectivencss of til<' artefa('t C'OlTt'ctioll 

technique, outlines of major anatomical contrast boundaries w(~r(' drawIl Oil 

a selection of slices from the motor fMRI data, using imap;t's (t('qllin'd with 

anatomical acquisitions as guidance. 



Static D.Bo 

Dynamic D.Bo(t) 

Figure 5.23: Processing pipeline for dynamic distort ion correction of silIlultaneously acquired GE and SE EPr data. 
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5.5.3 R esults 

In Figure 5.24, both distor ted a nd unclistortcd GE an d E pr dnt il nrc 

sh own fo r one a xia l lice in the head. S ig ni fi ca nt cI istorti o lls d lI C to orr

resonance fi eld e ffects a re pre ent in both the llll correctcc\ • n lid EEl I 

data a nd a re succes fully removed a fte r d i t rt i n co rrcct io n . T he errcel s o f 

k-space upsampling can a lso b e seen ; t h COlT e ted data arc dis pl ayed wit II 

k- pace up ampling factors of 1 (i.e. no upsampling) a ncl 4 . . ps n lllplill g k

space in the pha e ncoding dir et io n s u C'cssfu ll y rc m ov('s th(' bnlldillg like 

artefacts that can b seen close to t he s inuses in the data pr c('sscd wit !tOllt 

upsampling. 

Distorted 

U ndistorted 
(no upsampling) 

Undi t rted 
(up ampl d) 

Figure 5.2-1: Distorted and undi tOtted G a lld SE EPI dat a nrc s howII IISill !!; n 
s lic(' at the samc level as the s inuses . Distortio ll {"OITCctCc\ iIlIH !!;('S ill"(' di spln.\"('d 
both without k-spacc upsall1pling and with Hll lIpsHlllp ling facto r of "I. ' ig llif icn llt 

distort ion can be -eel1 on t he left of t he brain (red mrows) ill thl' \lll<iisto ri ('<\ <i ntn . 

R esults fro II I thc cHiclito ry DIRI ('xpcr illl (' llt ("nil be' S('(, II III Fig lll"t' S.2S. 



5.5. Applicat ion : Dynamic O ff- Resonance or r tion of imul tanco Lls ly Acqlli r('( l 
a nd E EPI data mea ured using a ci ua l GEISE EPr SCCl'lcncc L45 

Distor ted and undistorted data are hown for bot h t he GE C1 nd nSY IlIIlI<'lr ic 

SE data. An anatomical acquisition is a l 0 d i p lay d and ove rla id wit h fp, [1 

da ta from the asymmet ric SE acqui it ion. 

GE EPI SE EPr Anatomical 

Figur 5.25: Aud itory f1.vIRI. Both di torted and undisto rt cI GE and E SPI da tn. 
are di 'played wi th overlayed tMRr activation. T he E f UU data is <1 lso S h OW ll 

overlayed onto an anatomical can. 

The effectivene s of t he d i tortion orrection f t he E PI c\ a t C1 is clelllOI1-

. t ra ted in Figure 5.26 for two axial sli s. s 1 t io ll of high contrRs t bOllTlcl-

ar ie . drawn using d at a from t he ana tomical sca n, a r d isplayed (in reel ) t( 

a llow visua l a e sment of t he ac ura y o f t he di st rt io n correct i011. 

~ IRI re ult from the motor t ask cxpcr im nt arc shown i.ll fi gm c 5.27 . 

numb r of lice a re di play d for bo h t he GE a nd E . PI el a t a. n es 111 t s (\ 1'C 

shown before and a fter d i tort ion correctioll. fMRI ()ct iVH tiOll rCSl II t s (r1 [j cr 

c:ll1stcring using TFCE) arc ov rlaid O il t he P I el a tn . 

5 .5.4 Discu ssion 

\ \'c have dCll10nst ra t ee! t ha t a bso lu tc a mi. elyn<1 111 ic d istort i0 11 <' OlT(' ct ion 

can be successfull y a ppli d to both G E i:1 11 e1 • EPI clHtrL Ils ing (l dwd : . / c 



5.5. Application: Dynamic Off-Resonance Correction of Simul tancou 'ly Acq llir d GE 
and SE EPr data measured using a dual GEI SE EPr sequence l4G 
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Figure 5. 26: SE EPI distortion correction. Both original a lld ullclistortccl E ~ rr 
data are shown alongsid an anatomical scan for two differ nt .. Iices . All H.ll HtOi lli cnl 
outline, taken from the anatomical scan , is shown in red. 
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Figure 5.27: Iotor f1\,IRI: Distorted and undistorted GE and E Er r data ar 
d isplayed with fMRI activat ion overlayed on top. 

EP I acquisit ion and just one initial referencc scan. 

\\'e found that the addition of cxtra C'C'ho-plcllla r encodin g grnd iclll s 1)('-



.1.5. Application: Dynamic Off-Resonance Correction of Simult.aneously Acquired G E 
and SE EPI data measured using a dual GEISE EPI sequence 1·\7 

tween the 900 and 1800 RF pulses increa..,ed the IIllIllIIlUIIl ('cho tim(' that 

could be achieved for the SE data (dependent OIl the matrix size). Howpwr 

the accessible echo times fell in a good range for fMRI, as highlighted by our 

fMRI experiments. 

In Figure 5.24, both GE and SE EPI data are shown for OIH' axial sli('(' 

III the head. Significant distortions due to off-resonance fidd dfeds Wt'l'I' 

present in both data sets (see left side of brain). Aft('r distortion ('Ofl'(,('tion 

these effects are almost completely removed. Without k-spcu'!' upsltmpling It 

banding like artefact can be seen close to the sinuses wh!'re thp!,(' is /I iarg!' 

!::J.Bo inhomogeneity. However upsampling k-spa('e to 4 times its origiuai siz(' ill 

the phase encoding direction, before carrying out phase ('voiution ('('winding. 

successfully removed this effect. It is important to not(' that IIpSlllllplinl!; th(' 

data in this manner significantly increases the post-Pw('pssing tilll(' of til<' 

technique (by over an order of magnitude!). 

Results from the auditory ~IRI experiment are shown in Figun' 5.25. TIH' 

most significant effects of distortion correction ('an lw s('('n arOlIll<i til(' SillIlS(,S 

due to the large static field variations in this region, Till' n\('/lI\ !::J. Ho fi('ld 

inhomogeneity in the functional ROI in Herschel's gynu.; was found to 1)(' 

'" 23 Hz, leading to a sub-pixel shift in this region. How('wr t1\lR I allai~'sis 

after dynamic distortion correction appears to show hd.t(~r alignllH'llt wi t h 

the gray matter. This will have to be verified in a iarg!'r stud.v with it iarw'r 

cohort. 

The effectiveness of the technique for corrpcting for til(' larg(' stat.ic 6. Uo 

induced distortions can be seen more clearly in Figll(,(' 5.26. Th('s!' illlaw's 

clearly demonstrate that anatomical outlines of the brain match th(' ('O!Tl'

sponding anatomical features in EP-images IIlOi'(' (\('('lIratd,v aft('r distortio\l 

correction is ('arried out. 

For the motor task, significant t~IRI a('tivatioll can h!' S('('11 ill bot II tll(· 

GE and SE EPI data in both the distorted alld Illldistort('d data. Till' !l\ore' 
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diffuse nature of the GE BOLD response can be clearly seen. Opspit(' tlH's(' 

promising results it remains for future work to determine whC't.lwr dynamic 

distortion correction of simultaneously acquired GE and SE EPI data improws 

the functional power of activation analysis. This may larg<,ly dpl)('lHi UpOll t h(' 

functional task that is being carried out and where in the Iwad til<' functional 

area is relative to the anatomical regions where large slls('<'l>tihility chang<'s 

are expected; such as near the sinuses. It may abo depend UpOIl th(' tyP(' 

of fMRI activation analysis that is carried out. Indeed, in n study looking 

at dynamic distortion correction of GE EPI data, Hahn <'t Ill. (2()()U) fOllnd 

dynamic correction to be beneficial, in terms of increa.sed statistical pow('r in 

fMRI studies where complex data is used for activatioll analysis instmel of t IH' 

more commonly used modulus data. They also fOllnd that dYllamic distortioll 

correction improved subsequent motion correctioll. 

5.6 Conclusion 

A technique that allows image artefacts, prodll{'('d dw' to oH'-l'{'SOllatH'(' 

field effects. to be corrected on a dynamic basis for both GE and SE EPI data 

when scanning using a dual GEISE EPI sequenc(' has 1>('('11 d('snib<,<\. TIl<' 

use of the sequence and method for dynamic distortion ('Ol'l'('dioll has b('('11 

demonstrated for both auditory and motor fMRI data. Using tht' t<'chniqll<'s 

developed here. we have provided a method that allows cU'('urat(' d~'llamic 

distortion correction to be applied to both GE and SE EPI data Ilsing jllst 

one initial reference scan. These corrections provid(\ improV<'d a.ligJlln('nt to 

anatomical data. which may be particularly a<ivantagt'oIlH for t('dllliql1('s such 

~ C'Ortical flattening of activation maps. 



Chapter 6 

Dual GEISE EPI : Resting 

State Functional Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 

6.1 Background 

The human brain consumes approxirnatPiy 20% of till' bod ..... 's pnprgy .\'<'1. 

makes up only 2% of its mass (Raichle et al. 20(1). This vastly disproportion

ate energy consumption per unit mass, relative to til(' (,Pst of t he body, ('an ht' 

attributed to the large metabolic demands of tlH' brain that an' n'<tnin'd to 

support ongoing intrinsic spontaneous neuronal activity (Fox 8.: Rai('h\<' 2()()7). 

It has been postulated that this resting statt' ha."ipliIH' activity is asso<'iatpd 

with a number of processes that have to 1)(' controlkd (·ontiIlllolIsly. sHch as 

the control and monitoring of internal pro('('ss('s ill th(' body. Lar'gl'r lIlOI'(' ab

stract baseline level mechanisms. such a."i ai<'rtll(,ss to tlH' sllITollll<ling world. 

ma~: abo require the co-ordination of a large lllUllb('l' of fllndiollal rt'giolls ill 

the brain. 

Until recently. most CvIRI studies have ('o\l('(,lltratt~d Oil ass('ssillg how till' 

brain's function. whilst a sppcitk goal-relatpd task is \)('illg 1H'l'fortIH'd ('.g. 
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finger movement) differs from its function when the hrain is at rest (Fristoll 

1996, Logothetis et a1. 2001, Yacoub et a1. 2005, Harmer et a1. 2(11). 

More recently there has been interest in the underlying ('hang('s in brain 

activity whilst at rest. In the field of fMRI there have hm'Il sonw qll('stion as to 

whether this functional activation is indeed due to the pn's('n('p of uWi<'riyillg 

neuronal processes, as it may instead be brought about as a wSlllt of otlwr non

neuronal BOLD related metabolic respons('s, like variation in cardia(, output 

(~Iitra et a1. 1997, Lowe et a1. 1998, Cordes et a1. 2(00). SII('h prohIPllls 

can arise because the low sampling frequency, typically IIS('<I in f~IRl. lIIa,V 

cause aliasing of cardiac and respiratory effects into the low freq\l('w'y mngl's 

associated with the BOLD response (De Luca d a1. 200()). Cord('s 1'\ Itl. 

(2001) suggested that it is only these low temporal fn'qu('ucips that ('()utrii>lItp 

significantly to regionally specific BOLD correlations. H OWl' VPI' , work ('aniI'd 

out using n,IRI at high sampling frequencies has shown that low fn'qIlPw'y 

fluctuations, associated with the BOLD response, an' still PI"<'S('ut ('VI'Il wlH'1l 

this type of aliasing is not problematic, sOrIH'what lH'gating this fl'a.r (iliswal 

et a1. 1995, Lowe et a1. 1998), This is further snpported hy It lIIullhl'r of stllclips 

that show a correlation between low frequl.'ncy BOLD signal fluctuatiolls and 

variations in electrical activity detected Ilsing EEG (Goldman d a1. 2002, 

Laufs et a1. 2003). 

In an early paper by Biswal et al. (1995), ~IRI was IIsl'd to dl't(,(,t tlj(' 

BOLD response to these spontaneous neuronal pro('('SS('S. This illvolVl'd us

ing correlation analysis to compare the similarity of voxl'l-wis(' tiIlH'-('Ol\l'SI'S. 

These authors found that low frequency fluctuatiolls, < 0.1 Hz, ill till' n'st.illg 

state of the brain, in somatosensory regions, had high tI'lllporal ('orrl'iat iOlls 

at a number of spatial locations known to 1)(' associatpd with motor 1'1111('

tion. Th('~! suggested that the high correlation hdwl'l.'ll th(,sp l"I'giolls was all 

indication of the existence of a resting stat(' nf'twork. 

A (,onfounding factor in th(' detection of t h('s(' n'st ing stat (' lld works (H S~) 
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is the difficulty in knowing whether or not the brain is at rest or is involwd in It 

conscious task-related thought process, for example making plans or imagining 

playing a sport. To circumvent this problem Raichl{' et al. (20(ll) dt'fill('d 1\ 

baseline state, using quantitative Positron Emission Tomography (PET), by 

studying the relationship between oxygen delivery and IItilisation; sp('l'ifkall.V 

the oxygen extraction fraction (OEF). They deIIlonst.rat.('d th(' IIniforlllity of 

the OEF during a resting state acquisition, and postulat.(' t.hat. tl\(' llH'fUl OEF 

represents the metabolic equilibrium statp, when til<' brain is in it.s J'('st ing 

state. They suggest that any regions showing a significant d('viatioll fWIIl Ih(, 

mean OEF represent areas undergoing task-retat('d brain H('t.ivatioll. Tlwy 

also detect a reduction in the ba...,eline activity during tcl...,k-bas(,d stlldi('s in 

midline areas of the brain (specifically the post.erior ('illglllat(', pn'('IIIH'IIS awl 

medial prefrontal cortex). Noting that damage to tllPs(' regions is kllOWll to 

lead to difficult.ies in perceiving the visual field H ... '" a whoi(" this finding provid('s 

evidence that rest.ing stat.e networks in these areas ar(' rdat.<,d to Pl'O('('SSPS t hnl 

keep us alert to t.he surrounding world. Using t.his d('finition, Haiddp ('\ 1\1. 

(2001) describe a default mode net.work of brain function t.hat involws 1IJ'('a~ 

such as the posterior cinguiate, precuneus and lIlPdiai pn'fl'Ontai ('orlt'x. 

In a review art.icle, Gusnard & Raichle (20(H) ('ondll<ipd that ['('stillg slatl' 

net.works, found in t.he post.erior cingulate cort('x and pn'('llnPIlS. an' associat('d 

with the brain's continuous monitoring of til<' world around liS. for ('Xalllpit' 

for the detect.ion of nearby predators. Thpy also go as far as 10 sllgg('sl 

that resting state networks IIlay providE' organisms with a stah'" S('IIS(' of 

perspective relative to the external world. i.p a. 'sl'if'. 

1\lore recently. lliIRI has widely been llsf'd to ddpct this <!pfallit Il\(}(it' n('\

work (D~IN). somewhat negating the eariipr ('Olle('ms l'l'gar<iing t ll<' confolllld

ing affects of unwanted task related activation (Grl'idlls <'t al. :W!n. BI(('klH'r 

et al. 2008, Bluhm et al. 2009, Hale et al. 2(10). 



6.1. Background 

6.1.1 Resting State Network Detection 

~lost of the early fMRI studies to detect wsting stat£' nptworks lit ilispd 

correlation-based analysis techniques (Lowe et a1. 1998. Cordps d It\. 2000. Fox 

et al. 2006). These methods require the selection of an initial sp£'d locatioll 

within a resting state network, which is usually taken as pitlll'r It sillgl(' voxt'l 

or, to reduce the effects of noise, the averag(~ tilIle-colll's(' fWIlI all HOI of 

voxels. Once the seed location is selected, a Pea.rson cOlT('latioll ('odlki('llt 

is then calculated between the time-series of th£' s('('<1 wgioll, alld that frolll 

each of the individual voxels, on a voxel-wise basis; providing It l!u'aSlIf'(' of 

the covariance of the time-series (normalised by the product of thdr st alldard 

deviations). The resulting correlation coefficient maps are tlH'1l tlm'sito\c IPd 

using the required p-value (typically around 0.(5) and, following thp applil'll

tion of Bonferroni multiple comparisons corwctioll factor (to ac'colllII for til!' 

large number of voxels within an MR imaging volllllle), Ilspd to gl'nl'ratl' nil 

image that shows which regions of the brain an' significantly ('orr<'iall'd with 

the seed region. 

A significant problem with such a-priori s(,pd sdpdioll is that it l'l'\ips Oil 

the assumption that the seed voxel time-coursp is it good approxilllatioll to t I\(' 

time-course of the network (Beckmann pt al. 2005, Kivinipllli l't a\. 200:i. Vall 

De Ven et al. 2004, De Luca et al. 2(06). This Illay not IIp(,l'ssarily 1)(' t itt' ('as" 

due to the arbitrary nature of seed selection and \)('calls(' thp SI'I'<\ tilll('-C'OI\rSI' 

ca.n be comprised of a superposition of signals froIll diH'l'f'('llt SOIIl'C'('S SIl('h I\.S 

spatially varying artefacts, which may not be pr('s('nt a t all locat iOlls ill t hI' 

network. 

To circumvent this problem. a number of grollps IlS(, illc\('pl'lIIkllt COlllpO

nent analysis to separate a signal into a nUIlllH'r of additiw lil\('lIl' slIl)(,Olll

ponents t hat are maximally statistically indqwnd('nt of ('(\('h ot lH'1' (COIIIOII 

1994), This can he accomplished by minimisatioll of thl' IIlllt lIal illforlllat iOIl 

contained within the signals. Bt'ckmann & Smith (2004) I'xt(,1H1 thl' [CA t('('h-
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nique to include a gaussian noise term in the model to avoid prohlpllls a.o..;soci

ated with over-fitting of the data and to allow Z-s('ore maps to 1)(· g('\l(·nttl'c1 

(probabilistic independent component analysis or PICA). Thdr moditkntioll 

allows the overall problem to be solved using a t.edlIliqlw similar to t}H' GLM, 

with the major difference being that the mixing matrix, analogolls to 1.11(' dl'

sign matrix in GLM, is determined using the data itself. As th('sl~ tl'chlliq\l('s 

are data-driven, i.e. are not looking for a specific time-("oI1rS(' sim\>(" I h(·y aiso 

allow the detection of signal correlations that oc('ur dill' to Illlwltu\.<·d sigWll 

artefacts. Beckmann et al. (2005) showed that ewn wlwll imaging at II ["(·lll

tively long TR of 3 s (where respiratory and cardiac dfpcts ('lUI 1)(· tplllpol'nlly 

aliased into the low frequency regions in which tlw ['Psting stittI' lll'tworks HI'), 

leA can effectively separate cardiac and respiratory dfl'('fs from t IIm.;p <,ff'l'ds 

that are of interest. For example, Cole et al. (2010) ('ouc!Il<!('c\ that spal inl 

overlap between the DMN and respiratory artefact f(·giolls, dl'tl'ctpc\ IIsillg 

ICA, are generally fairly small. In comparison se(~d-Imspd ('oITl'latioll Hllalysis 

(SCA) techniques can be severely affected by signal artC'fads, oftI'll to tlu· 

extent where meaningful correlation analysis is impossihlp. 

Non-BOLD related signal fluctuations can 1)(' a major l'Onfolll\(l ill tlH' 

analysis of resting state data. In a 7 T study, Biancianli I't al. (~()()!)) look 

at how much variance in the resting statp signal nUl 1)(' t'xplailH'd h.v 11011-

neuronal sources. Their results showed that low fn·qw'll<·y drift « (l.O 1 liz), 

attributable to scanner instability, aCcOllIltpd for ",,3G(/{i of till' total vnrialH'(' 

within the grey matter (equating to a 3.2% signal ('hangl'), For this ["('(lSOl\, it 

is vitally important to remove these effects twfo!'(' analysing t1H' dat a. 

6.2 Introduction 

Spontaneous, low frequency fluctuations ill ("OIlIH'ctl'd [('st ing st at I' IId

works have been identified in T; -wcight(~d GE BOLD dat a (Biswal ('( al. 1 !)!):), 
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Lowe et al. 1998, Cordes et al. 2000, Fox et al. 20(6). OIH' such network is t.1lt' 

default mode network (DMN) which comprises the medial pn·fwntal cort<·x, 

posterior cingulate, precuneus and parietal cortex (Raichle et. al. 20(1), 

At 7 T, the increase in the sensitivity of SE BOLD ('ontrast, ('ornplU'!'d to 

lower field strengths, means it can be used for functional imaging. Applying 

SE BOLD to study resting state data potentially allows RSNs to 1)(· <i!'t(·('tl'd 

with a higher spatial specificity to the underlying microvHsculaturl', SE-EPI 

has the added benefit that it is insensitive to signal-dropout. (hlP t.o throllgh

slice dephasing. Studies have indicated that there lIlay bl' a disl'llpt.ioll to t i1(' 

DMN in a range of neurological and psychiatric disorders su('h al'l Alzlwillwrs, 

autism and depression (Jin et al. 2011, Buckner et al. 20()~, Bluhm <'t, al. 200!)) , 

Thus knowledge of the DMN may be of practical use in tiH'S(' fi<'i<is of rt's('ltl'('h, 

Any added spatial specificity that may be brought about through t.1H' USI' of 

the SE BOLD response will also be beneficial. 

This study therefore aims to use a modified dual GEISE EPI S('<\\I('I\('(' 

at 7 T to identify functional connectivity maps in both SE- alld GE-[30LD 

data. Correlated fluctuations in T; - and T2-weighted imag<'s across nlllit ipk 

echo times in the DMN and other areas are assessed. 

A novel technique for measuring the ratio of tlu' changl's in rdaxatioll rat(' 

on activation in gradient and spin echo data (6U:;,16U2 ), bal'l('d OIl l'l'stiIlg stlltl' 

signal fluctuations in the DMN, is also deslTil)('d. This is till' tirst tit\l(' that 

the spin echo D.R2 has been measured in resting stat(' datn. 

6.3 Methods 

6.3.1 Data acquisition 

Data were collected on a 7 T Philips Aehievn Systf'1II I1SIll).!; II VOillll\!' 

transmit and 32-channel receive coil. A dual GEISE EPI S('ql\('llCl' WIIS illl

plemented by modifying a SE EPI seqlH'lU'(' (as (kscril)('d ill S('dioll SA) to 
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acqmre a GE image prior to the 1800 R.F pulse so a .. o.; to allow tlU' almost 

simultaneous acquisition of GE and SE images (temporal sl'paration ",GOIl\S, 

dependent on echo time). The sequence was used to coIled IGO VO\tllllPS of 

GE and SE EPI resting state fMR.I data on 5 subjects. Each volt 11111' COIl\

prised 16 axial slices spanning a region from the ventrides to dos!' to till' t.op 

of the brain. Images were acquired at 3 IllIll iHotropic resollltion IIsing a halld

width of 56.6 Hz/pixel and a TR of 3 s (SENSE a('ceipration fador 2). Till' 

functional data acquisition was repeated four timE'S allowing tl}(' coliI'd ion of 

GE/SE images with echo time pairs of 17/60, 22/70, 27/80 I1wl :~2/!)[) illS. 

Inversion recovery (IR) images (10 inversion tinH's ranging frolll 100 to 2000 

IllS) were also collected to allow tissue segmentation. 

To circumvent problems associated with a-priori s('('c\ Sl'kctioll, It sophis

ticated multivariate probabilistic independent componpnt allalysis tl'( 'lllli( II u' 

(PICA) was employed in thiH study; implenH'Hted llsing MELODIC' (FSL. Ox

ford. UK) (Beckmann & Smith 2004). Each data set W/ui Hnalysl'd IIsing II 

range of different total ICA component IlumiH'rs, from 30 to l2() ('0111 pOIll 'lit s. 

The resulting component maps were then visually studil'd for tlH' pn'S!'IH'1' of 

resting state networks. The optimum IlIlIlli)('r of leA COlllpOIH'nts WitS vis1\

ally determined on a scan by scan and subject by slIbjl'd basis bj' i(iPllt ifyillg 

which number of components detected HlP most n'sting st all' ndworks wit h 

the least network splitting. 

6.3.2 Filtering 

For ICA analysis low frequency drifts Wl'f{' fPIIlowd lIsing a Gallssian 

weighted local straight line fit to the data (l\Iarchini l\z Ri pl<,\' 20()O) , im

plemented as part of the' ~IELODIC soft wan' pnrkal!;('. To illlProV(' iIllHg(' 

S)JR. the functional data wa..'i smoothed to 5IllIll isotropic ('('solut ion lISill1!; a 

Gaussian kernel before the leA analysis. 

For the voxC'l-wiHc results. such as til(' ('OlT('latioIl allal~'sis, low fn'(pl('II('~' 
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drifts were removed by de trending the data . This involved fi tt ing a 2nd order 

polynomial to each voxel's time series and then subtracting this fi t fr rn t he 

data. This allowed any drift in signal to be remov d on a vox l-wis basis. 
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Figure 6.1: Low pass fil tering. A: An example voxel t ime serie B : T h 'O IT sp tIll
ing spectrum. C : The signal after contamination wi th a O.14H z co ill ·igllal. 0 
: Corresponding frequency space; the addi t ional noise can be I arly II. E : 
The fil tered contaminated signal (black line) after removing any fr qucllci s abovc 
O.12Hz in frequency space and applying an inverse Fourier t ransformatioll . T hc 
original signal is also shown (red line) alongside the difference betw ' II t h ri illal 
and fil tered signal (blue line). F The masked region of frequen y spa (rcd lillc). 

To reduce the effects of high frequency noise, low pass fi I t -' [" was appl ied 

before t he voxel-wise correlation and fract ional Signal change nnaJy i.' (F igure 

6. 1). This was accompli hed by setting fr qu nci above a cut-off fr qu lICY 

(O. 12Hz) to zero. The cut-off frequency was cho n in ord r to pre ' rv the 

BOLD related response (expected to occur a t f1' quencies I ' 8 t han O.12 Hz 

(Biswal et al. 1995)) whilst removing higher frequency noise. T he firs t and 

last points in each t ime series were then removed to reduce the ringillg eft' ts 

t hat can occur when using t his type of fil ter. 
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6.3.3 T2/ T; / Tl maps 

T2 and Ti maps were created by calculating the mean signal anoss all 

volumes during the functional acquisitions in a voxel-wise fashion for ('cH'h 

echo-time, for both the SE and GE images respectively. A linear fit was 

then carried out to determine the signal intensity variation with echo tiIll<\ ItH 

described in Section 2.5.7. Calculating T2 and T; maps using til<' data frorll 

the functional acquisitions removed the necessity for carrying out additional 

spatial registration which would be required if separatp scans w('rp uspd to 

measure these maps. 

Tl mapping was carried out using an inversion recovery s(~qlwn("(' as d('

scribed in Section 2.5.7. The problem associated with noise rectificatioll 

around the zero crossing point was assessed. To test the size of this <'ff('d 

a fit was performed to a noisy simulated recovery curve using hoth til(' tnH' 

polarity (real) and modulus data, using a simulated T1 = 1.5.<; and Mo = too 

(Figure 6.2). The fitting procedure was repeated 1000 times. The T1 awl /1./0 

values. calculated from the fits, are shown in Tahle 6.1. A slight iU<T('w,w (',UI 

be seen in the Tl values that were calculated using the lIlo<lulllH data, how('v('\' 

this effect was considered too slight to significantly df(~(t Hi(' [('suIts ill this 

study. 

Fit method T1 (s) 1\/0 (arb) 
-------~---.--

True data 1.502 (0.003) 99.965 (0.1S6) 

Mod data 1.518 (0.004) 99.S98 (0.lS9) 

Table 6.1: Tl and A10 results taken from exponential fits to siul1llatpd illVPrsiou !'('

covery data. using both the true polarity data and modulus only (positiw polarity) 
data. The average results are shown from 1000 rf'peat runs. 
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Figure 6.2: An example of the problems that can arise when fit t ing to mod Ili1lS 
data using simulated data with added Gaussian noise (SNR 20) . The black crosse 
represent the points at which the signal was sampled. The solid black lille displays 
the true theoretical signal recovery curve (Tl = 1.58, Mo = 100). The dark bille 
line shows the best fi t that was obtained using t he modulus data (Tl = 1.608, 
Mo = 97.9) and light blue line using the true data (Tl = 1.548 , Mo = 98.1) (from 
the left plot) . 

6.3.4 Masks 

In order to assess t he nature of the resting state SE/GE signal variat iolls , 

a number of different ROls were scrutinised. An ROI was created for t he 

D~IN by visually ident ifying the ICA components that correspon led to t he 

D:'I\T (with reference to the literature) for each functional run. These were 

then used to create masks for both the GE and SE BOLD data wi th difFerent 

masks created for each of the functional runs (i.e. for each echo t ime pair). 

:vlasks where then first eroded and then dilated , using a disk k m el with a 

diameter of 3 pixels. to remove small noisy cluster regions. A common mask 

across echo times was then generated for each ubj ect , for both the SE and 

GE data. by combining t he separate masks and choosing voxcls that were 

common to at least 3 of the 4 echo t imes (Figure 6.3). A further mask t hat 

was common to both the combined GE and SE DMN masks (COM) was 

created via mult iplicat ion of the two binary masks. Gray matter masks were 

a lso produced for each subject by thr sholding the calcu lated T, maps, with 
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the thre hold level determin d via visual as e m nt of th r ulting ma. ·ks. 

Mask 
Operation 

Common Common to 
3 out of 4 

Figure 6.3: Proce ing pipeline for t he DM:-J l CA based mask crcat i 11 . E r 
D~[,\ mask that were created by carrying out I A all th fUll ct ioll a l acq uisitiolls 
acquired at each of the four d ifferent echo time , are ' bow n for a rcprese llt a Li V(' 
ubj ct (Top row). The mask common to all four masks i a ls show n (bot tOlll 

1 ft ). along with a mask r presenting vox I ommon t at least :3 out of t he 

ma ' k (bot tom right ) . 

GEISE Correlation Analysis 

To asse 's hO\v the ignal fluctuation in the G data related to those in 

the E da ta . a correla tion analy is wa performed between cHch du nl G/ G 

image pair on a \'oxel-wi 'e basi. 
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6.3.5 Resting state GEISE signal fluctuations 

The relative fractional signal change in the GE and SE BOLD data, s('t 

by the ratio of the change in relaxation rate 6R~ or 6Hz to tlw rdaxatioll 

rate Hz or ~, was also calculated by considering how the fractiollal signal 

change varied with TE for both the SE and GE data, The steps takm to allow 

this calculation in the absence of a task-driven functional paradigm, and t h(' 

assumptions made are described below: 

First we must consider the signal detected using GE and SE imaging s('-

quences: 

S - cY e-TEGERi GE - 00 ((U) 

((j,:2) 

wheff~ () takes into account effects such 8.." the impprf('ct lIatlll'(' of t h(I I ~()(1 

RF pulse and diffusion, Fluctuations in tht, GE signal ('an 1)(, attribllt('(1 t.() 

variations in H~ and So (6~ and (50 ) and noist', Similarly, SE tilld.lInti()IIS 

('an be described by variations in Rz and 0:50 (6Hz and 6(n8o)), 011(' t() til!' 

nature of the BOLD response one would expect 6H~ allel 6Hz to 1)(' ('OlTt'lah'd, 

and that 680 and 6(n80 ) would also be correlated, TIl(' signal tilldllatiolls 

can then be described by: 

SGE = (So + 6So)e-TEc:/.;(Ri+IiHi) + n 

SSE = (So + 6(aSo))e-TEcECH2+IiU2) + IV 

((j.:J) 

((U) 

where n and .v represent the thermal noise in tilt' G E and SE sigllals n'spl'(,

tivel~·. For conciseness. in the following derivation only th(, caSt' for til(' G E 

signal is det ailed. since the method described can 1)(' appli('d in h()t It ('as('s, 

t he final r('sult for tht' SE case is quoted. If w(' approximat(' t hI' G E signal by 
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considering only terms to first order in 8R'2 and 8So this gives: 

SeE = (So + 850)(1- TE.8R~)e-TE.R2 + n (O.G) 

which can be expanded to: 

By setting Soe-TE.Ri = (SeE) and calculating the fractional Hignal dlH.ll).!P: 

SeE 
8ReE = (SeE) - 1 

\Ve get the following relation: 

8So _ * n 
8ReE = -S - TE.6R2 + -(') ) 

o c Gt; 

(0.7) 

((>.8) 

Calculating the variance of the fractional signal fluctuatioIlH tlwn giwH : 

\/ar(6HeE) = Var (6sS
o

) + Var(-TE.8R;) + Val' (_( ~n ) 
o sw:) 

( 850 *)' (8So n ) + 2.Cov -S ,-TE.8R2 + 2.Cov -,-, -,-
o So (Sud 

(G.!)) 

+ 2.Cov ( -TE.8R;, (52£)) 
Assuming that fluctuations in ~ and R'2 do not ('orrciat(' with thermallloiHt" 

n. and that the mean values of 6R'2, ~ and n are equal to 0, this giws tht' 

following result: 

( -He) = ((6S0 )2) TE2((6R*)2) (n?') o E Q + 2 + (S' ):2 
00 c GI-; 

_ 2 T E / 
8 

So 8 R*) . \ So . '''2 

(j.lO) 
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If we assume the correlations between 6So and 6R2 are small then this results 

In: 

(( -D_ )2) (n
2) _ / (8S0)2) 2·. 2 

()ILGE - (SCE)2 - \ So + TE ((8R2 ) ) (6.11) 

Similarly for the SE case, with the added assumption that 8(ns';O) = '\:0), this 
• n. ° "'0 

gives: 

(6.12) 

Thus it is possible to plot the mean of the squared fractional signal challg<' 

(minus the thermal noise term) as a function of the square of til(' {'cho tilIlP. 

As BOLD signal fluctuations tend to occur on time scales of approximat('ly 

5-8s, assuming a relatively short TR is used along with low pass filtering, th<' 

influence of the thermal noise term should be minimal (Triantafylloll d al. 

2010) and can thus be ignored: 

((O~EJ') '" \ (8:'0) ') + TE'((oR;)') (6. La) 

((oRsE)'J'" \ (":'0)') +TE'((8R,J'J (6.14) 

16R::;1 and 16R21 can therefore be determined by calculating th£' gradi<'llts of 

linear fits of the mean of the squared fractional signal chang<' a:-; It functioll of 

the square of the echo time, via regression analysis. 
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6.4 R esults 

Dual GEI SE EPI acquisitions were u ed fo r uc -sful l icl enLifi ('a t iOI\ or 
the D:-'['\ in both the SE and GE BOLD r sting state data ill nIl s llbj ('(' ts. 

Example D:-'[\ leA maps for all 5 subject ar hown in F igm c G.LI (0 1\ (' ,b 

a nd SE echo time pair is hown for each ubj t), with t he t lm's lte Id ee! I '/\ 

results shmvn overla id onto the temporal mean of the c rresp ncling rllllc i i }\lil l 

scan. The spatia l characteristics of t he DMN , wit h node' in th e' m('di Cl I ["ro llt nl 

cortex. posterior cingulat e, precuneu and pari ta.l C' r tex, ns descr i bed i \I t lt c' 

lit era ture (Raichle et a!. 2001 , Smith et a I. 2009, BuC'kn r ct " I. 200 '), ( ', 11 1 I (' 

clearly seen. 
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Figure 6 .-l : Example D:\C\' components fro lll I ana lys is arc s how lI for nI l s lI bj('('!s 
overla id onto the mean of the correspond ing fUllct iona l sca Il S . TI ob lls t lI e t works (' CI \I 

be seen in both the GE and SE BOLD data. 
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The only effective method of calcu lat ing th ptimurn 1111111b(' r )[" r 
components. in order to d etect functional n tw rk in t he pr('s 'n(' , ( f s ig n;) I 

a rtefact whil t m inimi ing network p lit t ing, was t a na lys cn('11 cl a ( n S( ( 

multiple times. For each run a different numb r lllp nellt s was IIs('d , 

\vith the optimum number of components ma nuall iclcnt ifi cI a ft r pro(" 'ssi lIg. 

Con equently the number of compon nt u cI ra ng d fr I1l b tw(' II 40 "lid 

120 d ep ending on the data t. An example f s rneof t hcsp'l(in IlY(")IT(' ln( '(\ 

artefacts that wer picked out u ing I a r sb wn in Fig ll r(' u. r: wliik 1111 

example of the problem of network pli tt ing CCl n be 'cen in Figure' G. " \\,11(' 1"(' 

ICA has plit the D:\I:\ acro two comp nent '. This can be bet ( ' I" ViSllHli s( d 

when the rCA component a re binari d a nd the ll ver lnic\ on( 0 11( ' 111I 1Ig(' 

(bottom image in Figure 6.6). 
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Figure 6.5: T\vo ICA component di playing image nxt farts. Thl' nr( r fn(' ( ill ('01 11-

ponent A is 1110 t likely due to head motion during t hc functional a(,C\ lIis it ion (dl's pit (, 
motion correction). 

A number of other functiona l networks w('r' c\ etectec\ c1mil1g d nt n Hllitlrs is 

and are sho\\'n in Figure 6.7 for GE BOLD nctw rks a nd Fig \ll"(' G. ) ('or • E 

BOLD net\\·ork -. 

The variation of the GE and E BOLD resp nses wi t h TE (',111 h(' S(,(, 11 ill 

Figure 6.9. Analysi was carried out lIsin a t he HverHgc s igli n I ill (11( ' i"('s p('(' ( i\'(' 

~ , GE and E rCA masks. Two met hods . a , Hnd :,:'i, \ \'CI"(' tlsc'd to citnrnc ( nis(' 
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Figure 6.6: T\vo ICA components, calculated us ing a s ingle fUll ct iolla l dntn s(' I , 

both displaying parts of the DMN . This network splitting cnn HJ· i. (' whe l1 t I'y ill p; to 
separa te the data into too many statistically independ ent C0 111 pOll ilLs \l si II ).!; I 'i\ . 
In the bottom image a rna k of the two networks is !town , with (,O IIlP OIH' l1t i\ ill 
red. component B in blue and the overlapping region in white. 

the fluctua ting BOLD signal. 

For the first method we use t he stand a rd d eviat ion of the s ig na l ove!' t i 111( ' 

to ch arac t erise the signa l fluctuations (Figure 6.9). Fo r t It s('('ollcl 111 ('( llod 

\w use the difference between the m aximum a nd minimUIlI s igna l illt(' 11Sit iI 's 

present in the filt ered time series, 6.5, as an ind icator of the ll mgllit llcl(' o f' 

s ign a l fluctua tions. In both cases t he sign a l variation was sea l cI by til(' nv(')'n j.!,<' 

s iunal int ensity. Both met hods produ ed resul t· t hat show an iII CT('(lS(' ill o . 

rela ti" e signal va ri a tion with echo time. 

The average T2 . Ti and Tl values in each of t he I A D~rN ullIs k )'( 'g iOI1S 

a re g iven in Tab le 6.2. 

rCA :\Iask T l T2 T'2* 

GE 1676 (1 7) 43.9 (1.2) 27.5 (1.5) 

SE 1691 (14) 42.7 (1.0) 26,9 (1.3) 

CO~I 1733 (2 ) 43. 1 (1.4) 27.6 (1. ') 

Table 6.2: T2. T; and TI values in each of the I A lllask regiolls. Tilll('S m!' ill IllS 
a lol)O' wi th t he standard error. 

o 
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Figure 6.7: GE BOLD based resting state functional network, det ted using I . 
A: ~Iotor network B: ~etwork in the occipitotemporal (BA 37) a lld pre Iltra l (BA 
4) a reas C: Visual network D: Dor al Attention Network (DAN) ": Dorsal tt llti Il 
\' etwork ( ~Iirror of D) F: Somatosensory network 
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A 

B 

c 

D 

Figure 6.: E BOLD based resting state functional networks, detected lI sing L A. 
A: :-.Iotor network B: ~etwork in the occipitotemporai (B 37) a nd preccntra l (13 
4) areas C: Dorsal Attention Network D: Visual n twork 
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Figure 6.9: Changes in the BOLD signal vs TE for GE and SE data usillg t ile 
average signal from each ROI. The average result across ubj ects is howlI , a lollg 
wit h the standard error. Two different measures are used to characteri e th 13 LD 
response. a~) (top) and ~s (bottom). Fits to the data (weighted by the stalldard 
error) are a lso hown. 
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The percentage overlap between each functional ICA mask and thE' ervI 

mask (determined by thresholding each subjects T1 map) is shown in Tablt, 

6.3. The SE and COM ICA masks were found to contain a significantly higllC'r 

number of voxels in eM than the GE ICA masks (with p-values of O.O:J61 aud 

0.0228 respectively). 

ICA Mask Percentage of Mask in GM 

GE 

SE 

COM 

66.21 (2.03) 

72.18 (3.40) 

73.44 (3.43) 

Table 6.3: The percentage of voxels in each functional ICA mask t.hat I\r(' nbm ill 
the G~1 mask (average across subjects, showing the standard error). 

The mean correlation coefficient in each of the mask regions (ntkllla!t'd 

from the voxel-wise correlation of the GE and SE time-courses) an' showlI ill 

Table 6.4. The statistical significance in correlation coefficients \)('twpen ll\a:-;k 

regions was assessed using a paired students t-test. Correlation ('oeffici('ut s 

were significantly higher (p < 0.05) in the OMN masks than in thl' gt'\l('ral 

grey and white matter regions. 

~Iask Correlation Coefficient 
p-values, from t-t{':-;t 

GE SE COM eM wrvl 

GE 0.64 (0.01) 0.022 0.005 0.026 0.024 

SE 0.68 (0.01) 0.022 0.035 0.005 0.011 

CO~I 0.69 (0.01) 0.005 0.035 0.004 0.010 

G~I 0.59 (0.01) 0.026 0.005 0.004 0.024 

\\"~I 0.47 (0.05) 0.024 0.011 0.010 0.024 

Table 6.4: Correlation coefficients in the GE, SE and COllllllon DrvIN IlIHi'iks. as 
well as the general G~I and WM regions. The standard error It<TOSi'i sl\bjl'ds i:-; 

shown in brackets. Differences between the ma .. ')k regioni'i W('f(' asi'il'i'ii'il'<! I\sill/o!; 1\ 

paired students t-test (p-values are shown). All results d(,lllOlli'itrat(' i'iigllitkHIl(,(, Ilt 
P < 0.05 

An example correlation map is shown in Figure 6.10 alougsi<il' histograms 
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of the correlat ion coeffi c ients in ach of t h - se pa ra te m as k regio lls . T h \ his

togram from the grey matter region peaks a t a c r rcla t i n co [Re ic lI! 0 (" m Olllld 

0.6. Com'ers Iy the white matter has a peak at a round 0.2. 
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Figure 6.10: G E/ E correlat ion map for an exa l1l ph- S li bjC'r t. lf is togrn ill s d isp 11ly i II ).!, 

the rorrf' la t iOll coefficient \"al ue in t he d iffcr(, ll t mask r('giolls a r(' a Iso s il ow II . en: 
pa ir = 11 / GO illS) 

Th(' r(,sults fo r the ra t io of 6 R; to 6 H2 are sho\\"n in Tnblc G. r:. l ~ q~ r ('ss i () 11 

amd.\· -is was ra rr i cI Oll t on a \'oxel wis(' basis and t hell n V('rn g(\d il l <" 1('1! or t I\(, 

cliffrrcnt tllask regions and acros subjects. O I1l C ('XH 111 pIes of i nd i vid I lit! \'ox< 'I-
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wise linea r fits a re shown in F igure 6.11. From t he avcrag resul ts HCross nIl 

subjects. 6R; /6R2 values \-vere significantly higher in the GM Lh a n t he \'v ~ 1. 

All D:'[\ l CA masks were a lso found to be sig nificant ly hig her t hau the \Y r. 1. 

~o significant d ifference is seen between the GE and E data. \11 ('xnlllpl (' 

ra tio map. shO\ving 6R:2 / bR2 on a voxel-wise basis, is shown ill [. ig llr(' G. L , 

histograms are shown for each of the rna k regions. 
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Figure 6.11: Example \"oxel-wise linear fits, for the ck te nnill at ioll of 8 1?~ / (5 1? '!.. 

Result are shown for an example subject in D~I T mask loca tion:. Bolh C " lid 
E dat a are di played. 
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Figure 6. 12: 6Ri / 6R 2 map for an example ubj ect. Hi tograms for t he d irkr!' ll! 

mask n'giolls a re also shown. 
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Mask 8R;.18R2 
p-values, from t-test 

GE SE COM GM W~I 
.. _,--,,--_.,_._-

GE 2.92 (0.18) 0.326 0.109 0.051 0.000 
SE 3.12 (0.18) 0.326 0.704 0.035 0.000 
CO~1 3.16 (0.13) 0.109 0.704 0.014 0.000 

Gl\l 2.47 (0.28) 0.051 0.035 0.014 0.003 

\VM 1.29 (0.12) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 

Table 6.5: 8R2/8R2 in the GE, SE and common DMN masks. as wpllll.'i 11\1' p;1'1I1'1'Il1 

GM and \VM regions. The standard error across subjects is shown in l>rIwkl'ts. 
Differences between the mask regions were assessed using n pain'd Sllldl'lIts I-Ipst 

(p-values are shown). p < 0.05 indicates significance 

6.5 Discussion 

These results demonstrate that resting state functional l)('twol'ks ('1\11 1)(, 

robustly detected using SE-BOLD contrast at 7T (Figl\l'('s 6.4, 6.7 I\lId f).H). 

despite the reduced sensitivity of the SE BOLD responst· (Yacollh t't 1\1. 20();'. 

Harmer et al. 2011). The DMN was detected at all echo tilllt' pairs for t'V

ery subject. Further we have demonstrated the fea.-;ibility of Ilsilllo!; It dlln) 

GEISE EPI sequence in order to acquire two echo-planar irwtlo!;('s thnt providl' 

information on both the GE and SE BOLD resp<HlS(,. TIl!' sllIall tl'IIII'OI'll) 

separation between the acquisition of these two scans ("" 5011/.<;) allow('d t hI' 

temporal characteristics of the resting state GE and SE BOLD rt'SPOIISI'S to 

be accurately compared, in a manner not before reported ill til!' litl'mtllrt'. A 

large number of other. non-DMN, resting state Il('tworks w('n' alsll d<'ll'dt'd. 

such as the visual and motor networks along with artt'factual lIlaps. SUII\(' 

examples are shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. We fOllnd t hat all t hI' I'l'st illg 

state default mode networks were highly localised to til<' gn'y llIllt t ('I' l'I'giolls. 

despite the spatial smoothing carried out i:l.'i part of til<' leA Hllah·sis. 

Using the dual GEISE data the resting state GE and SE BOLD siglin I 

fluctuations were scrutinised to assess how tIH'Y chang!'d with ('('h() tiJIII'. Dill' 
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to the resting state nature of these experiments an approximation to tilt' 

temporal nature of the BOLD percentage signal change had to he lIIadl', dw' 

to the lack of task related ON and OFF states that one would typimlly usp to 

determine this. Two different methods of characterising this change were' IIst'li 

1} the difference between the maximum and minimum signal intensiti('s. D.S. 

present in the filtered time series data, scaled by the averag(' signal, alld 2} 

the standard deviation of the signal variation over time scah'd by thc UVl'rnp;p 

signal (Figure 6.9). Both indicate that the fractional GE BOLD signal (ill tlH' 

GE leA mask) increases with TE in agreement with a lllnnhpl' of stlldit's ill tilt' 

literature (Yacoub et a1. 2003, Duong et al. 2003, Schaefer £'t. al. 20(8). Whilst 

only method 2 showed a significant increase with TE for til(' SE BOLD datil. 

This may be due to the increased sensitivity of method 1 to imagl' artt'fa('ts. 

For example, if a brief spike in signal intensity occurs, clue to til(' pre'SI'lH't' of 

a temporally succinct artefact that has not been removpd by fiit('ring, D.8/ ,,.,. 

will not provide a good approximation to the BOLD relatpci signal dlHUjl;1' , 

whereas method 2 is less susceptible to this effect. 

During the analysis of these data the number of leA COlUPOlH'llts tllllt 

were used, in order to accurately detect the default mod!' Ilptwol'k. vllrit'{l 

across subjects due to the presence of signal artefacts. Significant dlllllg('S ill 

signal intensity. due to image artefacts, were detected fi .. 'i individual 01' mull ipll' 

components during leA analysis and had the effect of f('l\II<'illg till' IIIl1l1ilt,1' 

of free components that were available to identify th(, nt'tworks of illtl'n'sl. 

Examples of some of these artefacts are shown in Figuf<' 6.G. TIll' lll'tl'fllt't 

in component A is most likely due to inter-scan subject motion hl'l'allsl' t ht' 

effect is seen most significantly at the boundaries lwtw('cn rt'gions t hat hitVI' 

a high contrast difference. such as at the edge of the brain and arolllld t ht' 

ventricles. The large change in signal intensity at tht's{' bOlludarips is hroll~ht 

about due to voxels effectively moving along a high contra.'ll ~mdit'llt bdWt't'll 

the two regions. The ability of leA to detect such artt'fads mllkt' it H IIsl'l'lIl 
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tool for assessing the quality of fun('tional data st'ts, ill this ('ItS(' highlight illg 

the imperfect nature of motion correction. In (,OIl1I)(JlH'lIt 13, IC'A dd(,(·ts 

a further artefact where a significant fract.ion of t.lu' brllill shows ('oIT(,llIll'd 

signal variations in one slice. It. is not. dear what pro<iIH'l'd this a.rtl'fad. 

When a large number of components wew mnploy('d clmillg IC'A, ill all 

attempt to account for the effects of image artl'fads, til<' IIl'tworks of illt('n'st , 

such as the DMN, were often split acrOHH 1I1IIltipl(' ('OIl1POII<'UtH, as showll ill 

Figure 6.6. To account for this effect, any Hplit ('OIllPO!l('lIts that W('I"(' foulld 

were combined together before data pro('psHing into 1\ HillA'" IlIl1.Hk rl'gioll t IlIIt 

wa.., deemed to represent the whol(' DMN. This prohlmll, of havillg 110 prior 

knowledge of the optimulll number of leA ('OIllPOII<'lIts to IIS(', alld t h(' solu

tion, which involved carrying out ICA on ea('h dat.a Sl't III1t1tipl(' tillll's usillg /I 

different number of component for each mn, highlights a tilll(' ('OIlSlllllillg proh

lem associated with use of the ICA t.echniqll<'. III SOIl\(' promising I"('('('lIt work. 

Wang (2011) have attempted to addwHs this prohl('1II IIsillg a ('ollstrailll'd IC'A 

model, where the number of components dOl's lIot hltw to 1)(, pn'-dd('rtllilll'd. 

They accomplish this by placing constraints 011 till' SOIll'<'(' S('plIl'lltioll I>I'O( '( 'SS, 

based on prior information. They sugg<,st. til<' lIlt'thod IlII1Y 1)(' of parti('u\ar 

benefit for analysis of reHting Htat(' data bl'(,(\lIs(' it is possi h\(, that (,Ollst raillt 

templates could be built using the larg<' numh('r of \'('stillg stat(' lu,twol'ks that 

have already been cit'teeteel in tlw lit('ratlu·p. Howpv('r, by its wry IIl1t Ill'<" this 

type of constrained ICA (CICA) will b(' !Pss data-driv(,1l thall stalldard I(,A 

methods. 

To give an indication as to Ul{' spatial locatioll of t h(' D~I:\ Illask I'('giolls 

relative to the underlying grey matt£'r, til(' spatial owrlap \)('1 W('('II til(' SE 

and GE BOLD ICA maHks and tll(' grey mattN Illask \\'('1'(' IIl(,ClS\lI'('(1. '1'11(' 

rpsults demonstrated that the SE and COIlllllon leA Illasks haw a klld('II('Y 

to be IIlore grey rnatt<'r sp<,cifie than tIl<' GE leA masks (p-valtH's of !l.m{j I 

and 0.0228 respectively), possibly dll<' to tlu' low('\' spatial s))('('ilkily ()f til<' 
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GE BOLD response. 

Signal correlations between the GE and SE BOLD data wpn' found to 

be significantly higher in the GE, SE and ('ommon DMN leA lllaps thall ill 

the grey matter as a whole. Signal correlations wnr<' significantly low('r ill 

the white matter than in the grey matter or DMN leA masks. This is logi('al 

because if the majority of signal fluctuations (after filtering) aw iIld('(~d dl II' to 

the action of the BOLD response, brought abol1t due to IlIlderlyillg III'lImllnl 

processes, then the correlation should be higher in UlI' gn'y Illlltter wl\('rt' till'S(' 

responses take place. This can be seen to good eff(,ct in thp ('xlullph' data sl'l 

shown in Figure 6.10, where the correlation map app(~ars to haVl' ('ffl'divdy 

segmented the grey matter from the white matter. It should hI' llot('d that 

this delineation was not as dear for all subjects <11\(' to til<' aciVl'l"s(' df('l'ts 

of some image artefacts causing a small, but noti('(~abl(' basI' It'v('l ('()rrdation 

across the imaging volume. The higher ('orfPlatioll in tl\(' r('st ing stat(' nl'twork 

regions relative to the rest of the grey matter is also IIlIdl'("stnndahh' h('(,IIIIS(' 

these resting state neuronal processcH should occur ov(~r tilll('-s('ai<'s IIII1<"h 

longer than the temporal separation between tlll~ GE nnd SE BOLD datil 

(> 50ms) and thus be temporally synced. Providpd that till' Sllllll' 1I1'tworks 

are present in both the GE and SE images, there shollid IH' It higher mrrl'inlioll 

in these regions than in the reHt of the gfPy IIlattC'r tak('11 as a whoh'. TI\(' 

assumption that the SE BOLD response 1m:·; a hi)!;hpr spatial sp('dfkity I () 

underlying neuronal activity than the GE BOLD l'<'SPOTls(', may ('xpiaill ti\(' 

increased correlation between the two contrast IlH'ChHllislIIS ill II\(, SE Di\IN 

in comparison to the GE DMN. If the SE BOLD l"l'SIHlIIS(' lIIorl' IHTllmtl'ly 

represents the true location of the underlying IlPllronal activity, tllI'lI th(, 11101"(' 

diffuse GE BOLD response should correiatp mOl"(' highly wit h tit(' SE n'spolls(' 

in thf' SE ma."Ik regions than in the more difflls(' GE llIask l"l'giolls. WIt('n'HS 

the entire SE mask region HhOllld correiat(' w('ll wit h t hI' G E lIlask \"I'ginll. 

leading to a higher average correiatioIl vaitH'. This i'llI'd is illd('('d S('('1l ill I hI' 
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data, with the correlation coefficient found to be significantly high<'l' ill till' 

SE mask region than in the GE mask. 

No significant differences for the ratio of [, R~ / [, H2 wen' fOlllld h('tw<'1'1I til(' 

GE (2.92±0.18), SE (3.12±0.18) and common (3.W±O.13) DMN ICA 1lI1L..-;ks. 

However all of these values were found to be significantly higlwr than thp valiu' 

measured in white matter (1.29 ± 0.12) with hoth the' SE and COlIllllOll I'l'giolls 

also significantly higher than the grey matter region as It whol(' (2.47 ± O.2H). 

The results in resting state network regions agre(' wdl with tiH' valll(, of 2.0 

measured by Yacoub et al. (2005) in the motor cort('x at 7 T IIsing It task i>as('d 

functional acquisition. This suggests that the tcchniqll<' that was dpsnilH'd 

and implemented in this study in order to UleaSUff' this ratio IIsillg lIOII-task 

related functional resting state data, is indeed producing th(' ('('slilts d<'snih<'d 

in the theory (Section 6.3.5). 

The ratio of 6 R;/ 6 R2 has been mea.'mred at a rang<' of fipld stn'lIgt hs, 

using task related functional paradigms, by a 1l111lli><'f of ditf('\'('lIt groups. 

In an early study at 1.5T Bandettini et al. (1994a) llI('as1\rl'd this valll(' to 

be 3.52 ± 0.56, in further studies at 1.5T Lowe d, al. (2000) awl (StrolI\an 

et al. 2001) measured this as 3.3 ± 0.9 and 3.7 resppdiwly. At :31' Stroman 

et al. (2001) measured this as 3.8. Then' has bl'('11 a lot of illll'n'st ill t h(' 

literature as to whether this ratio <le('('('as('s wit h ilH'I'pasillg tidd st.n'lIgt h. 

For convenience, and to aid a."isessment of this, titl'S(' vahlt's alollg witit til<' 

average value taken from the GE and SE Divl:-.i leA masks from this stlld.\, aI'<' 

shown in Figure 6.13. The data indicates that thpl'(' IlIay w<'ll b(' a d('('I'(,lIsp 

in the ratio with increasing field strength howpwr this reductioll is rdat iwl:v 

small. Yacoub et al. (2005) propose that tll<' ratio as a whok may lIot show 

a strong decrease with increasing field strength d1ll' to til<' I>I'<'S('\1('(' of but h 

intra- and extra-vascular BOLD effects. TIlt'y go on to Sllgg('st that ()1I1~' tilt' 

extra-vascular component should cl('('f('asp sigllificallt l.v wit It ill< '1'( 'asi IIg tipld 

strengths. 
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Figure 6. 13: 8R;18R2 using data taken from mult iple studies in the li terature 
(Bandettini et al. 1994a, Lowe et al. 2000, Stroman et a\. 2001 , Yacoub et al. 2005) , 
including the average value taken from the SE and GE l eA mask in this study (red 
cross). The blue line shows a linear fit to the data y = - 0.13x + 3.8 (R2 = 0.65) 

The extra information gained by measuring both GE and SE BOLD data, 

wi th a low temporal separat ion, during a functional acquisition , along with 

t he methods demonstrated for assessing the nature of the BOLD re pon e, 

should prove useful in a wide range of functional studies . 

6.6 Conclusion 

We have demonstrated the feasibility of using a dual GEI SE EPI sequence 

in order to acquire two echo-planar images that provide information on both 

the GE and SE BOLD response, that are time synchronised ; by exploit ing the 

high SNR available at 7 T and when imaging wit h a 32 channel receive coil. 

We have demonstrated that the correspondingly small temporal separation 

between the G E and SE data (rv 50ms ) allows t he temporal characterist ics of 

t he rest ing state GE and SE BOLD responses to be compared , in a manner 
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not before reported in the literature, and have demonstrated a nwthod to 

assess the ratio of 6R;/6R2 for resting state data. 

Further the results demonstrate that resting state functional networks can 

be robustly detected by exploiting both GE and SE-BOLD contra...,t mecha

nisms at 7 T. despite the reduced sensitivity of the SE BOLD response. Til(' 

D:\IX was detected at all echo times for every subject (for both GE and SE 

data). Signal correlations between the GE and SE BOLD data were found to 

be significantly higher in the GE, SE and common D:\IN ICA maps than in 

the grey matter. 

\Ve have demonstrated the use of a novel technique for Hlt'asuring 6 U;/ 8 H2 

using non task-related functional data. The value of this ratio in the DMN 

regions agrees well with published results from other groups that have lls('d 

funct ional task related paradigms to estimate 6 RU 6 R2· 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

The work presented in this thesis is directed towards the dpvelopmpnt and 

implementation of a number of ideas and methods that allow {'cho-planar 

imaging to be carried out for rvIRI at ultra high field strength (7 T), despite 

the significant problems associated with implementing flvIRI at high field. 

Techniquf's haw been pff'sentf'd that enahle off-resonan('(' ('ff('cts, that plagl1(, 

this t~'pe of acquisition, to be measured on a dynamic basis (and subse<}uf'utly 

corrected for), for both GE and SE EPI data. 

In the first study (Chapter 4) a method is presented that takes a<ivalltag(' 

of the increase in BOLD CNR at ultra high field strength, to ('nable fMRI to 

be carried out using both gradient echo and spin {'('ho EPls at high spatial rf'S

olution during a motor task. These findings show that the H'latiw lo(,ation of 

activated voxels for the GE and SE BOLD responses, differs significantly. Fur

ther, using sensitive venous mapping techniques, the f('SUits also d(,lllollstrat(' 

that regions showing statistically significant activation in GE EPI data ('ontain 

significantly more voxels overlying Vf'nous blood v('ss{'ls sites than artivat('d 

regions identified in SE EPI data. These results It'nci strong w('ight to tlwori('s 

in the litpfature that suggest that SE BOLD contrast is actually s<'llsitiw to 

differeIlt underlying physiological mechanisms than GE BOLD ('ontra.-;t. It 

sugg('sts that the SE BOLD [('sponse arises due to th(' extravascular maglwti(' 
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susceptibility effects around small blood vessels, and that in contrast the GE 

BOLD response is sensitive to the extravascular effects around both small and 

large blood vessels, with the large vessel effects dominating. This points to 

the fact that the SE BOLD response is indeed more spatially specific to the 

underlying neuronal activation and thus, in situations where enough SNR is 

available (such as at high field strengths), may be a more powerful tool for 

probing neurological processes than standard GE based techniques. This work 

has now been published (Harmer et al. 2011). 

The second study described in this thesis (Chapter 5) probes the effect 

that magnetic field inhomogeneities have on EPI acquisitions. First, a tech

nique is introduced that can be employed to rnea..,ure flBo on a dynamic ba'iis 

during a functional hyperoxia experiment. This is used to assess ttl(' size of 

susceptibility effects that occur, due to increased levels of oxygen concentra

tion. during hyperoxia. The findings show that the effects are global in nature, 

extending over the whole head, and that the field offsets, due to hyperoxia 

alone. are largest in the frontal sinus, but still present in both the motor 

and visual cortices. Consequently, the author recommencis that this simple 

to implement technique should be used during all hyperoxia studies so that 

the induced temporal variations in flBo can be monitored and if n('cessary 

corrected for (for example to aid image registration). This may also proV<' 

helpful when analysing data at a group level, where initial n'gistration to a 

template is required. In the second section of this chapter a uniqu(' solution is 

described that enables dynamic off resonance correction of SE EPI data that 

circumvents the problem associated with using a SE sequence to IllenSUH' !lBo . 

This technique is developed further to show that it can be used to collect GE 

and SE EPI data simultaneously whilst allowing dynamic distortion correc

tion of both the GE anci SE data sets. This principle is d{,Illollstratpd in it 

prelirninar:v study where dynamic distortion ('oflwtion is carripd out on GE 

and SE EPI data collected during auditory and motor f~[RI studies. H('l}('l" 
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thi~ chapter describes a unique method that allows highly accurate dynamic 

distortion correction to be carried out on simultaneou~ly acquired GE and SE 

EPI data using just one initial reference scan. Correcting for off-resonance 

effects in this manner allows improved alignment to anatomical data, which 

may be particularly advantageous for techniques such as the cortical flattening 

of activation patterns. 

In Chapter 6, the final study in this thesi~, a dual GEISE EPI sequence 

1S used to probe the resting state BOLD response and identify functional 

connectivity maps in SE- and GE-BOLD data. The work demonstrates how 

the correspondingly small temporal separation between the GE and SE data 

(rv 50ms) that this sequence provides, allows the temporal characteristics of 

the resting state GE and SE BOLD responses to be compared, in a rnanIlf~r 

not previously reported in the literature. This is used to assess corrdatpd 

fluctuations in T;- and T2-weighted images across multiple echo times in the 

default mode network and other areas. Signal correlations b(,twcen the GE 

and SE BOLD data are found to be significantly higher in the default mode 

network regions than in the gray matter as a whole. Further, a novel tech

nique for measuring 8R;,18R2 using non task-related re~ting state' data is aIRo 

described. The results for this in the DMN regions agree well with published 

results from other groups that use normal functional task related paradigms 

with a definite functional ON and OFF period. 
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